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Abstract

The study combines an interpretation of 3D seismic and well-core dataset with laboratory experiments, process-based 3D numerical simulations and analysis of outcrop analogues to explore the varied architecture and formative processes of submarine sinuous channels. On the basis of their seismic imagery from a sector of the West African Neogene continental slope, deep-water channel belts are divided into four main categories and their origin is explained: (1) meandering non-aggradational channel belts, which form when the turbiditic system is near its potential equilibrium profile; (2) levéed aggradational channel belts, which evolve from incipient meandering conduits perturbed by system aggradation; (3) erosional cut-and-fill channel belts, which evolve by down-cutting of either moderately sinuous levéed or highly sinuous meandering conduits; and (4) hybrid channel belts, which result from a failed or incomplete transformation instigated by either aggradation or down-cutting. The channel belts are typically stacked upon one another into fining-upwards valley-fill complexes, showing the turbiditic system’s evolution from a deep incision to transient equilibrium state – with the formation of coarse-grained lag deposits and non-aggradational meandering channel belts – and further to aggradation with the formation of levéed channel belts and eventual abandonment.

On the basis of laboratory experiments and numerical CFD simulations, the diversity of sinuous channel belts is attributed to four key factors that control the spatial pattern of sediment erosion and deposition in a conduit: (1) the relationship between the flow’s desired substrate equilibrium gradient and the host channel’s actual slope gradient; (2) the relationship between the length scale of the flow’s rotational helicoid and the channel’s pre-existing curvature; (3) the relationship between the flow thickness and the channel depth; and (4) the relationship between the flow power and the channel bank strength. Channel meandering occurs uniquely when the flows are in hydraulic equilibrium with the channel slope, in phase with the channel curvature, in size or moderately undersized relative to the channel depth, and are modestly erosive with respect to the channel substrate. The diversity of channel-belt sedimentary architecture derives mainly from the formation of different intra-channel depocentres. Simulations indicate at least five different kinds of possible channel bars, including: classical point bars; bars formed in the channel-bend inflection zone at the inner- to outer-bank or outer- to inner-bank transition; and outer-bank bars formed directly upstream or downstream of the bend apex. Every bar type requires particular flow conditions, but some of them may form concurrently or alternate with one another in certain circumstance.

The study’s outcrop investigations are focused on the architectural diversity of deep-water point bars, which are volumetrically most significant and hence potentially most important as reservoir elements. Point bars vary greatly in: (1) their size, depending on the channel depth and extent of its lateral migration; (2) the geometry, facies and inclination of the component beds as well as the degree of bed basal erosion, depending on the variety of turbidity currents involved; and (3) the occurrence of internal erosional truncations, depending on the point-bar planform transformation. Apart from their major differences in this respect, the deep-water point bars have a number of key features in common, from which inferences can also be drawn about the meandering process as such. Their horizontal or gently inclined erosional bases indicate that the meandering channels undergo lateral migration in quasi-equilibrium slope conditions. Sparse levées indicate bypassing spill-out flows. The cohesive encasing deposits point to the importance of bank strength, as in meandering fluvial channels. The laterally accreted beds show updip fining and tractional oblique updip transport, which indicate a rotating flow helicoid rising against the inner bank, spreading its bedload over the point-bar flank and segregating laterally sediment grain sizes. The downdip parts of beds indicate a higher sediment concentration in the flow core part passing along the channel thalweg.

The study as a whole contributes significantly to an understanding of the diversity of deep-water sinuous channel belts and their sedimentary architectures, and also shedding new light on the variability of submarine point bars and the process of channel meandering.
Submarine sinuous channels are major conduits through which both coarse clastic sediment and organic carbon-bearing mud suspension are transported to the deep sea (Johnson et al., 2001; Wynn et al., 2007). They may extend for up to a thousand kilometres along the sea floor (Bouma et al., 1985; Pirmez & Imran, 2003; Nakajima, 2006) and form large sediment repositories that are important hydrocarbon reservoirs in many parts of the world (Prather, 2003). It is the significance of submarine channels as sediment conveyors and the reservoir potential of sinuous channel belts that have in recent years drawn wide interest and led to a large and ever growing body of literature on their architecture and formation.

The remarkable research efforts and increase in knowledge notwithstanding, the sedimentary and architectural diversity and formative conditions of deep-water sinuous channels are still poorly understood – due to the following main reasons: (1) nearly all available seismic datasets are from the petroleum industry, targeting deep reservoirs where internal channel-belt architecture and its elements are beyond seismic resolution; (2) modern submarine channels are inaccessible and difficult to study, and are not necessarily good analogues for all ancient sinuous channels; (3) outcrops and well cores of sinuous channel-belt deposits are relatively few, lack three-dimensionality and have seldom been studied in sufficient detail; (4) laboratory experiments on turbidity-current flow in sinuous channels have been simplistic, poorly monitored and suffering from the scaling problem; (5) process-based numerical simulations have been limited mainly to the flow of sediment-free density currents in non-erodible channels; and (6) the general lack of a coherent integrated approach combining laboratory and numerical experiments with seismic and outcrop studies has led to biased and often conflicting ad hoc notions about the development of deep-water sinuous channels.

In the lack of verifiable physical concepts explaining the formation and variation of turbiditic channel systems, analogies have often been drawn from fluvial systems. Indeed, the quantitative relationships between the channel sinuosity and valley gradient and between the meander wavelength, channel width and curvature radius appear to be similar in these vastly different systems (Kolla et al., 2007). Detailed studies of sidescan sonar and 3D seismic-reflection imagery have also revealed a number of qualitative similarities, such as a wide range of channel sinuosities, bend cut-offs, point bars, chutes, asymmetrical channel profile, riffle-and-pool morphology of channel thalweg zone, erosional terraces, levées, crevasses and crevasse splay (Klaucke & Hesse, 1996; Peakall et al., 2000; Abreu et al., 2003; Kneller, 2003; Pirmez & Imran, 2003; Posamentier & Kolla, 2003; Babonneau et al., 2004; Mayall et al., 2006; Posamentier et al., 2007; Wynn et al., 2007). On the other hand, ample evidence has been given that – on a closer inspection – the morphology of sinuous submarine channels is fundamentally different from that of their fluvial counterparts. For example: the width and depth of turbiditic channels tend to decrease downslope (Flood & Damuth, 1987; Wynn et al., 2007); the sinuous turbiditic channels may host outer-bank bars and nested mounds, features geometrically unlike any fluvial bars (Phillips, 1987; Timbrell, 1993; Clark & Pickering, 1996; Peakall et al., 2000; Straub et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009); turbiditic channels may decrease their sinuosity and migrate towards the centre of the channel belt by outer-bank accretion (Kane et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009); the lateral migration of turbiditic channels may be accompanied by significant vertical aggradation (Posamentier & Kolla, 2003; Samuel et al., 2003; Mayall et al., 2006; Beaubouet et al., 2007; Cronin et al., 2007; Kolla et al., 2007); turbiditic channel belts often show a ribbon-shaped geometry with prominent ‘gull-wing’ levées (Mayall & Stewart, 2000; Kneller, 2003; Gee & Gawthorpe, 2007); and their levées may include large sediment waves (Normark et al., 1980; Nakajima et al., 1998; Migeon et al., 2001). It has also been suggested that the meandering turbiditic channels are much less prone to downstream translation than meandering rivers and tend to reach faster a limit of planform transformation (Peakall et al., 2000). Last, but not least, there is a major difference between the sedimentary facies and heterogeneity of turbiditic and fluvial channel belts, reflecting the obvious differences between a river flow and the episodic flow of turbidity currents (e.g., Arnott et al., 2007; Donselaar & Overeem, 2008; Dykstra & Kneller, 2009).

The realization of these differences and the scarcity of flow measurements from natural deep-water channels have led to a considerable number of laboratory experiments and a few numerical studies attempting to simulate the flow of turbidity currents in sinuous channels. However, laboratory experiments proved to be a formidable task and gave contradictory results, mainly because of the scaling problem. Since sediment particles in a laboratory cannot be scaled down without avoiding the effect of cohesion, most of the experiments were conducted by using saline, particle-free density currents or some very low-concentration turbidity currents scaled on the basis of the densimetric Froude number. Prefabricated sinuous channels with non-erodible banks were used, which additionally precluded a realistic representation of natural channels, where the feedback among the flow intrinsic dynamics, erosion and deposition is expected to play a crucial role.

The focus of laboratory experiments and numerical simulations was thus far on the pattern of flow velocity at channel bends, rather than the pattern of sediment deposition. Although the pattern of sedimentation in a channel may not necessarily follow spatial velocity structure, the flow velocities are relatively easy to measure in comparison to other variables, such as flow density, and are considered to be one of the main factors governing the erosion and deposition in submarine channels (e.g., Straub et al., 2011). Laboratory and numerical simulation studies have shown helicoidal
rotation of density current at channel bends, but the direction of flow rotation varied from one study to another. Rotation similar as in meandering rivers, with the flow rising along the floor towards the inner bank, was reported from experiments by Kassem & Imran (2004), Imran et al. (2007; 2008), Islam & Imran (2008) and Islam et al. (2008). An opposite direction of rotation, with the flow rising along the floor against the outer bank, was shown by Corney et al. (2006), Keevil et al. (2006; 2007), Peakall et al. (2007), Amos et al. (2010) and Giorgio Serchi et al. (2011). This reverse pattern of flow circulation was initially postulated to be characteristic of all sinuous submarine channels, as opposed to rivers, but a consensus has now been reached that either pattern of flow rotation can be expected to occur in deep-water conduits (Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011).

Laboratory experiments with sinuous channels using sediment-laden turbidity currents or a mobile sediment substrate were relatively few, showing deposition at the bend outer bank (Kane et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008; 2011), downstream part of the bend inner bank (Peakall et al., 2007; Kane et al., 2008; Amos et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2011) or on the levées and in overbank area (Kane et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2008; 2011). Although these loci of sediment deposition and the geometry of the three types of deposits are in agreement with observations from natural channel belts, their formation remains inadequately documented and poorly understood, because of the difficulty with a continuous monitoring of sediment motion in laboratory flumes in all three dimensions. On the basis of measured 2D velocity profiles and overhead camera filming, the deposition of sediment at channel banks has been attributed to either flow separation at the bank, with the sediment dumped from turbulent suspension in a low-velocity zone (Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2011), or flow run-up on the outer bank, with a loss of capacity and a rapid deposition due to increased concentration (Amos et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2011). A consensus now is that these two causes of localized deposition are virtually independent of the direction of flow rotation, and hence remain poorly defined in terms of the flow conditions. Similarly unclear is the formation of other deposit types, such as point bars, nested mounds and other varieties of outer-bank bars, which are yet to be produced and hydraulically analysed in laboratory and numerical experiments.

The aim of the present study was to address some of the contentious aspects of the development and sedimentary architecture of deep-water sinuous channel belts, with a special focus on meandering systems. A multidisciplinary approach has been chosen, combining insights from sedimentology, geomorphology, seismic interpretation, laboratory experiments and CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulations. The study consisted of three independent but interrelated parts, each concerned with a different kind of insight and a different level of detail. The first part (Paper I), based on 3D seismic and well-core data from a continental-slope succession of West Africa, was meant to assess in qualitative and quantitative terms the diversity of submarine sinuous channel belts and their architectural elements, and to analyse their development in submarine valley-fill successions. The second part (Paper II) was based on laboratory experiments and numerical simulations of turbidity currents in erodible sinuous channels, with the aim to clarify the hydraulic conditions for the formation of various architectural elements – particularly channel bar types – as a main cause of channel-belt diversity. Special focus was on the identification of physical conditions in which deep-water meandering channels and their single most important element – the point bars – form. This latter topic was followed further in the third part of the study (Paper III), where geometrical reconstruction and facies analysis of point-bar deposits in outcrop sections were used to recognize the mechanism of submarine channel meandering. A wide range of outcrop cases, combined with a synthesis of earlier-published examples, allowed for a tentative classification of deep-water point bars and their styles of heterogeneity, which may potentially serve as a useful guide in subsurface exploration and development of reservoir models.

By combining different kinds of data and scales of observation, the present study has provided cross-verified evidence shedding vital new light on the development and sedimentary architecture of deep-water sinuous channels – from their flow conditions to stratigraphic evolution in submarine valleys.

Summary of Papers

Paper I


This paper focuses on the architecture of deep-water sinuous channel belts and their evolution in valley-fill complexes in a West African Miocene continental-slope succession. The study combines the interpretation of 3D seismic and well-core data with observations from a range of outcrop analogues. On the basis of planform, cross-section, seismic facies and location with respect to channel bends, five main types of channel-belt elements are recognized from seismic images: lateral-accretion packages (LAPs), outer-bank mounds/bars, levées, non-turbiditic mass-transport deposits (MTDs) and last-stage channel-fills. These elements occur in various combinations, but no single channel belt combines all of them, which suggests that some elements may be mutually exclusive. On the basis of their planform,
cross-sectional geometry and range of architectural elements involved, the sinuous channel belts can be classified into four distinctive categories: meandering non-aggradational channel belts, levéed aggradational channel belts, erosional cut-and-fill channel belts and hybrid channel belts. Quantitative analysis indicates that the meandering channels form when the system is roughly at its equilibrium profile. They evolve from nearly straight to highly sinuous by increasing first the bend amplitude (transverse expansion) and then the conduit length (longitudinal expansion). The levéed channels are thought to develop from incipient meandering conduits perturbed by aggradation, whereas the erosional channels considered to evolve from either moderately sinuous levéed or highly sinuous meandering conduits, inheriting their sinuosity. Hybrid channels signify a failed or incomplete channel transformation. The four types of sinuous channel belts may occur isolated or stacked upon one another into complexes, which may be unconfined or, as is often the case, confined by the relief of submarine incised valley and its external levées.

Channel-belt complexes evolving in incised valleys typically show an upward-fining trend and a decrease in sandstone net/gross. They commonly evolve from a state of deep erosion to a transient equilibrium state with the deposition of a coarse lag or non-aggradational meandering channel belts, which are commonly succeeded by MTDs emplaced when the valley reached its maximum relief. The middle to upper part of valley-fill consists of levéed channel belts recording aggradation, with possible development of non-aggradational meandering channel belts in the uppermost part prior to the valley abandonment. Similar meandering channel belts may also occasionally occur in the middle part of a valley-fill succession. The observed variation among valley-fills can be attributed to external factors (e.g., halokinesis, slope tectonics) or to an autogenic forcing related to the evacuation of sediment from the valley, base-level change and mud accretion on the adjoining slope.

Paper II


The paper combines laboratory experiments and 3D numerical simulations to explain the hydraulic conditions for the formation of various channel bars as a main cause of the observed architectural diversity of deep-water sinuous channel belts. On the basis of previous studies, key factors are identified that control the spatial pattern of sediment deposition in submarine sinuous channels and the process of channel meandering. A conceptual combination of various system conditions gives eighteen different scenarios, which are simulated to reveal formation of five main types of intra-channel depocentres: meander bars (point bars); bars formed in the channel-bend inflection zone at the inner-to outer-bank or outer-to inner-bank transition; and outer-bank bars formed directly upstream or downstream of the bend apex. Every bar type appears to require particular flow conditions, but some bars may form concurrently or alternate with one another in certain circumstance.

The simulations also address the controversial issue of flow rotation at the bends of submarine sinuous channels. A detailed 3D monitoring of flow velocity structure shows that the flow helicoid may rotate either inwards or outwards, or may virtually lose its structure in the case of a grossly oversized flow. If the length scale of the flow helicoid matches the channel curvature, the flow rotation at a channel bend is directed inwards irrespective of others conditions. If the flow is out of phase with the channel, the direction of the helicoid rotation depends on the flow velocity and the angle at which the flow velocity core approaches the bend’s outer bank. A transient, local impact on the direction of flow rotation is exerted by the elevation of the flow velocity core above the channel floor. The study confirms and expounds on many previous laboratory observations pertaining to the flow of turbidity currents in sinuous non-meandering channels. However, the study also indicates that the meandering process may not be scale-independent and that the development of subaqueous meandering channels in small-scale laboratory or numerical experiments may be a formidable task. Inferences about channel meandering conditions based on small-scale experiments should thus be considered with much caution.

Paper III

Janocko, M. and Nemec, W. The facies architecture and formation of deep-water point bars: an outcrop perspective. Sedimentology (MS in review)

This paper describes a wide range of deep-water point-bar deposits and reviews earlier-published cases with the aim to clarify the processes by which submarine channels meander. Although all point bars are formed by a common process of lateral accretion, they may exhibit significant differences in the character of their beds. Notable differences include the point-bar size, the geometry and sedimentary facies of the point-bar beds, bedding inclination, the degree of erosion at bed bases and the occurrence of erosional truncations marking point-bar planform transformation. Six point-bar types are distinguished on a descriptive basis: (1) point bars composed of sand-mud couplets; (2) point bars composed of sand beds; (3) point bars comprising couplets of mudclast rudite and sand; (4) point bars made of gravel-sand couplets; (5) point bars composed of beds with updip-segregated gravel and sand; and (6) point bars composed of gravel beds.

Apart from their major differences, the deep-water point bars have a number of key features in common, from which inferences can be drawn about the meandering process as such. Their horizontal or gently inclined erosional bases indicate that the meandering
channels undergo lateral migration in quasi-equilibrium slope conditions. Sparse levées indicate bypassing spill-out flows. The cohesive deposits that encase point bars suggest an importance of bank strength, as in the case of meandering fluvial channels. The laterally accreted beds show updip fining and tractional oblique updip transport, which indicate a rotating flow helicoid rising against the inner bank, spreading its bedload over the point-bar flank and segregating laterally grain sizes. The downdip parts of beds indicate a significantly higher sediment concentration in the flow thalweg zone.

The observed differences among meander belts have an important bearing on their heterogeneity, but are beyond the seismic resolution and indiscernible from seismic images. However, the six main categories of point bars are readily identifiable from a well-core sample, and their detailed characteristics provided by the present study can thus serve as a useful guide for the recognition and characterization of ancient meander belts and for the development of their models as hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Conclusions and Perspective

The present study – by combining cross-verifiable evidence from 3D seismic imagery, well cores, outcrop sections, laboratory experiments and CFD numerical simulations – has provided unprecedented new insights in the development and architectural diversity of submarine sinuous channel belts, from their internal flow conditions to stratigraphic evolution in submarine incised valleys. Some of the crucial insights include the identification of the physical conditions for deep-water channel meandering and point-bar formation, which were earlier speculated about confusingly on the basis of inadequate laboratory experiments and an analogy drawn with terrestrial rivers.

Four main categories of deep-water sinuous channel belts have been recognized and their genetic relationships inferred: meandering non-aggradational channel belts, levée aggradational channel belts, erosional cut-and-fill channel belts and hybrid channel belts. A range of channel bars, or intra-channel depocentres, and the hydraulic conditions for their formation have been recognized as a main cause of the architectural diversity of submarine sinuous channel belts. A six-category descriptive classification of deep-water point bars has been suggested on empirical basis, highlighting their diverse styles of heterogeneity and providing a potentially useful guide for subsurface exploration and reservoir modelling of ancient meander belts.

As the resolution of 3D seismic data increases and the search for new outcrop cases continuous, it is possible that some other architectural elements of sinuous channel belts may be recognized, adding further to our understanding of their architectural diversity and improving the suggested models. CFD simulations should then be used to explain the hydraulic conditions for the formation of such newly-recognized channel bars or local depocentres. Numerical simulations and laboratory experiments should also be used to explore the hydraulics and depositional conditions at submarine channel confluences – a topic that proved to be quite fascinating with respect to alluvial rivers. After all, the channel systems on submarine slopes are known to abound in confluences (e.g., Bouma et al., 1985; Nakajima, 2006).

It is highly desirable to acquire more hydraulic measurements from natural turbiditic channels, not least in order to calibrate numerical simulations. Significant progress is being made in this direction by attempts to deploy modern laboratory techniques of flow velocity measurement in submarine settings (Sumner et al., 2011). So far only saline density currents have been measured in this way and the results can only serve as an analogue for turbidity currents. On the other hand, the majority of modern submarine sinuous channels does not seem to be in slope-equilibrium conditions and hence are no actively meandering today. Channel cases for instrumental measurements will thus need to be carefully selected and their state of development well-recognized in order to avoid confusing or inconclusive costly results.

Numerical CFD simulations are the least costly and most attractive method to study turbidity currents and their flow in pre-designed submarine channels, as they allow a continuous full 3D monitoring of all flow parameters and – unlike laboratory experiments – do not require downscaling of the flow and its sediment properties. The CFD software becomes ever more advanced and the computational power and speed of computers increases, offering undeniably the best analytical method if its simulation results are carefully verified on the basis of outcrop, 3D seismic and laboratory studies.

In laboratory experiments, future work should focus on the flow and sedimentation pattern of turbidity currents in erodible sinuous channels, rather than prefabricated plastic- or concrete-made conduits. The flume tanks should ideally be made larger than those used at present, in order to minimize the effects of downscaling, and the measurements of velocity and sediment concentration should preferably be taken in all three dimensions to give a more reliable picture of the flow behaviour.
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Abstract

The study combines interpretation of 3D seismic imagery of submarine sinuous channel belts in offshore West Africa with observations from a range of outcrop analogues. Five main architectural elements of slope channel belts are recognized: lateral-accretion packages (LAPs), outer-bank mounds/bars, levées, non-turbiditic mass-transport deposits (MTDs) and last-stage channel-fills. Channel belts differ in their planform, cross-section and the range of architectural elements involved. Four types of sinuous channel belts are distinguished, formed by meandering non-aggradational channels, levée aggradational channels, erosional cut-and-fill channels and hybrid channels. Analysis indicates that meandering channels form when system is near its potential equilibrium profile. They evolve from nearly straight to highly sinuous by increasing first the bend amplitude and then the conduit length. Levée channels are thought to evolve from incipient meandering conduits perturbed by aggradation and erosional channels to evolve from either levée or meandering conduits, inheriting their sinuosity. Hybrid channels signify a failed or incomplete transformation. The channel belts occur isolated or stacked into multi-storey complexes, unconfined or formed within incised valleys. Unconfined complexes, composed of levée- agitated channel belts, are relatively uncommon. Valley-confined complexes predominate and are overlain by isolated channel belts, often confined by the valley external levées.

Valley-fill complexes are characterized by an upward fining and a general decrease in sandstone net/gross. The majority of slope valley-fills in the study area and other reported cases show a development from deep incision to a transient equilibrium state recorded by the deposition of coarse sediment lag or non-aggradational channel belts, which are commonly overlain by MTDs emplaced when the valley reached its maximum relief. The middle to upper part of valley-fill consists of leved channel belts recording aggradation, with possible development of non-aggradational meandering channel belts in the uppermost part prior to the valley abandonment. Similar meandering channel belts may also occasionally occur in the middle part of valley-fill succession. It is suggested that the variation among valley-fills can be due to external factors, such as slope tectonics and salt movements, or to an internal forcing through the interplay of valley incision depth, base-level change, turbidite-system equilibrium profile and slope general aggradation rate.

Keywords: Offshore West Africa, 3D seismic, Turbidite, Meandering, Levée, Point bar, Lateral accretion package, Outer-bank mound

1. Introduction

The last decade saw significant advances in the sedimentological understanding of deep-water sinuous channels and their features. Detailed studies of side-scan sonar and 3D seismic-reflection imagery have revealed a range of architectural elements associated with sinuous channels, such as lateral-accretion packages (LAPs) (Abreu et al., 2003; Mayall et al., 2006; Kolla et al., 2007; Labourdette, 2007), nested mounds (Clark and Pickering, 1996; Peakall et al., 2000), outer-bank bars (Nakajima et al. 2009), non-turbiditic mass-transport deposits (Deptuck et al., 2003; Samuel et al., 2003; Heinio and Davies, 2007; Armitage et al., 2009), levées (Clemenceau et al., 2000; Skene et al., 2002; Babonneau et al., 2004; Hubbard et al., 2009), crevasse splay (Demyttenaere et al., 2000; Mayall and Stewart, 2000; Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; Cross et al., 2009) and last-stage channel-fills (Kneller, 2003; Wynn et al., 2007). Most of these elements have been recognized in outcrops as sandy to gravelly deposits (e.g., Morris and Normark, 2000; Lien et al., 2003; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009; Kane et al., 2009; Kane and Hodgson, 2011) and are considered to be important components of hydrocarbon reservoirs (Prather, 2003; Mayall et al., 2006).

However, the previous studies have also indicated that elements of one type vary as sedimentary deposits and that it is unlikely for all architectural elements to occur within a single channel belt (e.g., Abreu et al., 2003; Kane et al., 2008; Amos et al., 2010; Janocko et al., 2011). Although some elements may be genetically linked, the development of one type of element may require flow conditions that virtually preclude formation another element type. This depositional variability of channelized flows and the variability of elements as sedimentary deposits may have a direct bearing on the observed diversity of deep-water channels (Abreu et al., 2003; Kneller, 2003; Nakajima et al., 2009). Studies of architectural elements in connection with the planform and cross-sectional geometry of channels may thus shed more light on the formative processes of these highly diversified systems and help predict their reservoir properties.

2. The aim of the present study

The present study documents the seismic characteristics of deep-water sinuous channels in an upper- to middle-slope setting in offshore West Africa and supplements these observations with well-core data and a range of outcrop analogues. We revisit further the taxonomic concept of channel classification (cf. Mayall and Stewart, 2000; Morris and Normark, 2000; Pirmez et al., 2000; Kneller, 2003), with a special focus on intra- and extra-channel architectural elements and the temporal changes in channel development within deep-water slope valleys.

The 3D seismic dataset used in the study extends about 25 km seawards, from the West African palaeo-shelf edge to the middle zone of continental slope, and covers an area of 80×55 km (4400 km²). The stratigraphic interval studied is of Miocene age. The dataset is a post-stack time-migrated volume with a bin spacing of 12.5×12.5 m and a sampling interval of 4 ms. Seismic frequency ranges from 20 to 60 Hz, with an
average of 40 Hz corresponding to a vertical resolution of ca. 10 m. The volume has been processed to zero-phase and displayed in SEG normal polarity, such that the positive amplitude (black or dark-blue hue in the display) reflects greater acoustic impedance. An average seismic velocity of 2000 m/s was used in the conversion of two-way travel time to metric depth for the purpose of calculating rock thicknesses in metres. More than 1600 m of core samples were recovered from 29 wells in the study area. However, the samples and gamma logs from only five wells are utilized in this study, because the majority of the drilling targets are in areas with poor seismic resolution, where both seismic interpretation and well-to-seismic ties are extremely difficult. The problems with resolution are due to salt diapirism.

The quality of seismic data allows recognition of such stratigraphic features as valley-fills, palaeochannels, channel belts and their main architectural elements. The seismic recognition and interpretation of architectural elements have been bolstered by outcrop analogue studies from the Miocene Mt. Messenger Fm. of New Zealand, the Eocene Kirkgecit Fm. of Turkey, the Late Cretaceous Rosario Fm. of Mexico and the Late Carboniferous Ross Fm. of Ireland. The purpose of using outcrop analogues was to get an insight in the facies composition and depositional process of the elements from which no drilling samples were available. Cross-referring evidence from seismic imagery, outcrops and experiments is crucial to an understanding of turbiditic systems.

3. Terminology

Descriptive sedimentological terminology is after Harms et al. (1982) and Collinson and Thompson (1982). *Submarine channel* is defined as a conduit formed by and conveying sediment-gravity flows. Channelized flows deposit coarse sediment both inside and directly outside the conduit, which itself may migrate, and the resulting sand-prone and possibly gravel-bearing sedimentary body is referred to broadly as a *channel belt* (Bridge, 2003). Channel belts formed by simple downcutting and vertical aggradation are referred to as...
erosional channel belts (Fig. 1A); those showing significant lateral accretion and conduit sideways migration are referred to as *meandering channel belts* (Fig. 1B); and those with seismically detectable levées are referred to as *levéed channel belts* (Fig. 1C). Some channel belts show major vertical aggradation combined with lateral accretion of sediment, which is called aggradational lateral accretion (Fig. 1C, lower part). Multi-storey channel belts, stacked vertically upon one another with or without significant offset, are referred to as *channel-belt complexes* (Fig. 1A–C).

The deepest, hydraulic axial zone of a channel is referred to as the *channel thalweg* (Bridge, 2003). It does not correspond strictly to the plan-view geometrical axis, or centreline, of the channel (Fig. 1D), which is more convenient to use in the analysis of channel-belt seismic maps. Accordingly, the sinuosity index of a channel or its particular segment is defined as the ratio of the centreline length to the corresponding straight-line distance (Bridge, 2003). Channels with a sinuosity index equal or greater than 1.1 are considered to be sinuous, non-straight. Other geometrical parameters of channel planform used in the study are (Fig. 1D):

- **channel width** – considered to be the maximum local distance between the channel banks;
- **channel depth** – measured as the vertical relief from the channel base in axial zone to the bank or levee crest;
- **channel bend amplitude** (or radius of curvature) – defined as the maximum departure of channel centreline from a straight-line path through the centreline inflection points;
- **channel bend half-wavelength** – the distance between centreline inflection points measured along the channel centreline; and
- **channel-winding breadth** – measured as the amplitude of the channel centreline bends.

A *submarine incised valley* (Carlson et al., 1982; Prather, 2003) is an underwater slope conduit incomparably deeper than the system largest channels, cut in earlier deposits by excessively erosive sediment-gravity flows. In contrast to the more permanent deep submarine conduits, such as bedrock canyons, the incised valleys are cut and filled by the channelized turbiditic system, possibly several times over during the time-span of its activity. Submarine incised valleys may not necessarily be related to sea-level changes and the fluvial incised valleys formed by forced regressions (Dalrymple et al., 1994), but they similarly result from major re-adjustments of the system morphometric profile.

Large-scale levées that flank an incised valley are referred to as *external levées*, whereas the smaller-scale levées flanking individual channels are called *internal levées* (Kane and Hodgson, 2011). Channel belts formed within the valley confinement are considered to be *erosionally confined* (Fig. 1E), whereas those constrained laterally by external levées are considered to be *levée-confined* (Fig. 1F). A submarine incised valley-fill commonly evolves from erosionally confined to levée-confined (Fig. 1F). An aggradational stack of leveéd channel belts unrelated to a valley is referred to as an *unconfined channel-belt complex* (Fig. 1G).

A *valley-fill complex* may comprise a complex of multi-storey channel belts as well as isolated channel belts (Fig. 1E) or be composed mainly or entirely of mud. Mud-prone abandoned valley-fills occur in the study area, but are not considered here. Two or more valley-fill complexes stacked upon one another (Fig. 1H) are referred to as a *valley-fill complex set* (cf. Sprague et al., 2002).

### 3. Architectural elements of sinuous deep-water channels

An architectural element is a depositional body defined by its geometry, facies assemblage, scale, a particular formative process or suite of processes, and its depositional setting (Miall, 1985). In seismic interpretation of ancient deposits, the recognition of architectural elements is generally based on their geometry, scale and depositional setting, whereas facies composition and processes are inferred from other geological data (e.g., outcrop analogues, laboratory experiments, numerical modelling). The elements described here occur within sinuous channel belts and indicate sites of preferential sediment deposition by the channelized flows involved.

#### 3.1. Lateral-accretion packages (LAPs)

Lateral-accretion packages (Abreu et al., 2003) appear in attribute maps and time slices as features similar to fluvial scroll bars (Fig. 2B) or as crescent-shaped high-amplitude reflection patches (Fig. 2B). They may locally appear also as closely spaced, high-amplitude sinuous threads (Fig. 3A, C). In seismic profiles, LAPs are typified by discontinuous, offlapping shingled reflections dipping at 5°–10° towards the last-stage channel thalweg (Fig. 2, sections B–B’, C–C’ and D–D’). In places where the LAP thickness is below the seismic tuning thickness (i.e., seismic wavelength), the inclined reflections are unrecognizable and the package appears as a single, continuous high-amplitude reflection (Fig. 2, section A–A’). The LAPs in such a case can only be inferred from attribute maps. The bases and tops of LAPs are generally flat and horizontal. The areal extent of LAPs is in the range of 40–480 m² and their thicknesses are up to 30 m.

The sedimentary facies of LAPs are inferred from drilling cores. Four separate cores from three different channel belts at the base of valley-fill complexes have been analysed (Figs. 3 and 4). On the basis of seismic sections and attribute maps, each LAP is considered to be an element of a single-storey channel belt formed by the lateral migration of a sinuous channel. The two cores from channel belt A both show an overall fining-upward trend and similar facies, as they consist of massive to planar parallel-stratified, normally-graded sandstone beds with scattered mudclasts (Fig. 4, cores A1 and A2). Sandstones are mainly coarse- to fine-grained, overall slightly coarser in core A1. Mudclasts are angular to subrounded and 0.5–20 cm in length. They occur either at the bed base, where they often show imbrications, or in the bed middle part where they are more scattered and lack preferential orientation. Core A2 shows also normally-graded beds of sand-rich mudclast conglomerate.

The core from channel belt B shows beds of sand-supported, extra- and intra-formational conglomerates in the lower part, whereas the upper part is dominated by planar parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated sandstone beds (Fig. 4, core B1). Extraformational lithic clasts are up to 5 cm in size, but the maximum size of mudclasts reaches 22 cm. The conglomerate beds show planar parallel stratification with clast imbrication and typically pass upwards into a massive or crudely stratified sandstone. The core from channel belt C shows only the lower part of the LAP, which differs from the others in that it consists of thick, amalgamated, massive to crudely stratified sandstone beds (Fig. 4, core C1). The beds are erosional, commonly strewn with imbricated mudclasts up to 8 cm in length. These thick beds are intercalated with minor thin beds of planar parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated sandstone capped with siltstone.

The LAPs are interpreted to represent point bars formed due to the lateral channel migration. Each shingled high-amplitude reflection dipping towards the last-stage channel in the seismic profiles corresponds to a low-impedance interval with a thickness of less than ¼ of the seismic wavelength. The shingled seismic signature of the LAPs is thus more a function of lithology than of true bedding. For example, a single sandstone bed rich in mudclasts in its lower part will produce two separate reflections of low and high amplitude, respectively.
Fig. 2. Seismic attribute maps (A–D) and corresponding vertical sections showing the planform and cross-sectional geometry of lateral accretion packages (LAPs) in the study area. (A) Map of LAPs manifested as high-amplitude reflection threads, showing channel-loop rotation and expansion combined with downstream translation. The LAPs have a thickness at the margin of seismic resolution and appear as a single high-amplitude reflection (see cross-section A–A'). (B) Map of LAPs resembling fluvial scroll bars, with the crescent-shaped patches of high-amplitude reflections showing bend expansion followed by expansion with downstream translation. In vertical section, the LAPs show up as shingled reflections dipping towards the last-stage channel thalweg (see cross-section B–B'). (C) Map of a purely downstream-translated LAP, with high-amplitude reflection threads and with a pattern of shingled reflections in vertical section (see cross-section C–C'). (D) Map of LAPs with a scroll-like pattern showing bend expansion combined with downstream and upstream translation; cross-section D–D' shows shingled reflections. Note that the LAP bases and tops are generally flat and that the LAP planform development may vary from one bend to another.

On the basis of their planform development, the point bars in the studied channel belts can be classified as expansional, downstream or upstream translational, rotational or representing a combination of these three main modes of evolution (Fig. 2; terminology after Brice, 1974). The development of point bars appears to vary from one channel-belt segment to another and lacks any systematic spatial trend. This variability suggests that the planform evolution of point bars may depend strongly on the local seafloor gradient and substrate cohesiveness, which would in turn control the planform of channel bends and curvature of their transitions.

The lower parts of point-bar LAPs are dominated by stratified sand-supported conglomerates and massive to crudely stratified sandstones. The stratified conglomerates and sandstones represent the turbidite division R1 of Lowe (1982) and division b of Bouma (1962), respectively, and are interpreted to be tractional upper flow-regime deposits of low-density turbidity currents (sensu Lowe, 1982). Although massive sandstones occur mainly in the lower part of LAPs, they can be found also in the middle and upper part. They represent the turbidite division S3 of Lowe (1982) and indicate sand deposition by rapid dumping from a decelerated, high-density turbidity current (see also Lowe, 1988). The deceleration and abrupt basal densification of flow can be attributed to its oblique climbing on the point bar, with flowline expansion towards the inner bank and frictional loss of energy (Janocko et al., 2011). The planar parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated sandstone beds are classical Bouma-type turbidites Tbc, deposited by low-density turbidity currents and occurring mainly in the upper part of point-bar LAPs.

Point-bar deposits similar to those in the West African offshore channel belts can be found elsewhere exposed on land. An analogous example is afforded by the Waikiekie South Beach cliff section of the Mount Messenger Formation in New Zealand’s North Island (Janocko and Nemec, 2011). The LAP here is smaller than the seismically recognized cases, but has a similar geometry and similar facies assemblage (Fig. 5). The channel belt occurs at the base of a valley-fill complex (Fig. 5A, B), which is located in the lower part of the channel belt (Arnot et al., 2007). The estimated channel-belt width is ~170 m, with about two-thirds of it occupied by the LAP. The LAP is 6 m thick, composed of beds with a mean inclination of 8°. The deposits are laterally-accreted couplets of massive mudclast conglomerate and planar parallel-stratified sandstone (Fig. 5C, D), with the last-stage aggradational channel-fill composed of amalgamated, massive to crudely...
Fig. 3. Seismic maps (upper row), their interpretation (middle row) and the corresponding vertical sections (lower row) of meandering channel belts at the base of valley-fill complexes in the study area. The channel belts are interpreted to be single-storey non-aggradational meander belts that evolved by bend cut-off and lateral shifting. The seismic sections include gamma-ray (GR) well logs of the meander belts, with the corresponding core logs and facies details shown in Fig. 4.

stratified sandstone beds occasionally bearing basal mudclast lags (Fig. 5A, B). The mudclast conglomerates have sandy matrix, consist of angular to subrounded clasts up to 30 cm in length and have a clast- to matrix-supported texture. Most of these conglomeratic divisions are normally graded, but some show a coarse-tail inverse grading. They are thickest in their down-dip parts and tend to thin up-dip in the LAP cross-section, where they also become finer grained and their bases less erosional. The sandstone divisions, in contrast, are lenticular in the LAP section and their down-dip parts are generally thinner, truncated by the overlying bed (Fig. 5D). The top and base surfaces of the LAP are planar, originally horizontal, although the lateral migration of channel thalweg involved uneven scouring and resulted in local morphological irregularities of the channel-belt base (Fig. 5A, B).

The successive conglomerate-sandstone couplets in the LAP are thought to be products of density-layered bipartite flows (cf. Postma et al., 1988). Mudclasts were derived from erosion of the underlying, semi-consolidated slope mud. The mudclast conglomerates were deposited by erosive turbidity currents that charged themselves at the base with cohesive material and underwent abrupt deceleration at the channel bend. Basal densification of the flow due to rapid suspension fall-out (Lowe, 1988) was then accompanied by cohesive freezing of the bedload layer. Inversely-graded conglomerates suggest a co-genetic debris flow spawned and dragged briefly along by the flow, with the size of mudclasts diminished by the stronger frictional shear near the base. The overlying sandstone division Tab of each couplet was deposited by flow that rid itself of the excess basal load and kept dumping sand directly from turbulent suspension before reversing to deposition from upper-stage plane-bed tractional transport (Harms et al., 1982; Lowe, 1982). 3.2. Outer-bank mounds/bars

The sinuous channels in seismic-volume attribute maps commonly show longitudinal patches of high-amplitude reflections in the apical zone of channel bends (Fig. 6). These features are associated mainly with relatively sharp bends of high-sinuosity channels, levéed or non-levéed, and occur also in the last-stage channels of some meander belts. Their occurrence seems to be independent of the channel width/depth ratio. In vertical seismic sections, these features appear as high-amplitude horizontal reflections at the base of channel belt, but may be indiscernible if too thin relative to seismic resolution, though visible in attribute map. Their areal extent is in the range of 5–60 m² and thicknesses up to 30 m. No drilling cores of these deposits are available, but their laterally continuous high-amplitude seismic signature indicates coarse-grained deposits with little or no facies heterogeneity.

The high-amplitude reflection patches at channel thalweg bends are thought to represent deposits recognized elsewhere as “outer-bank bars” (Nakajima et al. 2009) or “nested mounds” (Phillips, 1987; Timbrell, 1993; Clark and Pickering, 1996). Although there seem to be significant differences in the extent and geometry of the architectural elements reported under these two labels, the high-amplitude patches in the present case cannot be differentiated due to insufficient seismic resolution. Nevertheless, the evidence that the outer-bank high-amplitude patches occur mainly at sharp channel bends, irrespectively of the channel aspect ratio and presence of levées, suggests that they represent coarse-grained deposits formed by an abrupt local deceleration of flow and are not necessarily related to the flow overspill (cf. Clark and Pickering, 1996).
An outcrop analogue of such deposits is afforded by the San Fernando canyon section of the Rosario Fm. in Baja California, Mexico (Fig. 7; Janocko and Nemec, 2011). The outcrop shows a meandering channel belt in the lower part of a submarine valley-fill complex. The belt LAP consists of conglomerate-sandstone couplets inclined at ~6° towards the last-stage channel and downlapping an erosional, originally horizontal base of the channel belt. The last-stage channel-fill consists of conglomerate-sandstone couplets that show aggradational lateral accretion, with the conglomerate divisions thinning and sandstone divisions thickening in the updip direction. In the lowermost couplet, the parallel-stratified conglomeratic division forms a mound with an irregular convex-upward top and with the strata changing laterally their attitude from paralleling the LAP bedding at the inner bank to gently rising against the outer bank. The conglomerate bed truncates the underlying beds, which suggests that the depositing flow had initially broadened the conduit by eroding its both banks. The overlying sandstone division has a sub-horizontal top and an uneven thickness compensating for the morphological irregularity of the conglomerate top. The conglomerate clast imbrication indicates sediment transport obliquely towards the outer bank (Janocko and Nemec, 2011), which suggests that the flow helicoid at the channel bend was rising against the outer bank. This evidence supports the hypothetical interpretation by Nakajima et al. (2009) of the origin of outer-bank bars.

The mounded conglomerate unit is considerably smaller than the host channel and hence is probably an outer-bank mound, rather than an outer-bank bar (cf. Nakajima et al., 2009). However, the attitude of its internal stratification suggests that the mound might possibly aggrade more and evolve into a thicker accretionary bar if the depositing flow had a longer duration or similar flows reoccurred (see Kneller and Branney, 1995; Vrolijk and Southard, 1997). We thus infer the features reported as outer-bank bars may simply be more pronounced accumulations of nested mounds, variously modified by...
3.3. Mass-transport deposits (MTDs)

Non-turbiditic mass-transport deposits, attributed to such processes as slides, slumps and debris flows, occur at various scales in submarine channels and valleys. Slide blocks from valley walls are among the largest features, with an areal extent reaching 1500 m² and thicknesses up to 120 m. In seismic attribute maps, they are recognizable as low-amplitude, elongate to crescent-shaped features associated with scallop-shaped scars at channel or valley margins (Fig. 8A). In seismic cross-sections, slide blocks show rotational bases, stepped tops and undisturbed, parallel low-amplitude internal reflections (Fig. 8B, E).

Slump deposits appear in attribute maps as circular or crescentic high-amplitude patches (Fig. 8C). In cross-sections, they typically show curved rotational bases and internal transparent pattern of low-amplitude discontinuous reflections (Fig. 8D). They are often laterally more extensive than slide blocks, with areas of up to 2000 m² and thicknesses reaching 50 m. Deposits attributed to large debris flows may or may not be associated with slump scars and are typically spread across the entire width of the channel or valley (Fig. 8F). In both plan view and cross-section, they appear as transparent to chaotic seismic facies with a sharp, often erosional base and irregular top. In the study area, the MTDs are generally recognized in valleys, rather than in channels, which may be due to the limited seismic resolution or to a natural scarcity of channel-bank collapses, as compared to the gravitational instability of steep valley walls.

MTDs have been reported from deep-water channels and valleys (e.g., Droz and Bellaiche, 1985; O’Connell et al., 1995; Morris and Normark, 2000; Deptuck et al., 2003; Heinio and Davies, 2007; Armitage et al., 2009), and are considered to be an important element affecting the evolution of submarine conduits and their hydrocarbon storage potential (Prather, 2003). In the present case, the local collapses probably played a major role in the development of deep-water incised valleys from erosional channels. The emplacement of MTD may cause flow retardation and enhance deposition in the thalweg zone (Peakall et al., 2000; Nakajima et al., 2009) or may cause flow avulsions (Fig. 8C), whereas the uneven top relief of slump and slide bodies may pond turbidity currents or entrap channels (Fig. 8B; Faulkenberry, 2004).

The internal character of MTDs varies, depending upon the collapsing sediment facies of the channel or valley wall and the intensity of shear deformation involved. As end-members, slide blocks are relatively coherent and internally intact, whereas debris-flow bodies are strongly homogenized by pervasive shear. The MTDs derived from channel-bank levée collapses tend to be sand-prone (Kane and Hodgson, 2011), but for this reason also have a low preservation potential in an active channel. The more cohesive, mud-prone MTDs will provide abundant mudclasts and affect the rheological properties of subsequent currents, while possibly affecting also the physiographic development of the channel (Hodgson, 2009).

3.4. Levées

Levée deposits are the largest and most extensive sand-prone architectural element of sinuous channel belts. They are thus important as an exploration target and element of reservoir characterization. They occur at various scales, and their morphology and facies help to shed light on the character of flows conveyed by the channel. Levées occurring in isolated unconfined channel belts, in unconfined and confined channel-belt complexes and at valley margins (Fig. 9) are described separately below.

In isolated unconfined channel belts, levées are typically two
Fig. 6. Seismic maps of levée aggradational channel belts (top left and middle) and an erosional channel belt (top middle) in the study area. The RMS volumes shown by the maps are indicated in the corresponding vertical sections below. The high-amplitude reflections (HARs) at channel bends are thought to represent outer-bank mounds/bars.

or more reflections thick and characterized by a gull wing-shaped cross-section (Fig. 9A). The reflections downlap the underlying deposits and range from low-amplitude discontinuous to high-amplitude continuous. In all cases, the levée reflections are of higher amplitude than the reflections of the associated channel-fill. The height of the outer-bank levées (40–60 m) generally exceeds the height of the inner-bank levées (30–50 m) along the entire studied course of a channel. The top surface of these levées is typically smooth and their thickness decreases in an exponential or hyperbolic (power-law) manner with distance from the channel (Fig. 9E). Some of the large outer-bank levées have an undulating, wavy top downstream of

Fig. 7. (A) Outcrop section of a meandering channel belt in the Rosario Fm., Mexico, showing a conglomeratic outer-bank mound (indicated in red) at the base of the last-stage channel-fill. (B) Close-up view of the mound, showing how the plane-parallel stratification of the mound changes laterally its attitude from paralleling the LAP bedding on the right to sloping gently away from the outer bank on the left. Note the erosional base of the overlying conglomerate-sandstone couplet truncating the LAP beds to the right.
Fig. 8. Seismic evidence of mass-transport deposits (MTDs) in the valley-fill complexes in the study area. The seismic maps (A, C) and corresponding vertical sections (B, D) show evidence of slides and slumps. Slide, slump and possible debris-flow deposits are shown also in the two other sections (E, F).

channel bends (Fig. 9A), which is attributed to the formation of overbank sediment waves. More irregular, jagged tops may be due to synsedimentary gravitational faults dipping away from the channel. The continuity of reflections from the levées and channel-fill varies considerably, and so does probably the connectivity of these two elements. In most cases, the reflections in the upper part of levées can be traced to the last-stage channel-fill, but those in the lower part tend to terminate at the channel bank. In seismic attribute maps, the levées in unconfined solitary channel belts appear as areas of a high-amplitude signal declining away from the channel. The levées tends to be inversely proportional to the channel-belt gradient.

In unconfined or weakly-confined channel-belt complexes, levées are typically stacked in a compensational manner and show complex geometries (Fig. 9B). In simple cases, the levées show continuous, onlapping high-amplitude reflections and an exponential decrease of thickness away from the channel (Fig. 9F). In more intricate cases, where younger levées extend over an abandoned levéed channel belt, the overlapping levées shows an irregular, concave-to-convex upward top and continuous, similarly undulated high-amplitude reflections (Fig. 9B). The levées relief varies from less than 20 m to more than 100 m. There is rarely a continuity of reflections from the levées to channel-fill, except where an abandoned channel segment was buried by levées of adjacent active channel. In seismic maps, the levées are asymmetrical and increase in areal extent with a decrease of channel-belt gradient.

In confined channel-belt complexes, levéed channel belts tend to show systematic aggradation, rather than compensational stacking (Fig. 9C). The confined mode of channel-belt development typically results in simpler levées geometry than observed in unconfined complexes. Two types of levées, internal and external, are associated with confined channel-belt complexes (Kane and Hodgson, 2011). The external levées in cross-sections are typified by downlapping, high-amplitude continuous reflections and locally show small cross-cutting crevasses (Fig. 9C). The continuity of external levées reflections to the valley-fill is poor in erosionally-confined channel-belt complexes, but good in levéee-confined complexes (Fig. 9C). The thickness of proximal levées varies from 50 to 120 m, and the levées lateral tapering trend is best approximated by an exponential function (Fig. 9G). In attribute maps, the external levées are recognizably asymmetrical, with scoop-shaped indentations (collapse scars) at the inner margin. The internal levées, in turn, are gull wing-shaped and 20–50 m thick,
Fig. 9. Seismic evidence of levées in the study area. (A) Example seismic sections showing levées in unconfined isolated channel belts, where the levées downstream of sharp bends locally have wavy tops attributed to the occurrence of sediment waves. (B) Example seismic sections showing levées in unconfined multi-storey channel-belts stacked in a compensational manner. (C, D) Example seismic sections showing levées in channel belts confined by valley relief or external levées, with well-core photographs of internal levée facies. The diagrams to the right show the lateral thinning trend of levées in isolated (E) and multi-storey channel belts (F), and of the external (G) and internal levées (H) in submarine valleys in the study area.
Fig. 10. Seismic evidence and outcrop analogues of last-stage channel-fills. (A) Aggradational fill of an erosional channel with one-side levee, seen as moderate-amplitude horizontal reflections. (B) Sand-prone fill of an erosional channel with complex internal geometry and a convex-up “hat” top due to differential compaction. (C) Sand-prone fills of leveed channels at seismic tuning thickness, showing convex-up “hat” tops. (D) Aggradational, thinly-bedded heterolithic fill of a meandering channel in the Ross Fm., Rehy Cliffs, Ireland. (E) Aggradational fill of a small erosional channel, comprising amalgamated planar parallel-stratified sandstone beds, in the Mt. Messenger Fm., Waikiekie South Beach cliff, New Zealand. (F) Laterally-aggraded fill of a meandering channel, composed of parallel-stratified conglomerate-sandstone couplets, in the Rosario Fm., Pelican Point, Mexico. (G) Laterally-aggraded fill of a meandering channel, comprising massive and parallel-stratified sandstone beds with occasional mudclast lags, in the Mt. Messenger Fm., Waikiekie South Beach, New Zealand’s North Island. (H) Single-bed plug of a meandering channel, composed of sand-rich mudclast conglomerate, in the Rosario Fm., San Fernando Canyon, Mexico. (I) Single-unit plug of a small erosional channel, composed of laminated mudstone, in the Rosso Fm., Kilbaha Cliffs, Ireland. (J) Composite channel-fill with a basal package of vertically-aggraded conglomerate beds thinning against outer bank, deeply re-scoured and overlain by bank-derived fine-grained slump deposit, whose uneven relief was smoothed and buried by a new aggradational package of conglomerate beds; example from the Rosario Fm., San Fernando Canyon, Mexico.

The deposition of levees in deep-water channel belts is attributed to the overspill of turbidity currents conveyed by the channel. A turbidity current spills out of the channel because it is either volumetrically too large for the channel capacity or in a hydraulic disequilibrium with the channel geometry. The channel-forming currents are thought to be considerably thicker than the actual channel depth and hence inevitably spilling out, but also an intervening smaller current may run up on the outer bank at channel bends and spill over until the flow volume critically declines and inertia drive dissipates (Straub et al., 2008). Currents may spill out excessively in response to the local plugging of channel by MTDs and will also increasingly spill over as the last-stage channel begins to be filled with sediment prior to abandonment.

The outer-bank levee in most of the studied channel belts is higher than the inner-bank levee, which suggests that the flow supererelevation and outer-bank run-up at channel bends played a significant role (Straub et al., 2008, 2011; Amos et al., 2010).
The exponential outward-thinning trend of levées is consistent with similar observations from levéed channels in many other submarine systems (Skene et al., 2002; Skene and Piper, 2005). Kane et al. (2010) have attributed the exponential trend to the spill-out of sustained (long-duration), quasi-steady high-compliance flows, which is in agreement with the hydraulic conditions for the formation of overbank sediment waves found on levées (Fig. 9A; Nakajima and Satoh, 2001; Cartigny et al., 2010).

The poor connectivity of levée and channel-fill in isolated channel belts and unconfined channel-levée complexes suggests that the denser, channel-confined parts of flows were commonly bypassing the bends and eroding the outer bank, even though these sinuous channels generally show little or no lateral migration. The notion of erosional bypass is supported by the differential aggradation of the channel floor and levées.

In contrast, the connectivity of levee and channel-fill appears to be good in the aggradational channel belts of erosionally- or levée-confined channel-belt complexes. The channels in such settings were apparently conveying fully depositional flows, with the channel-floor aggradation keeping pace with the levee build-up.

The external levées are thought to form when the overbank flow from a channel inside the valley spills out beyond the valley margins (Kane et al., 2010). These levées are unlikely to be connected with the parental channel-fill because of the negligible capacity of valley walls to store sediment and the valley-margin tendency for mass wasting.

3.5. Last-stage channel-fills

The last-stage channel-fills, as an element heralding channel-belt abandonment, are generally deposited by flows differing from those which formed and shaped the channel belt (Clark and Pickering, 1996; Kneller, 2003; Wynn et al., 2007) and hence are genetically unrelated to the belt’s other, earlier-formed architectural elements. However, the channel-fills themselves are an important element, because they vary from sand- to mud-prone, may constitute a major part of channel belt and determine the connectivity of the channel belt’s other architectural elements.

In seismic cross-sections, the last-stage channel-fills show high- to low-amplitude continuous horizontal reflections (Fig. 10A) indicative of vertical accretion. If the channel-fill is dominated by sand, its seismic signature tends to be a convex-upward “hat” (Fig. 10B, C) attributed to the differential compaction of the axial sandy fill and adjacent mudier deposits (Posamentier, 2003). The hat-form signature typifies channel-fills that are at or below the seismic tuning thickness, but may probably occur at any scale or resolution. In attribute maps, the last-stage channel-fills show up as either low- to high-amplitude continuous threads or high-amplitude discontinuous patches.

Last-stage channel-fills have been documented and categorized by several authors (e.g., May et al., 1983; Mutti and Normark, 1987; Shamnamugam and Moioila, 1988; Cook et al., 1994). Factors that determine channel-fill facies include the parameters of last-stage flows, the pre-existing channel topography and the location of the channel in the submarine environment and in respect to coeval active channels. The key flow parameters are the ratio of flow thickness to channel depth and the duration and sediment load of the flows. The channel depth and sinuosity will determine the thickness and spatial distribution of the infill deposits, with possible slides and slumps related to the channel bank steepness. Some channels or their cut-off segments are abandoned abruptly and then gradually filled by spill-out flows from adjacent active channels, slope-derived minor “wild” flows and/or hemipelagic sedimentation. Such “passive” channel-fills may thus be highly heterogeneous or virtually mud-dominated and their facies are difficult to predict, as they will bear virtually no genetic relationship to the whole preceding development of the channel belt.

The sedimentary facies and internal architecture of last-stage channel-fills are generally difficult to recognize from seismic imagery due to its insufficient resolution, but can possibly be inferred on the basis of an understanding of particular channel-belt development combined with outcrop-analogue studies. Four outcrop examples (Fig. 10D–J) have been selected to illustrate variation in the last-stage fills of meandering and erosional sinuous channels, with sandstone net/gross ranging from 0 to 100%. The examples show four different styles of channel-fill architecture: vertical aggradation, aggradational lateral accretion, single-bed plugging and a polygenic infill.

Last-stage channels filled by simple vertical aggradation (Fig. 10D, E) are found in both erosional and meandering channel belts and typically consist of margin-onlapping tabular beds with a thinning upward trend. Internal scour is abundant in larger channels, with the individual beds commonly thinning or pinching out towards the channel margins. The channel-fill may be sandy and possibly gravel-bearing or be heterolithic, composed of sand-mud couplets. The deposits are thus either products of bypassing “oversized” non-incising flows or products of waning flows that were considerably “undersized” with respect to the channel hydraulic geometry and fully dissipated within the channel. The demise of the channel occurs because none of these flow varieties can possibly keep the channel active, while depositing sediment in it.

Last-stage channels filled by aggradational lateral accretion are typical of meandering channel belts (Figs. 5B and 10F; G; see Wynn et al., 2007, case 3 in fig. 18; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009, fig. 12). These channel-fills may range from fully sandy and possibly gravelly to mud-rich heterolithic, but typically consist of planar parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated sandstone beds, some with a massive division and dewatering structures. The lateral accretion suggests that the depositional stacking pattern of turbidites was similar as during the formation and growth of the channel point bars, but the flow magnitude had apparently decreased to render the flows fully depositional, incapable of eroding the outer bank and maintaining channel migration.

Last-stage channels plugged by a single deposit are typically shallow conduits finalizing the development of some erosional and some meandering channel belts. The channel-fill deposit may be a normally-graded, massive and/or stratified sandstone or mudclast conglomerate, with its coarsest-grained part at the channel thalweg, or may be mudstone (Fig. 10H, I). The coarse-grained deposit, whether a turbidite or a deposit of debris flow spawned by turbidity current, is attributed to a flow that was grossly “oversized” with respect to the channel capacity. The flow would likely be erosive in the channel upper reaches, as indicated by the common occurrence of mudlasts (Fig. 10H), and the erosional bulking of sediment would then render it highly depositional and essentially non-erosive upon its arrival in the lower reaches. Muddy channel-plugs are rare in the middle to lower parts of submarine slopes, but may be more common in the upper parts. Their origin is attributed to the accumulation of hemipelagic mud is an abandoned channel or to an accidental emplacement of a local slope-derived mudflow.

Last-stage channels filled with polygenic deposits are some of the relatively deep conduits with low aspect ratios that typify erosional channel belts. Such channel-fills show a complex architecture and are often highly heterogenous (Fig. 10I). Their basal sandy turbidites are commonly deformed by the emplacement of a bank-derived fine-grained slump deposit (MTD), possibly multiple, which is covered by mud-capped turbidites with uneven bases, draping and smoothing the irregular relief of the underlying slump depositional. The infilling of the channel thus apparently commenced with erosive flows, undercutting the outer bank and causing its collapses, which
were followed by smaller and fully depositional flows waning within the channel. This kind of channel-fill may be limited to single bends and its occurrences are thus difficult to predict.

4. Channel-belt types

On the basis of their planform, cross-sectional geometry and range of architectural elements, the deep-water sinuous channel belts in the study area have been classified into four main categories (Fig. 1A–C): (a) meandering channel belts, formed by laterally migrating non-aggradational sinuous conduits and generally lacking levées; (b) levéed channel belts, formed by aggradational sinuous conduits showing little or no lateral migration; (c) erosional channel belts, formed by the cut-and-fill of a sinuous conduit with no significant lateral migration and only minor levées; and (d) hybrid channel belts, combining features of the other three categories.

4.1. Meandering channel belts

Meandering channel belts in seismic maps are characterized by a high-sinuosity (1.9–2.8) conduit, regular and smoothly-
Fig. 12. Statistical comparison of the planform geometrical characteristics of the three main types of sinuous channels in the study area. The mean values pertain to the parameter specified on diagram vertical axis; the horizontal axis accommodates individual datasets; n = number of data. Note that the levéed channels are characterized by a moderate width/depth ratio, low sinuosity and low bend half-amplitude and length; the meandering channels are characterized by a high width/depth ratio, high sinuosity and also high bend half-amplitude and length; and the erosional channels are characterized by intermediate values of all these parameters. This evidence supports the notion that erosional channels are formed by entrenchment of either a meandering or a levéed primary conduit.

curved meander bends and evidence of bend cut-offs (Figs. 11A and 12). Characteristic feature are LAPs formed on the inner side of channel bends. The last-stage channels show up as continuous, high- to moderate-amplitude threads with high-amplitude patches at the bends representing outer-bank mounds/bars. Levées and intra-channel MTDs are lacking.

In seismic cross-sections, these channel belts are typified by LAPs that appear as shingled reflections dipping towards the last-stage thalweg (Fig. 13A, section A–A’). LAPs are not recognizable in channel-belts thinner than the seismic tuning thickness, where they instead appear as a single, laterally extensive reflection of anomalously high amplitude (Fig. 13A, section B–B’). The last-stage channels have a width/depth ratio in the range of 10–20 (Fig. 12), higher than in the other channel-belt types, and the channel-fill shows low-amplitude reflections indicating vertical aggradation or aggradational lateral accretion. Channel widths reach 325 m and depths of 25 m. The inclination of channel outer and inner banks at the bend apices is in the range of 8–14° and 5–10°, respectively. Core samples from meander belts show a fining-upward succession composed of amalgamated, crudely stratified, mudclast-bearing sandstone beds in the lower part and mainly ripple cross-laminated sandstone beds in the upper part (Fig. 4). Conglomerates may occur in the basal part.

The meandering channel belts occur typically at the base of large incised valley-fills, where they are directly overlain by aggradational levéed channel belts.

4.2. Levéed channel belts

Levéed channel belts are characterized by conduits with low to moderate sinuosities (1.1–1.4) and irregular, occasionally sharp bends, and by laterally extensive levées appearing in maps as uniform to patchy high-amplitude zones on both sides of the channel (Figs. 11B and 12). The channel-fill shows lower amplitudes than the overbank deposits, although bright-amplitude patches occur, particularly at the apices of channel bends. These patches correspond to outer-bank mounds/bars. LAPs are lacking in isolated channel belts, but occur as aggradational packages in confined channel-belt complexes. No channel bend cut-offs and channel-margin collapse scars or MTDs have been recognized.

In seismic cross-sections, the levéed channel belts show a characteristic gull-wing shape with high-amplitude signature of levées and low-amplitude signature of aggradational channel-fill (Fig. 13B). The levée reflections lack continuity with those of the channel-fill, except for the last-stage deposits. The base of the channel belt is generally flat, but may be slightly uneven due to variable depth of thalweg scour. The channel width/depth ratio is in the range of 6 to 10 (Fig. 12), with the channel widths reaching 900 m and depths 100 m. Channel banks are mainly symmetrical, inclined at 11–18°.

The levéed sinuous channel belts predominate in the study area, occurring as isolated features (Fig. 9A) or as components of evolving channel-belt complexes (Fig. 9B, C).

4.3. Erosional channel belts

In seismic cross-sections, the erosional sinuous channel belts are V- or U-shaped features with relatively high-amplitude reflections, inset in deposits with low-amplitude horizontal reflections (Fig. 13C). The channel-belt thicknesses are up to 300 m, generally exceeding those of the other channel-belt varieties. Channel width/depth ratio is in the range of 5–7
Fig. 13. Vertical seismic sections of meandering (A), levéed (B) and erosional channel belts (C) in the study area. The location of cross-section lines A–A’ to K–K’ is shown in Fig. 11. For descriptive and interpretive comments, see text.

(Fig. 12). Channel banks are mainly symmetrical, inclined at 15–18°, and the outer bank tends to be steeper in higher-sinuosity channels. The base of channel belt has a smooth V- or U-shape, but shows a stepped profile in belts with significant phases of erosional rejuvenation, indicated by intra-channel palaeotopographic terraces. The last-stage channel-fill is characterized by continuous, high-amplitude horizontal to convex-upward (hat-shaped) reflections in the basal part, up to 50 m thick, and by low-amplitude, onlapping or converging continuous reflections in the remaining higher part. LAPs are lacking and bank collapse scars or MTDs are rare. Likewise, levées are generally lacking, though may occur in smaller, less incised channel belts.

In attribute maps, the erosional channel belts appear as moderate- to high-amplitude sinuous threads with bright patches at the bends interpreted as outer-bank mounds/bars. The higher-amplitude thread is often bordered by lower-amplitude patches corresponding to the upper part of the channel-fill (Fig. 11C). Channel sinuosity is in the range of 1 to 2, and channel bends have moderate lengths and half-amplitudes (Fig. 12).

4.4. Hybrid channel belts

Channel belts that show a combination of the above-described architectures and cannot readily be divided into single-type segments are considered to be hybrid varieties. The most common variety are channel belts with planform characteristics similar to those of levéed sinuous channels, but which are commonly larger, characterized by a well-incised thalweg and less extensive levées (Fig. 14A). Other hybrid belts show various combinations of LAPs, outer-bank bars/mounds and extensive levées at the individual bends (Fig. 14B-D). The hybrid channel belts are distinguishable in cross-sections, but are generally more difficult to recognize in attribute maps due to the overlapping and cross-cutting relationships of the diverse architectural elements.

5. The evolution of channel belts in submarine valleys

The study area affords more than twenty valley-fill complexes, with multi-storey and isolated channel belts either erosionaly confined or erosionaly- to levée-confined. The valley-fills vary in scale, architectural complexity and location on the submarine slope, but their vertical succession and stacking pattern of channel-belt types appear to be similar, though not without some notable departures. Three examples (Table 1) are described below to illustrate the development and observed variation of valley-fill complexes.

Valley-fill complex I (Table 1, Fig. 15) shares its internal architecture with a vast majority of valley-fills in the study area. Its basal part consists of a high-sinuosity meandering channel belt with LAPs, bend cut-offs and a high sandstone net/gross (Fig. 15, time windows 1 and 2). It is overlain by a series of aggradational, high-sinuosity levéed channel belts (Fig. 15, time window 3) which lack LAPs, decrease in sinuosity and assume disorderly directions increasingly unrelated to the direction of underlying channel belts (“disorganized” stacking sensu McHargue et al., 2011). However, the channel belts at some of their down-stream bends apparently evolved in continuity with the underlying meander-belt loops, showing aggradational lateral accretion and consistent directional trend (Fig. 15). The channel belts in the upper part of the valley-fill complex...
Fig. 14. Examples of hybrid-type channel belts from the study area. (A) The most common hybrid variety are channel belts with an erosional thalweg and thick levées. (B-D) Uncommon hybrids are channel belts showing both LAPs and thick levées.

(Fig. 15, time windows 3 and 4) are vertically offset and confined by external levées. They mimic the architectural pattern of the underlying levéeed channel belts, but have wider and deeper thalweg zones, lower sinuosity and thicker gull wing-shaped levées. They show bright-amplitude spots on the inner side of some bends, which may indicate modest point bars. The topmost part of the valley-fill complex shows a belt of large, moderately sinuous, mud-plugged levéeed channel with a directional trend similar to that of the underlying channel belt (Fig. 15, time window 5).

Valley-fill complexes II and III (Table 1) are examples illustrating less common stratigraphic architectures. Complex II (Fig. 16) is an incised valley-fill with an uneven, terraced base bearing some “hanging” erosional relics of meander belts. The succession commenced with an erosional channel belt of moderate sinuosity (Fig. 16, time window 1) which was covered by valley wall-derived MTDs and overlain further by a series of multi- to single-storey hybrid levéeed channel belts. High-amplitude reflection wedges pinching out against valley walls represent levées and can be observed in most cross-sections of the palaeovalley (Fig. 16, time window 3). The corresponding channel-fills had been removed by incision of the overlying younger valley.

Complex III in its basal part shows a meandering channel belt with many bend cut-offs and a last-stage conduit that was slightly deepened by incision before being filled (Fig. 17, time window 1). The channel belt was buried by MTDs and overlain further by a moderately sinuous meandering channel-belt that evolved into an aggradational levéeed channel belt (Fig. 17, time window 2). The overlying succession shows a double alternation of meandering and low-sinuosity levéeed channel belts (time windows 3 and 4). The valley-fill as a whole is highly heterogeneous, differing from those formed by consistent, uninterrupted aggradation.

The main significance of valley-fill complexes II and III is in their showing that a particular type of channel belt may occur at various levels of an evolving valley-fill and that the vertical succession of channel-belt types may not necessarily follow a predictable pattern. As discussed further in the next section, the evolution of a valley-fill system may be perturbed by internal and/or external factors, which results in considerable stratigraphic variation.

6. Discussion

6.1. The diversity of sinuous channel belts

The analysis of seismic data from the offshore study area shows that deep-water sinuous channel belts can be differentiated on the basis of their planform, cross-sectional geometry and component architectural elements. The tentative classification of channel belts suggested in the study sheds some new light on the genetic relationships among various sinuous channels.

Meandering channel belts — These channel belts are typified by high-sinuosity, regular and smoothly-curved meander loops and a conduit with low banks and high width/depth ratio (Figs. 2, 5 and 13), as also evidenced elsewhere by seismic images (Abreu et al., 2003; Mayall et al., 2006; Kolla et al., 2007, figs. 10–12; Labourdette, 2007; Nakajima et al., 2009) and outcrop sections (Campion et al., 2000; Abreu et al., 2003; Lien et al., 2003; Shultz et al., 2005; Beaubouef et al., 2007; Cronin et al., 2007; O’Byrne et al., 2007; Wynn et al., 2007; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009; Janocko and Nemec, 2011), which suggests that the process of submarine channel meandering occurs when no significant aggradation takes place. The lack of vertical thalweg migration indicates that the system is dominated by equilibrium flows with the rate of lateral deposition balanced by the rate of lateral erosion (Kneller, 2003). Outer-bank bars/mounds are rare in meandering channels, probably because the cut-bank erosion and minimal thalweg aggradation render their preservation potential very low (Nakajima et al., 2009).

Another striking characteristic of the meandering channel belts in the present case is the apparent lack of recognizable levées or other localized overbank deposits in seismic sections and attribute maps. However, there is no doubt that the channelized flows were spilling out and spreading sediment in overbank areas. Coarse-grained LAPs, some of them fully conglomeratic (Janocko and Nemec, 2011), are clear indication that the flow height must have grossly exceeded the channel depth (Dykstra and Kneller, 2009). Overbank deposition is known to be associated with meandering channel belts.
Table 1. Characteristics of the three examples of submarine valley-fill complexes from the study area in offshore West Africa (see seismic images in Figs. 15–17). U – valley upper reaches; L – valley lower reaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main characteristics</th>
<th>Valley-fill complex I (Fig. 15)</th>
<th>Valley-fill complex II (Fig. 16)</th>
<th>Valley-fill complex III (Fig. 17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mappable length</td>
<td>50.2 km</td>
<td>19 km</td>
<td>40 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>220 m (U) to 100 m (L)</td>
<td>180 m (U) to 250 m (L)</td>
<td>250 m (U) to 220 m (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal width</td>
<td>700 m (U) to 1400 m (L)</td>
<td>400 m (U) to 600 m (L)</td>
<td>1470 m (U) to 1940 m (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley-wall inclination</td>
<td>U-part: slump scars and associated MTDs. L-part: external levees, slump scars</td>
<td>erosional terraces with LAPs, slump scars and associated MTDs</td>
<td>(1) meandering belt with deeply incised last-stage channel (2) non-aggradational meandering channel belt and MTDs (3) levéed sinuous channel belt (4) non-aggradational meandering channel belt (5) levéed sinuous channel belt (6) non-aggradational meandering channel belt (7) levéed sinuous channel belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology of valley margins</td>
<td>(1) non-aggradational meandering channel belt (2)–(7) levéed sinuous channel belts.</td>
<td>(1) erosion cut-and-fill channel belt (2) MTDs (3)–(6) levéed sinuous channel belts</td>
<td>(1) meandering belt with deeply incised last-stage channel (2) non-aggradational meandering channel belt and MTDs (3) levéed sinuous channel belt (4) non-aggradational meandering channel belt (5) levéed sinuous channel belt (6) non-aggradational meandering channel belt (7) levéed sinuous channel belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel-belt types and MTD occurrences (numbered in ascending order)</td>
<td>Upward change in channel sinuosity</td>
<td>Upward change in channel width/depth ratio</td>
<td>Upward change in channel migration style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 → 1.9</td>
<td>3.6 → 2.0</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradational lateral migration and lateral switching → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6 → 1.2</td>
<td>1.6 → 1.2</td>
<td>vertical aggradation → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 → 2.5</td>
<td>2.3 → 2.5</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 → 1.8</td>
<td>1.5 → 1.8</td>
<td>lateral migration → vertical aggradation → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 → 2.6</td>
<td>1.5 → 2.6</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 → 1.9</td>
<td>1.2 → 1.9</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1 → 4.3</td>
<td>2.1 → 4.3</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 → 2.1</td>
<td>2.2 → 2.1</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.9 → 3.3</td>
<td>1.9 → 3.3</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 → 2.0</td>
<td>3.3 → 2.0</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 → 2.7</td>
<td>2.0 → 2.7</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>lateral migration → aggradation and lateral switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upward change in channel-belt stacking pattern</td>
<td>Upward change in channel-belt stacking</td>
<td>Upward change in channel-belt stacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U-part: orderly stacked → isolated disorderly offset L-part: orderly stacked → isolated ordered offset</td>
<td>orderly stacked → isolated disorderly offset</td>
<td>disorderly stacked → orderly stacked → isolated disorderly offset → orderly stacked → disorderly stacked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Lien et al., 2003; Arnott et al., 2007; Janbu et al., 2007; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009; Janocko and Nemec, 2011) and is a prerequisite for the formation of multi-storey, vertically-stacked meandering channel belts (e.g., Dykstra and Kneller, 2009, fig. 8). Nevertheless, seismically-recognizable levees have been reported mainly from non-meandering sinuous channels (e.g., Clark and Pickering, 1996; Nakajima and Satoh, 2001; Fildani and Normark, 2002). The excessive spill-out of equilibrium flows in meandering channel belts (Kneller, 2003) apparently renders the thickness/width aspect of levees very low and their relief beyond the seismic resolution.

*Levéed sinuous channel belts* — These channel belts have prominent, gull wing-shaped levees and an irregularly curved conduit with a low width/depth ratio, common sharp bends and outer-bank mounds/bars at the bend apices (Figs. 11–13). Isolated channel belts are generally typified by flat bases (Figs. 9A and 14B), whereas those stacked vertically in channel-belt complexes generally evolve from a pre-existing meandering channel (Fig. 9B, C and section A–A’ in Fig. 15). The vertical stacking indicates that the channel evolved by a concurrent aggradation of its thalweg zone and levées, which makes it reasonable to infer that the formation of these channel belts is due to some better confined and fully depositional flows. If the flow is sufficiently confined by channel, its spill-out will be moderate and hence will dissipate within a relatively short distance from the channel, resulting in levee build-up.

Some initial incision may be required for the inception of isolated channel belts, even though they seem to form on an apparently flat substrate to aggrade by thalweg and levee accretion (Fig. 13B; see also Fonnesu, 2003; Gee and Gawthorpe, 2007; Clark and Cartwright, 2009; Hubbard et al., 2009). Experiments by Rowland et al. (2010) for a wide range of flows failed to produce a purely depositional self-confinement of turbidity current, which suggests that some incipient erosional confinement of flow may be needed to instigate the formation of aggradational leveed channels. However, the relief of this basal “inception” scour may well be of sub-seismic scale and hence unrecognizable in seismic sections.

Levéed channel belts may be laterally offset due to slight lateral migration in continuity with the underlying belt or to intermittent lateral switching (Figs. 15–17; see also McLargue et al., 2011). The latter mode may involve some incipient incision (see previous paragraph). The mode of lateral shifting depends probably upon the magnitude and velocity of channel-conveyed flows in addition to the system’s net rate of aggradation and channel infilling. Channel migration in continuity with the underlying belt will likely occur when the aggradational channel remains sufficiently deep to confine a major part of flow volumes. According to Kane et al. (2008), flows that are more than five times thicker than the channel depth tend to deposit sediment at the outer banks, thereby potentially straightening the channel or causing its avulsion. Flows below this threshold tend to deposit sediment on the inner bank, forming aggradational LAPs in an aggrading channel belt.

Another prerequisite for the formation of aggradational point bars may be the cohesiveness of outer bank. Channel bends with aggradational LAPs are generally tangential to the valley walls (Fig. 15, profile A–A’; also see Posamentier et al., 2000; Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; DePueck et al., 2007), which typically consist of compacted mud-rich deposits. Notably, aggradational LAPs in the study area occur in valley-confined channel-belt complexes, but are generally lacking in unconfined leveed channel belts.

Channel-belt stacking with intermittent lateral switching will occur where the channel becomes plugged with sediment at a point when it can no longer contain the flows and avulsion...
occurs. The new conduit may significantly deviate from the previous one, resulting in a disorderly directional stacking (McHargue et al., 2011). Outer-bank mounds/bars are a characteristic architectural element of leveed channel belts. In seismic attribute maps, these deposits generally occur in the thalweg zone near the outer bank and are most notable at the bend apices (Fig. 6), but may extend either upstream or downstream from the apex (Fig. 18A, B) or occur at the outer- to inner-bank transition in a bend inflection zone (Fig. 18C). Deposition localized between the bend apex and downstream inflection point (Fig. 18A) is attributed to relatively well-confined flows, with the flow run-up on the outer bank at sharp bends causing abrupt deceleration and loss of capacity (Kane et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009; Amos et al., 2010; Janocko et al., 2011). It has been also been suggested (Piper and Normark, 1983; Pickering et al.,

Fig. 15. Valley-fill complex I (Table 1) as an example of the typical submarine valley-fills in the study area; for description, see text. The seismic section and its interpretation (top row) indicate the time-window slices and channel-belt storeys displayed as maps below. Note that the valley-fill in this case developed under the influence of syndepositional salt-doming to the right, which resulted in formation of an extensive external levee on the other side of the valley. However, the doming does not seem to have much affected the stratigraphic evolution of the valley-fill channel system, as the succession resembles closely other cases where no such deformation was involved.
Fig. 16. Valley-fill complex II (Table 1) as an example of a relatively uncommon variety of submarine valley-fill in the study area; for description, see text. The seismic section and its interpretation (top row) indicate the time-window slices displayed as maps below. Note the erosionally superimposed younger incised valley-fill complex, which renders the whole stratigraphic succession a two-storey valley-fill complex set.

1989; Clark and Pickering, 1996; Peakall et al., 2000) that the intermittent decoupling of the upper part of the flow by overspill will likely decelerate the channel-confined part of the flow and cause rapid deposition at and directly downstream of the bend apex.

Deposition at the outer bank between the bend apex and upstream inflection point (Fig. 18B) is attributed to flows with a major overspill and its large part re-entering the channel at the adjacent bend and colliding with the channelized flow, which causes abrupt flow deceleration and rapid sediment dumping (Janocko et al., 2011). Deposition at the outer- to inner-bank transition in bend inflection zone (Fig. 18C) is attributed to high-discharge, poorly confined depositional flows that run down-valley across the channel bends and experience localized basal deceleration when crossing bend inflection zones (Janocko et al., 2011).

Erosional channel belts — These channel belts are formed by a simple cut-and-fill process, with little or no evidence of levées and with the last-stage channel-fill typically mud-prone, composed of heterolithic deposits (Figs. 10, 11 and 13). Other characteristic features of erosional channel belts include low to moderate sinuosity, outer-bank mound/bars at channel bends, low width/depth ratios and steep banks (Figs. 11–13). In fluvial geomorphology, such conduits are referred to as laterally inactive sinuous channels (Schumm, 1985; Nanson, 2010).

As discussed further below, the erosional channel belts in the study area probably evolved by incision of incipiently meandering or levéed channels, whose primary depositional elements were erased in the process by bank undercutting, slumping and erosion. Only the planform of the original conduit (sinuosity, bend shape and amplitude) would be inherited by the deepened and enlarged channel. The entrenchment was likely due to an allogenic factor, such as the growth of salt domes or continental slope tectonics, rather than to flow hydraulics alone (see Sylvester et al., 2011), as these channel belts occur in only some valley-fills, most of them affected by halokinesis.

Once the incising channel reached an equilibrium profile, the erosion apparently ceased and sediment bypass prevailed. Although a channel at equilibrium would normally tend to meander, the odd hydraulic geometry of a deep and narrow conduit with cohesive banks and inherited sinuosity could not match flow helicoid or be readily adjusted, thus preventing lateral migration (see Nanson, 2010). Most flows were likely “undersized” with respect to the channel capacity, resulting in no major overspill and no significant levées. Sand-prone sediment patches at the bend apices resulted probably from localized deposition due to intermittent flow deceleration (Straub et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009), rather than to flow stripping by overspill (cf. Piper and Normark, 1983).

Hybrid channel belts — The formation of hybrid channel belts, combining features of the three other categories, could theoretically be due to a whole range of factors, such as occasional “outsized” flows or major change in flow discharges, flow avulsions, channel confluences, variable substrate properties, base-level changes, halokinesis or slope tectonics. For example, occasional “outsized” flows may deposit outer-bank mounds/bars in a meandering channel (Fig. 7; Nakajima et al., 2009), straightening its path and instigating incision, or the growth of levées in a levéed channel belt may effectively increase the channel depth, leading to a better flow confinement and conduit lateral migration (Kane et al., 2008). As discussed further below, the hybrid channel belts in the study area are apparently products of various failed channel transformations of this kind.

Genetic relationships among channel-belt types — A cross-plot of the bend length and half-amplitude of sinuous channels (Fig. 19A) reveals two different styles of bend expansion: one dominantly transverse and the other dominantly longitudinal with respect to the channel-belt axis (see the inset sketches in
Fig. 17. Valley-fill complex III (Table 1) as an example of another uncommon variety of submarine valley-fill in the study area; for description, see text. The seismic section and its interpretation (top row) indicate the time-window slices and channel-belt storeys displayed as maps below.

The continuum of planform variation from nearly straight to highly sinuous horseshoe-shaped channels is thought to represent the evolutionary trend of meandering channels (Fig. 19B), because neither the levéed nor the erosional channels show any significant lateral expansion or sinuosity change in their development. The two-tier trend (Fig. 19A) thus implies that a developing meandering channel initially increases mainly its winding breadth (bend amplitude) by lateral expansion, before reaching a threshold above which the channel length and sinuosity increase without significant expansion. This means also that a meandering channel, if not perturbed and transformed, should invariably reach a mature or supermature planform, which is consistent with the evidence from all measured last-stage meandering channels and with their LAPs signifying considerable lateral migration.

Consequently, the levéed channels are thought to have evolved from immature or submature incipient meandering conduits, perturbed by system net aggradation, whereas the laterally inactive erosional channels are thought to have evolved by incision of either some moderately sinuous levéed channels or submature/mature meandering channels, from which they inherited their sinuosity. As to the hybrid channel belts, their most common variety (Fig. 14A) can be attributed to a failed transformation of meandering channel into an aggradational levéed channel. The failed transformations can be attributed to a weak allogenic perturbation of the turbiditic system’s profile, probably by minor salt movements or slope faulting.

The general characteristics of the main channel-belt types in the studied area of West African continental palaeoslope are summarized in Figure 20.

6.2. The development of submarine valley-fill complexes

The majority of valley-fill complexes in the study area show a comparable stratigraphic pattern of channel-belt evolution. The basal part of the succession consists of meandering channel belts with a high sandstone net/gross (Figs. 15 and 20). They are typically overlain by local MTDs, which may range from mud-prone, valley wall-derived slide and slump deposits to coarser-grained deposits of co-genetic debris flows spawned by large high-density turbidity currents. The middle to upper part of the succession consists of multi-storey to isolated levéed aggradational channel belts with a decreasing sinuosity and moderate to low sandstone net/gross. The valley-fill succession as a whole is fining upwards, increasingly heterolithic and richer in mud.
A similar stratigraphic trend has been documented from confined channel-belt complexes in offshore Borneo (Posamentier et al., 2000; Posamentier and Kolla, 2003), offshore Gulf of Mexico (Posamentier, 2003; Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; Posamentier et al., 2007), offshore Nigeria (Posamentier and Kolla, 2003; Deptuck et al., 2007), offshore Angola and Congo (Labourdette and Ber, 2010), offshore Egypt (Samuel et al., 2003, fig. 7; Cross et al., 2009) and the Delaware Basin of Texas, USA (Beaubouef et al., 2007). A net upward fining of confined channel-belt complexes, attributed to increasing aggradation rate, has been postulated also by recent models (McHargue et al., 2011; Sylvester et al., 2011), although the issue of channel-belt types is considered simplistically in these studies. The event-based model of McHargue et al. (2011) takes no account of the effects of lateral accretion and suggests that a greater lateral migration of channels, expected to be favoured by low sand/mud ratio, will likely occur at the later stages of channel-complex development. In the model of Sylvester et al. (2011), high net/gross belts of laterally migrating channels are expected to be stacked disorderly in the basal part of channel-belt complex and to become more orderly stacked as the rate of aggradation increases. This latter suggestion matches roughly the pattern recognized in the present study, although the model assumes one channel-belt type with ever-present LAPs and no change in sinuosity with time.

Somewhat different models have been derived from studies in offshore Egypt (Samuel et al., 2003), offshore Gabon (Wonham et al., 2000), offshore Brazil and Angola (Mayall and Stewart, 2000, Mayall et al., 2006) and the Elazığ Basin of eastern Turkey (Cronin et al., 2005, 2007), based on outcrops of several channel-belt complexes, where basal conglomeratic deposits of braided channel belts are overlain by finer-grained belts of erosional channels and covered by the low net/gross meander belts of small, high-sinuosity channels.

Despite their variation and interpretive discrepancies, submarine valley-fill complexes appear to have several main features in common – such as:

- an erosional base marking deep incision of turbiditic system;
- basal deposits indicative of considerable sediment bypass with little or no aggradation;
- common occurrences of MTDs in the lower part;
- aggradational succession of levéed sinuous channel belts, multi-storey to isolated;
- non-aggradational meandering channel belts which may occur in the basal and/or top part of valley-fill or occasionally also in the middle part;
- an overall upward fining with decreasing sandstone net/gross.

Submarine valley-fill complexes are clearly recording periods of a deep incision, aggradation and abandonment of a particular flow route of turbidity currents (Fig. 20). This development suggests a continuum of changes in the system profile, from deep erosion to an incipient “graded” state with basal lag and meandering channel belts, and further to aggradation with levéed channel belts and to eventual abandonment (Kneller, 2003). Most of the slope valley-fills in the study area and a majority of other reported cases show such a pattern of development, exemplified by valley-fill complex I (Table 1, Fig. 15).

The formation of a slope valley is thought to be due to either a rapid incision of an erosional channel belt or a slow gradual incision of a meandering channel belt (Fig. 20). In the former case, the rapid incision will prevent lateral migration and result in a V-shaped valley with a thalweg sinuosity similar to that of the original channel. In the latter case, the slow incision will only gradually restrain lateral migration, resulting in a wide-floor, U-shaped low-sinuosity valley with common terraces and a remnant, high-sinuosity meandering channel (Figs. 16 and 20; see also Sylvester et al., 2011). The onset of aggradation will produce multi-storey meander belts, so long as the aggradation rate is not too high (Dykstra and Kneller, 2009, fig. 8). As the system’s equilibrium profile begins to rise, the increased accommodation will enhance aggradation and result in levéed...
In the case of no major rise in base level or considerable sediment accretion in the valley neighbourhood, the aggrading valley-fill system may incidentally reach its equilibrium profile, which suggests that some elements may be mutually exclusive. Four categories of sinuous channel belts were distinguished on the basis of their planform and transverse geometry and the architectural elements involved:

- **Levées** – recognizable as wedge-shaped sand-prone ridges at channel margins and attributed to the overspill of channel-conveyed flows.
- **Mass-transport deposits (MTDs)** – recognizable as odd-shaped “chaotic” units and ascribed to local slides, slumps or debris flows derived from the channel banks or valley walls.
- **Last-stage channel-fills** – recognizable as a mud-prone fill heralding and recording the abandonment of a channel.

These elements occur in various combinations, but no single channel belt combines all of them, which suggests that some elements may be mutually exclusive. Four categories of sinuous channel belts were distinguished on the basis of their planform and transverse geometry and the architectural elements involved:

- **Meandering channel belts** – characterized by the occurrence of LAPs, markedly erosional base, high-sinuosity conduit, horseshoe-shaped bends and negligible levées. They are formed by the lateral migration of sinuous channel and are dominated by flows combining erosion and deposition in their lateral domain, with the overbank flow in equilibrium with the substrate gradient and no significant lateral dissipation at the channel margins.
- **Levées** – characterized by a slightly incised or depositional base, prominent levées, low-sinuosity conduit, irregular parabola-shaped and often sharp bends and common outer-bank bars/mounds. Aggradational LAPs may occur in belts where aggradation combined with significant lateral channel migration. Levées indicate overbank flows that rapidly dissipated at the channel margins.
- **Erosional channel belts** – characterized by concave-upwards erosional bases, moderate bulk sinuosity,
Fig. 20. Summary of the main characteristics of submarine channel belts and incised valley-fills in the studied area of West African Miocene continental slope (for discussion, see text).
Hybrid channel belts – which are typically leveed and have erosional bases, showing characteristics of more than one of the other channel types. Their origin is attributed to channels that underwent “mutation” due to external perturbations involving either flow discharge or profile gradient.

Quantitative analysis indicates that meandering channels form when system is near its potential equilibrium profile. They evolve from nearly straight to highly sinuous by increasing first the bend amplitude and then the conduit length. Leveed channels are thought to evolve from incipient meandering conduits perturbed by aggradation and erosional channels to evolve from either moderately sinuous leveed to highly sinuous meandering conduits, inheriting their sinuosity. Hybrid channels signify a failed channel transformation.

The channel belts may occur isolated, but are commonly stacked upon one another, forming multi-storey channel-belt complexes that are either unconfined or developed within incised valleys. Unconfined channel-belt complexes, made of leveed channel belts stacked vertically in an offset “compensational” manner, are relatively uncommon in the study area. Confined channel-belt complexes predominate, with the confinement provided by valley relief and often also by the valley external levees at the late stage of infilling.

The majority of valley-fill complexes show a development from deep erosion to a transient equilibrium state with the deposition of coarse lag or non-aggradational meandering channel belts, and further to aggradation with leveed channel belts and eventual abandonment. Non-aggradational meandering channel belts may form in the basal and/or top part of valley-fill and sporadically in the middle part. MTDs tend to be emplaced when the valley assumes its maximum relief, but may not necessarily be present. The observed variation among valley-fills can be attributed to external factors (e.g., halokinesis, slope tectonics) or to an autogenic forcing related to the evacuation of sediment from the valley, base-level change and mud accretion on the adjoining slope.
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Abstract

The study combines laboratory experiments and 3D numerical simulations to identify key factors controlling the spatial pattern of sediment deposition in submarine sinuous channels and the process of channel meandering. By exploring a full range of possible circumstances, the study recognizes five types of channel bars and reveals conditions of their formation. These channel depocentres include meander bars (point bars), bars formed in the channel-bend inflection zone at the inner- to outer-bank or outer- to inner-bank transition, and outer-bank bars formed directly upstream or downstream of the bend apex. Every bar type requires particular flow conditions, but some bars may form concurrently or alternate with one another in certain circumstance. Many of the bars appear to be significantly thinner than the host channel depth, which may be due to their scaling with the thickness of the flow density core or to the use of monosized sediment.

The simulations indicate that the flow helicoid may rotate either inwards or outwards at channel bends, or may virtually lose its structure in the case of a grossly oversized flow. If the length scale of the flow helicoid matches the channel curvature, the flow rotates inwards irrespective of others conditions. If the flow is out of phase with the channel, the direction of the helicoid rotation depends on the flow velocity and the angle at which the flow velocity core approaches the outer bank. The elevation of the velocity core above the channel floor has an additional transient impact on the local sense of flow rotation. The study confirms and expounds on many previous laboratory observations pertaining to the flow of turbidity currents in sinuous non-meandering channels. However, the study also indicates that the meandering process may not be scale-independent and that the development of subaqueous channels in small-scale laboratory or numerical experiments may be an impossible task. Inferences about the channel meandering conditions based on small-scale experiments should thus be considered with much caution.

Keywords: Turbidity currents, Sinuous channels, Laboratory experiments, Numerical simulations, Helicoidal flow, Meandering, Channel bars

1. Introduction

Laboratory experiments on turbidity-current flow in sinuous channels have thus far been limited to non-erodible, solid-wall conduits, while purporting to imitate the large-scale flows known from natural deep-water sinuous channels. Despite many interesting hydraulic observations derived from these experiments, the scaling of flow with sediment grain size remains an intractable problem and also no true meandering channels – with active lateral migration and point-bar accretion – have been reproduced in laboratory. Therefore, one of the moot points has been as to how reliable such small-scale experiments should thus be considered with much caution.

The aim of the present study was to monitor turbidity-current flows in an erodible laboratory channel and then to reproduce the flows by numerical CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation and to upscale them to natural conditions. In this way, the qualitative correspondence of laboratory and natural flows could be verified, particularly when it comes to the loci of preferential sediment deposition. The rationale was to focus on the key factors controlling flow in sinuous channels, including conditions favouring the meandering process as well as a full range of departures from such conditions.

The CFD simulations are most insightful in revealing the corresponding spectrum of flow behaviours and sediment deposition patterns, shedding light on the architectural diversity of submarine sinuous channels and adding to the potential range of their architectural elements. The results confirm and expound on previous laboratory observations regarding turbidity currents in non-meandering sinuous channels. However, the requirements for turbidity-current meandering appear to be unattainable in laboratory conditions, and this puts in doubt at least some of the laboratory-derived notions about flow in deep-water meandering channels. The CFD simulations are more reliable in this respect, revealing the particularity of submarine meandering phenomenon.

2. Rationale

Submarine sinuous channels can be classified into three end-member categories: non-aggradational meandering channels, aggradational levéed channels and erosional, cut-and-fill channels (Kneller, 2003; Janocko et al., 2011). They differ in their planform and width/depth ratio, and more importantly, in the type and combination of architectural elements. Previous research has indicated that the meandering channels are the least common channel variety on the modern seafloor and in the ancient record (Pyles et al., 2010), which suggests that the conditions required for the formation of meandering channels are more specific and reached less frequently than conditions favouring the development of other sinuous channels.

In the light of the previous experimental, outcrop and seismic studies (see references below), the development of submarine sinuous channels is controlled by the following key factors (Fig. 1):

- The relationship between the flow’s desired equilibrium (“graded”) substrate profile and the conduit’s actual profile.
- The relationship between the rotating flow’s inherent hydraulic curvature and the conduit’s pre-existing curvature.
- The relationship between the flow thickness and the conduit depth (topographic relief).
- The degree of conduit bank erodibility by the conveyed flows.
Each of these factors has its particular “optimal” state that potentially favours meandering as well as two alternative departures from this state, which disfavour the meandering processes. As a prerequisite for the formation of meandering channels, the existing studies have indicated a combination of the following optimal states of the four factors:

**Slope-equilibrium flow** – Submarine channels evolve through the adjustment to an equilibrium profile along which turbidity currents are conveyed down-slope with minimum substrate aggradation or degradation (Pirmez et al., 2000; Kneller, 2003). The equilibrium profile desired by a flow depends chiefly upon the flow velocity, effective density and thickness (Fig. 1; Kneller, 2003). Once the channel-floor gradient is in equilibrium with the prevalent flows, the erosion and deposition occur mainly in the lateral domain, causing the channel to increase its curvature and develop meanders. In ancient submarine meander belts, the slope-equilibrium of flows is indicated by the flat, originally horizontal bases and tops of point bars (Abreu et al., 2003; Campion et al., 2000; Lien et al., 2003; Shultz et al., 2005; Mayell et al., 2006; Beaubouef et al., 2007; Cronin et al., 2007; Kolla et al., 2007, figs. 10–12; Labourdette, 2007; O’Byrne et al., 2007; Wynn et al., 2007; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009; Nakajima et al., 2009; Janocko et al., 2011; Janocko and Nemec, 2011). The negligible aggradation of meandering channel belts is indicated also by the lack of significant levées (Kneller, 2003; Dykstra and Kneller, 2009; Janocko et al., 2011; Janocko and Nemec, 2011). Flows that are not in equilibrium with the channel-floor gradient can be either aggradational or degradational (erosive).

**In-phase flow** – Fluvial hydraulic research has shown that the phenomenon of meandering is an intrinsic property of fluid flow and that a water current tends to assume a meandering flow pattern even in the absence of a pre-existing channel or an erodible substrate (Gorycki, 1973). The inception of meandering is considered to be a function of the flow discharge and hydraulic drag, resulting in helicoidal flow geometry that is sinusous in planform. A change in the flow curvature, or planform amplitude and wavelength, can be regarded as being roughly proportional to the flow discharge (Fig. 1). As suggested by Dykstra and Kneller (2009), analogous hydraulic parameters may be responsible for the meandering of turbidity currents. However, the hydraulic geometry of a river channel is continuously adjusted by the perennial flow, whereas turbidity currents are discrete flows and the channel adjustment made by one flow may not necessarily meet the hydraulic geometry of a subsequent flow. Lateral channel migration can be maintained only if the prevalent turbidity currents are “in phase” with the channel’s hydraulic geometry (i.e., curvature and cross-sectional area). If the hydraulic geometry of prevalent flows fails to match the host channel geometry, the growth of meanders is inhibited.

**In-size flow** – The thickness of turbidity current is a function of the flow volume (Fig. 1). The degree of flow confinement by conduit has a significant effect on the flow hydraulic structure and the loci of sediment deposition in both fluvial and subaqueous sinuous channels (Shiono and Muto, 1998; Loveless et al., 2000; Islas et al., 2008; Kane et al., 2008). In the present study, a turbidity current is considered to be “in-size” with the channel capacity if the flow thickness is between ¼ and ½ of the channel depth. Flows thicker than ½ of the channel depth are considered to be “oversized”, whereas flows thinner than ¼ of the channel depth are considered to be “undersized”. The latter category does not include cases of extremely undersized flows, as may occur in deep channels with low aspect ratios, where flow spill-out is inhibited. Poorly-confined flows tend to deposit sediment at the outer bank, whereas well-confined, in-size flows accrete sediment to the inner bank (Loveless et al., 2000; Kane et al., 2008). Well-confined flows also tend to be more sinuous and more effective in bypassing their sediment load (Mohrig and Buttles, 2007; Kane et al., 2008), which suggests that they can reach faster a slope-equilibrium state.

**Moderate bank erodibility** – It has long been recognized in fluvial research that the key to producing experimental meandering channels is a proper scaling of bank strength relative to flow power (Kleinhans, 2010; and references therein). Banks that are too weak will promote avulsion and the development of a braided channel, whereas banks that are too strong will render the channel laterally inactive. Actively meandering channels thus require banks sufficiently strong to prevent avulsion, but weak enough to allow systematic erosion of the outer bank and hence lateral migration of the channel. The issue of bank strength has thus far been little explored in turbiditic research, but it seems logical to assume that the banks of submarine meandering channels must fulfill similar requirements as their fluvial counterparts.

In order to explore the flow hydraulics and architectural diversity of submarine sinuous channels, a series of laboratory experiments and numerical simulations have been designed for a full range of possible flow scenarios, including conditions
Table 1. Review of the laboratory and numerical-simulation experiment conditions with the resulting architectural elements of sinuous channel belts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Flow conditions</th>
<th>The resulting architectural elements of sinuous channel belts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>point bars and inner- to outer-bank transition bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>outer- to inner-bank transition bars§, down-apex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>outer-bank bars§ and inner- to outer-bank transition bars§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inner- to outer-bank transition bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>point bars and inner- to outer-bank transition bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>outer- to inner-bank transition bars§, down-apex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>outer-bank bars§ and inner- to outer-bank transition bars§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>down-apex outer-bank bars§, inner- to outer-bank transition bars§, up-apex outer-bank bars§ and vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>up-apex outer-bank bars and vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>down-apex outer-bank bars§, inner- to outer-bank transition bars§, up-apex outer-bank bars§ and vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vertical channel-filling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

optimal for the meandering process. Both aggradational and equilibrium slope conditions are taken into account in the simulations, but degradational conditions are disregarded as a relatively trivial scenario. A degradational channel, when incising rapidly, bears an inherited planform and acts as a bypass conduit where little or no sediment can be accumulated. When incising slowly, the channel can accumulate sediment, but in a manner similar as in the original, pre-incision conduit. Channel-bank strength is not regarded as an independent variable in the numerical simulations, as the bank erodibility in the CFD model can readily be regulated by adjusting the erosional capacity of the flow. With the number of controlling variables effectively reduced to three, a total of eighteen scenarios have been analysed, including simulations of ten different laboratory flows (see the variants of flow conditions in Table 1).

3. Descriptive terminology

Dunes and ripples are hydraulic bedforms related strictly to sediment transport and flow regime, dependent solely on the flow power and grain size, and scaling with the thickness of flow and its inner boundary layer (Allen, 1982; Harms et al., 1982). In contrast, the larger bedforms referred to as bars – the macroforms of Jackson (1975) – are local sediment depocentres. They are constructional features resulting from sediment accumulation, independent of the flow regime, formed due to local flowline perturbation and scaling with the flow width, rather than thickness (see also Nakajima et al., 2009).

Fig. 2. Descriptive terminology of channel bars and banks used in the present paper.
Point bars are the characteristic attribute of meandering channels, where flowlines rotate in a helicoidal manner at the channel bends (Bridge, 2003). However, the turbiditic currents in sinuous channels are variously super-elevated and their flowlines can be perturbed in other ways, resulting in pronounced sediment accumulation at other locations (e.g., see the nested mounds of Phillips, 1987; Timbrell, 1993; the outer-bank bars of Nakajima et al., 2009). Instead of using arbitrary labels for these other bar varieties, we refer to them descriptively according to their position at the outer bank relative to the channel bend apex and according to their location at the upslope or downslope bank of the bend inflection zone (i.e., at the inner-to-outer bank or outer-to-inner bank transition). This terminology for channel bars is defined further in Fig. 2. Whereas point bars typify meandering channels, the other bar types are generally characteristic of sinuous non-meandering channels, albeit may also form in a conduit between the episodes of its lateral migration.

The rotating flow helicoid rising against the inner bank (or point-bar flank) at a channel bend is referred to also as the inward-directed helicoid, whereas the flow helicoid rising against the outer bank is accordingly referred to as the outward-directed helicoid (see also Keevil et al., 2007; Peakal et al., 2007; Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011).

4. Laboratory experiments

The main purpose of conducting laboratory experiments was to calibrate and validate the numerical CFD model, which was to be used further for a wider range of flow simulations. The laboratory effort focused on producing a meandering channel that would migrate laterally by outer-bank erosion with sediment deposition on the inner bank. In an attempt to meet the requirements for channel meandering, the following parameters were varied in combination: the flow discharge and sediment concentration and the channel curvature and cross-sectional area.

4.1. The method of laboratory experiments

Twelve separate experiments were conducted at the Eurotank Flume Laboratory, University of Utrecht. The experimental setup consisted of a raised 1.15 × 2.65 m expansion table placed inside a rectangular flume tank (1.5 × 3.5 m in area and 2 m deep) with a 2-m long, straight input channel centred on one side of the table (Fig. 3). The inclination of both the input channel and the expansion table was set to 11°. On the expansion table, five sinuous channels were consecutively moulded using wet fine-grained quartz sand ($D_{\text{median}} = 160 \, \mu m$). The channel forms differed in sinuosity (1.05-1.15) and depth (0.10 and 0.15 m) (Fig. 3). To avoid channel-floor scouring at flow inlet, the sandy substrate in the area was replaced with a wooden plate (see inset in Fig. 3).

The flume tank was filled with fresh water, and all turbidity currents released into the flume were composed of fresh water and fine-grained quartz sand ($D_{10} = 103 \, \mu m$, $D_{50} = 160 \, \mu m$, $D_{90} = 251 \, \mu m$, standard deviation 58 $\mu m$, grain density 2,650 kg/m$^3$). The volumetric concentration of sand varied from 5 to 15 % among runs, which corresponded to absolute flow density of 1,132.5–1,397.5 kg/m$^3$ and an excess density of 13.25–39.75 % relative to the ambient water. The sediment-water mixture was pumped from a mixing tank (1.2 m$^3$ volume) via an electromagnetic discharge-meter into a flow expansion pipe and further into a momentum-reduction box, from which it was released into the input channel through an inlet 0.22 × 0.07 m in cross-section. All flows released from the inlet were fully
turbulent, with Reynolds numbers ranging from 4,460 to 17,119. Flows varied in discharge from 5 to 22 m³/hr and had duration of one to three minutes (Table 2).

Flow velocity profiles at channel bends were measured by five ultrasonic probes (UVP Duo MX, 0.5 MHz) mounted 0.12 m apart on a glass frame from which the probes looked down into the flow at an angle of 45° (for exact probe location, see Fig. 3). The glass frame was mounted 0.3 m above the channel base, ensuring that the probes did not interact with the channelized flow. Single two-dimensional velocity profiles were constructed by combining measurements from two identical runs, between which the probe orientation was rotated by 90° in horizontal plane. After two runs, this procedure would yield 10 time-integrated one-dimensional velocity profiles which, after interpolation, formed two-dimensional velocity profiles of flow cross-sections.

The flame tank had an installed camera, and the topography was measured by a photomapping technique taking advantage of the water-surface migration during the filling and draining of the tank. Topographic isolines, formed by the intersection of the water surface and sediment surface on the expansion table, were systematically captured on camera for the vertical increments of water-level change of 0.02 m. The individual photographs were rectified for tilt and lens distortion using established control points on the sediment surface. The isolines were then digitized and distributed in the vertical domain, and subsequently interpolated into a 3D topographic map.

Although the banks of submarine meandering channels generally contain significant amounts of cohesive sediment (Janocko and Nemec, 2011), the ratio of bank strength to flow power in the laboratory experiments appeared to be qualitatively satisfactory when using the clay-free quartz sand, as the sinuous channels showed lateral erosion while preventing flow avulsion. The bank apparent strength is attributed to the low erosional capacity of small-scale turbidity currents.

### 4.2. The results of laboratory experiments

The flow parameters and channel forms used and the resulting velocity-vector orientation and sedimentation pattern for the individual runs are summarized in Table 2. Examples illustrating the observed range of results are shown in Fig. 4. The velocity profiles and topographic photomaps from runs 8 and 9 (Figs. 5 and 6) were used further to calibrate and validate the CFD simulation model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab run #</th>
<th>Channel #</th>
<th>Discharge [m³/hr]</th>
<th>Concentration [vol. %]</th>
<th>Duration [min]</th>
<th>The observed pattern of erosion and deposition in laboratory erodible channel, with the direction of cross-stream velocity vector at the base of flow (BCSV) at channel bends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~95% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, thin (&lt;1 cm) levees develop downstream of inlet and outer banks, directly downstream of inlet channel substrate is reworked into ripples, no evident erosion or deposition on the expansion table, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><del>60% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs mainly at inner bank of 2nd bend (&lt;2 cm), deposit is rippled upstream and smooth downstream of bend apex, significant erosion of outer bank at 2nd bend apex (8 cm) and around inlet (5 cm on both sides), moderate (</del>&lt;2 cm) levees develop downstream of inlet and outer banks, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><del>30% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs mainly on the downstream end of the outer bank (&lt;2 cm), deposits are rippled, moderate erosion of outer bank at bend apex (5 cm) and around inlet (5 cm on both sides), thick (</del>&lt;3 cm) rippled levees develop downstream of inlet and outer banks, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~30% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, depositional and erosional pattern similar to Run 3, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>~60% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in the downstream part of inner bank at the 2nd bend (&lt;2 cm) and the overbank area downstream of the 1st bend (&lt;4 cm), both intra-channel and levee deposits are smooth, moderate erosion of outer bank at bend apex (5 cm) and around inlet (5 cm on both sides), BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><del>40% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in the thalweg (&lt;3 cm), moderate rippled levees (</del>&lt;2 cm) develop on both sides of the channel, high erosion of downstream end of outer bank at the 2nd bend (10 cm), and moderate erosion around inlet (3 cm on both sides), BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><del>15% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in the thalweg (&lt;4 cm), downstream part of inner bank at the 2nd bend (</del>&lt;3 cm; smooth deposit), thick rippled levees (~&lt;3 cm) develop on both sides of the channel, high erosion of outer bank and inner bank (10 cm), and around inlet (5 cm on both sides), BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><del>20% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in the thalweg (&lt;6 cm), downstream part of inner bank at the 2nd bend (&lt;2 cm; smooth deposit), thick rippled levees (</del>&lt;3 cm) develop on both sides of the channel, high erosion of outer bank and inner bank (8 cm), and around inlet (3 cm on both sides), BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><del>20% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in the thalweg (&lt;6 cm, rippled deposit), in outer- to inner-bank transitions (</del>&lt;5 cm, smooth deposit), thick rippled levees (~&lt;3 cm) develop on both sides of the channel, high erosion of outer bank at bend apex (10 cm), inner bank (5 cm) and around inlet (5 cm on both sides), BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><del>60% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, deposition occurs in thalweg and on the downstream end of the outer bank (</del>&lt;1 cm, smooth deposit), thin (~&lt;0.5 cm) smooth levees develop downstream of inlet and outer bank, directly downstream of inlet channel substrate is reworked into ripples, 2 cm erosion on both sides of the channel around inlet, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td><del>95% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, thin (</del>&lt;0.5 cm) levees develop downstream of inlet and outer bank, directly downstream of inlet channel substrate is reworked into ripples, no evident erosion or deposition on the expansion table, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>~99% of sediment load deposited in the input channel, no evident erosion or deposition on the expansion table, BCSV towards outer bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of flow properties, channel forms and the resulting velocity and depositional patterns in the laboratory experiments.
Despite the considerable variation in experimental setup among the individual flow runs, the behaviour of turbidity currents in the erodible sinuous channels was largely similar. However, the degree of flow confinement by channel varied, resulting in somewhat different patterns of the flow interaction with the sinuous conduit. Flows with a relatively low input discharge, low initial concentration or a significant sediment loss by deposition in the input channel appeared to be well-confined, despite overspill through outer-bank run-up (runs 1, 2, 5, 8 and 10–12 in Table 2). The flow core part of highest concentration and velocity moved with super-elevation along the bend outer bank, resulting in near-bottom flow separation at the inner bank directly downstream of the bend apex (Fig. 4A). These flow separation zones in channels with more than one bend were further accentuated by the re-entering of overspill flow. The near-bottom cross-channel velocity vector at the measurement sites at channel bends was directed towards the outer bank (Fig. 5A), indicating a flow helicoid rising against the outer, rather than the inner bank.

Flows with a higher input discharge or a higher initial concentration and insignificant sediment loss in the input channel (runs 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 in Table 2) were poorly confined by the sinuous conduit. A large part of the flow travelled straight down slope across the channel bends, spilling out of the channel and re-entering it in the bend inflection zones and causing flow separation at the inner- to outer-bank transition (Fig. 4C). The channel-contained core part of the flow moved along the bend outer bank, similarly forming a zone of flow separation at the inner bank directly downstream of the bend apex. Likewise, the near-bottom cross-channel velocity vector at channel bends was directed towards the outer bank (Fig. 6A), with no evidence of flow helicoid rise against the inner bank.

In all the experiments, the channelized flow deposited a downslope-thinning continuous belt of sediment in the channel thalweg zone, while depositing sediment also by overspill in the outer overbank areas directly downstream of the bend apices (Fig. 4B, D). The thalweg-zone deposit was generally rippled in the upper reaches of the channel and smooth in the lower reaches, where the flow power declined. On the account of the experiment small scale, the rippled and smooth bed configurations are thus likely to represent tractional deposition and non-tractional dumping of sediment, respectively. Notably, the overbank deposits of poorly-confined, grossly overspilling flows were rippled, whereas those formed by well-confined flows were smooth. The well-confined flows formed smooth deposits at the outer banks downstream of bend apices, apparently due to local deceleration during outer-bank runup (Fig. 4B). Similarly, the poorly-confined flows formed smooth deposits at the outer- to inner-bank transition in bend inflection zones, attributed to local deceleration in areas where major overspill occurred (Fig. 4D). Smooth deposits were also formed, particularly by the well-confined flows, in the inner-bank flow separation zones downstream of bend apices (Fig. 4B).

Despite using a range of erodible sinuous channel forms and flow parameters, the laboratory study came short of producing a laterally-migrating, true meandering channel. The reason was that the four prerequisites for flow meandering, discussed in section 2, could not be fulfilled in a single experimental run. Flows that were closest to attain equilibrium with the channel slope (runs 7–9 in Table 2) had too high a moment of inertia to be hydraulically in phase with the channel curvature. Perhaps the momentum of a slope-equilibrium flow might have been adjusted by reducing its sediment concentration and steepening of the slope, but the flume-tank construction did not allow the expansion table to be steeper than 11°. Alternatively, the channel wavelength might have possibly been adjusted to match the phase of the flow’s intrinsic curvature, but the expansion table was too short to allow such morphometric adjustments for a multi-bend sinuous channel. Anyway, these are purely conceptual speculations and the fact remains that a meandering turbiditic channel has been impossible to produce in laboratory conditions.

The laboratory study as a whole confirms most of the observations from previous small-scale studies using non-erodible sinuous channels (e.g., Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 2010). However, it is doubtful that any of the earlier-reported laboratory flows came even close to meandering conditions, and hence the laboratory-derived inferences about flow in deep-water meandering channels may not be reliable and should be considered with much caution.

5. Numerical CFD simulations

The main thrust of the study was on numerical CFD simulations, which offer greater precision and flexibility when it comes to the choice of flow properties and experimental setup. The greatest advantage of numerical simulations is that they allow all the main hydraulic characteristics of turbidity current and its responses to topography to be continuously monitored in three dimensions over the whole flow and its entire duration.
Fig. 5. Comparison of simulation results with measured data from the experimental run 8. (A) Maps showing the changes in topography. Note that the erosion occurred at the inner bank and deposition occurred in the thalweg and in the overbank area in both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. (B) 2D velocity profiles across the channel in the 2nd bend. For location, see Fig. 3, experimental channel 5. Note the superelevation of the current on the outer bank and up-bank directed cross-flow velocity. The physical and numerical experiments show similar velocity distribution.

The flow parameters possible to display with full spatial and temporal continuity include: the x-y-z velocity components, velocity magnitude (geometric mean as a measure of turbulence intensity), vorticity, volumetric sediment concentration and bulk density, dynamic viscosity, shear-strain rate and bottom shear stress. No laboratory facility allows such a multi-parametric insight into flow behaviour.

The aim of CFD simulations was first to imitate most of the laboratory flows and verify the hydraulic correspondence, and then to extend the range of experiments performed in the laboratory by varying further the slope inclination, flow discharge and channel wavelength. Substrate strength was regulated by a pre-set erosiveness parameter of the flow, selected on a trial-and-error basis to allow lateral channel activity but prevent flow avulsion (i.e., the substrate would still consist of fine-grained quartz sand, but its erodibility was adjusted). Some of the flow simulations were additionally upscaled to natural conditions (as specified in Table 1) in order to assess whether the flow hydraulics and sediment deposition pattern in small-scale experiment mimicked sufficiently the behaviour of a natural-scale system.

Fig. 6. Comparison of simulation results with measured data from the experimental run 9. (A) Maps showing the changes in topography. Note that the erosion occurred at the inner bank and deposition occurred in the thalweg and at the outer bank in both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. (B) Velocity profiles of cross-channel (Profile 1) and overbank flow (Profile 2) in the 2nd bend. For location, see Fig. 3, experimental channel 4. Note the superelevation of the current on the outer bank and up-bank directed cross-flow velocity. The physical and numerical experiments show similar velocity distribution.

5.1. The MassFlow-3D™ numerical model

Computational fluid dynamics deals with the numerical solution, by computational methods, of the governing equations
The small-scale runs that have a large-scale equivalent are a good approximation of flow and deposition in natural channels. The resulting deposits, as well as their size in relation to the channel and the velocity distribution of their formative flow, are very similar, indicating that the small-scale runs that have a large-scale equivalent are a good approximation of flow and deposition in natural channels.

FAVOR™ (fractional area-volume obstacle representation) software (Hirt and Sicilian, 1985). FAVOR™ determines the fractional areas of grid cell faces and the corresponding cell volumes that are exposed to flow. It thus defines the boundaries of objects independently of the grid design, avoiding stair-step boundaries and the use of body-fitted grids. The channel topographic surface used for both small- and large-scale simulations in the present study was produced with the 3D-modelling software Rhinoceros™ and imported into MassFlow-3D™ as a stereolithographic file.

5.2. The simulation setup

The geometry of the flow inlet and the input channel in the CFD simulation setup was designed to imitate the laboratory experimental setup. However, the flume tank was enlarged to a width of 4 m and length of 15 m to accommodate a sinuous channel with greater wavelength and amplitude. As in the laboratory experiments, the digital channel substrate consisted of a packed (64 vol.%) fine-grained quartz sand. The simulation grid containing the input channel and flume tank had a pressure-specifed upper boundary equal to the height of the flow expansion pipe that served as the input source. The whole geometric setup would then be enlarged by an arbitrary factor of 15 for upscaled simulations imitating natural deep-sea conditions at a scale of many ancient meander belts (Janocko and Nemec, 2011).

The pressure at the upper boundary was set to represent hydrostatic pressure at a water column of 1 m high in laboratory-scale simulations, but was increased to represent an arbitrary water-column height of 1000 m in natural-scale simulations. The simulation numerical grid had a total cell count of up to five millions, although the cell count varied with the inclination of the expansion table and input channel. As to the resolution, the cell x-y-z dimensions were 0.04 × 0.04 × 0.01 m in laboratory-scale simulations, but was increased to represent an arbitrary water-column height of 1000 m in natural-scale simulations. The simulation numerical grid had a total cell count of up to five millions, although the cell count varied with the inclination of the expansion table and input channel. As to the resolution, the cell x-y-z dimensions were 0.04 × 0.04 × 0.01 m in laboratory-scale simulations and 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.15 m in the upscaled simulations. The sediment-water mixture at the grid input boundary was defined by the inlet cross-sectional area, flow velocity, volumetric sediment concentration and the turbulent kinetic energy calculated on the basis of the mean input velocity. The grain size and density were the same as in the laboratory experiments, but the input sediment concentration was kept constant at 10 vol.%. All simulated flows were continuous without any breaks or surge-like behaviour. Three sizes of inlet cross-section were used (Fig. 3) in order to generate undersized, in-size and oversized flows.

5.3. The calibration of numerical model to laboratory experiments

The MassFlow-3D™ software requires pre-setting of two flow parameters that cannot be directly measured in the laboratory, namely the flow entrainment coefficient and turbulence length scale. The entrainment coefficient specifies the sediment-particle lift velocity, or sediment flux from substrate erosion, whereas the turbulence length scale specifies...
the maximum size of eddies in the flow. For the simulations to be realistic, these parameters were estimated empirically on a qualitative trial-and-error basis by comparing the flow hydraulic structure, amount of erosion and thickness of deposit in the simulation experiment and its laboratory prototype.

The calibration of the numerical model to laboratory experiments was done in two steps. First, the entrainment coefficient and turbulence length scale were defined by using the laboratory run 8 (Table 2) as a reference. The criterion for comparison was the similarity of the flow velocity magnitude and the direction of flow-transverse velocity vector, as well as the amount of substrate erosion and the location of sediment depocentres (Fig. 5). Second, the flow simulation was performed to imitate the laboratory run 9 (Table 2) – involving somewhat different channel geometry and a slightly higher flow discharge – with a similar comparative assessment of the result. The comparisons show a satisfactory similarity between the laboratory and the CFD simulation results (Fig. 6), which suggests that the numerical model can be used to simulate realistically a wider range of experimental conditions.

5.4. Upscaling of numerical model

Due to the scarcity of flow measurements from prototype natural channels, laboratory experiments are either non-scaled or scaled on the basis of the dimensionless Froude number (e.g., Keevil et al., 2006; Peakall et al., 2007; Islam et al., 2008; Kane et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008). The experiments have managed to reproduce to some extent the flow characteristics and depositional features of natural channels, although the parameters of laboratory models – such as sediment grain size, turbulence intensity, critical shear stress for sediment motion and slope gradient – are expected to differ considerably from prototype conditions (Postma et al., 2008). However, it is these parameters and their combination that may play a crucial role in such complex systems as the turbidity-current flow in meandering channels.

An upscaling of laboratory experiments by using numerical formulae such as the Froude number in combination with a simple geometrical scaling is thus unlikely to represent the flow and depositional processes at a natural scale. Instead of attempting to upscale numerically the physical parameters of laboratory flows, the focus in the present study was therefore to reproduce the spatial characteristics of flow behaviour and sedimentation pattern. On a trial-and-error basis, the input flow parameters in the upscaled simulations were conditioned by comparing the resulting spatial pattern of erosion and deposition with the topographic changes observed in the corresponding laboratory runs. As a rule, the small-scale and upscaled simulations that resulted in similar topographic changes did also result in similar flow pattern (Fig. 7). The sediment entrainment coefficient and turbulence length scale established for the upscaled simulations of laboratory experiments were used further in the large-scale simulations that did not have small-scale laboratory or numerical equivalents (simulation runs LS1, LS2, LS4–LS6, LS8 and LS10 in Table 1).

Apart from a simple enlargement of the channel and tank geometry, the input parameters that required adjustment in the upscaling process were the slope inclination, flow velocity, turbulence length scale and simulation time. Satisfactory results were obtained when the slope inclination was reduced by 0.5,
Fig. 9. Flow properties and point bar formation at the 2nd bend in simulation run LS6. (A) Profiles of velocity magnitude showing the turbidity current travelling superelevated on the outer-bank. Flow is towards the viewer. (B) Profile across the channel bend displaying a colour map of velocity magnitude overlain by 3D velocity vectors. Note the inward-directed helicoidal cell in which the basal flow decelerates upon meeting the inner bank. Also note the developing point bar at the toe of the inner bank. Flow is towards the viewer. Location of the profile is displayed in (A). (C) Simulated transport path of a single fine-grained quartz particle. The (not-to-scale) particle markers are coloured with velocity magnitude. Note the particle travels along the channel floor from the thalweg towards the point bar where it decelerates due to up-bank climbing and is subsequently deposited. (D) Sediment concentration profiles showing the undersized current travelling around the 2nd bend. Note that the density core passes from outer towards the inner bank upstream of bend apex and hugs the inner bank where the point bar forms. Also note that the thickness of the developing point bar equals the thickness of the flow. Flow is towards the viewer.

In the flow velocity at inlet was increased 3 to 4 times, and the turbulence length scale was increased by a factor of 15. To match the size of deposits and the amount of erosion with respect to laboratory channels, the simulation time had to be increased by a factor of 12 to 60, depending on the flow capacity. The grain size and volumetric concentration of sediment were kept constant.

6. The results of CFD simulations

Systematic numerical variation of the critical flow/channel relationships (see system conditions in Fig. 1) resulted in a wide spectrum of sedimentation patterns in the channel (Table 1). The present section gives detailed description of the simulation runs in which the intra-channel deposits might qualify as channel bars. The description focuses on the individual varieties of bars (see terminology in Fig. 2), shedding light on the hydraulic circumstances of their formation. Although the same type of bar often formed under different combinations of flow conditions, the hydraulic circumstances of bar formation were similar and are characterized on the basis of a representative case.

6.1. The formation of point bars

A lateral migration of channel and formation of point bars occurred when the turbidity currents were in equilibrium with the channel slope and in phase with the channel curvature, and were in-size or moderately undersized with respect to the channel depth (Table 1). Such conditions were reached in the large-scale simulations LS1 and LS6, where the slope inclination was 3°, the flow velocity at the inlet was 2 m/s and the flow inlet cross-sectional area was between ½ and 2 of the channel cross-section (resulting in discharges in the range of 33,410−255,100 m³/hr). No analogous conditions could be reached in the laboratory, where it was impossible to produce flows that would simultaneously be in slope-equilibrium and in-phase state. The flow in simulation run LS1 was in size with the channel and in run LS6 was undersized, but the flow pattern and channel evolution were similar and are described from the latter run.

Over a period of 1.51 hour, the channel sinuosity increased from 1.21 to 1.32 as a result of the lateral migration of the channel at its 2nd and 3rd bend by outer-bank erosion and a lateral accretion of sediment at the inner bank (Fig. 8A, B). Before the lateral migration occurred (first ~5 minutes), the channel assumed an asymmetrical erosional profile at the bends, with a steeper outer bank and a gentler-inclined inner bank. After 1.51 hour, the apex of the 2nd bend in the channel thalweg was displaced by 6 m in the downslope direction, while the channel thalweg at the 3rd bend migrated by 6.5 m sideways due to transverse expansion. The channel also developed a riffle and pool morphology similar to meandering rivers (Fig. 8B). The differential planform development of the two adjacent bends is attributed to a dissimilar bank-attack angle (sensus Straub et al., 2011) and the velocity magnitude of the flow core. The flow velocity core approached the 2nd bend at a low angle and met the outer bank directly upstream of the bend apex, from which point it travelled superelevated along the outer bank until reaching the bend inflection point (Figs. 8C and 9A). In the bend down-apex zone, the velocity core experienced the highest outer-bank run-up, which corresponded to the maximum of outer-bank erosion. At the 3rd bend, the flow velocity core approached the outer bank at a higher angle and farther upstream of the apex, resulting in the maximum bank run-up and erosion in the bend apex zone and subsequently detaching itself from the outer bank upstream of the bend inflection point (Fig. 8C). The flow density (sediment concentration) core, in
contrast, travelled attached to the outer bank at each bend and was crossing over to the inner bank upstream of the bend apex (Fig. 9D).

The helicoidal circulation of the rotating flow at the channel bends involved an inward-directed cell (Fig. 9B). The flow rotation was most pronounced in the upstream part of the bends and gradually weakened down channel before reversing its direction at the bend inflection points.

Point bars formed as a result of the inward helicoidal circulation and the path of the flow velocity core, which in turn affected the path of the density core (Fig. 9). Sediment tended to be transferred along the channel floor towards the inner bank by the inward-directed flow helicoid, resulting in inner-bank accretion by the climbing and decelerating flow (Fig. 9C).

The thickness of point bars in run LS6 was lower than the channel depth, but equal to the undersized flow thickness (Fig. 9D). In run LS1, the in-size flow produced point bars of similar thickness, apparently because of its greater spill-out and loss of volume. The channel in this case developed a less asymmetrical profile, but the extent of its lateral migration and the spatial distribution of flow velocity and density were similar.

6.2. The formation of inner- to outer-bank transition bars

Apart from deposition at other sites in the channel, the accumulation of sediment at the inner- to outer-bank transition – on the upslope sides of bend inflection zones (Fig. 2) – occurred when the turbidity currents were in equilibrium with the channel slope and slightly exceeding the phase of the channel curvature. These inflection-zone bars formed either as a downstream extension of translational point bars (Fig. 8B) or as a self-standing depocentre on the upslope side of the channel-bend inflection zone, whether solitary or accompanied by the formation of down-apex outer-bank bars (Fig. 7). Changes in flow thickness appeared to play no significant role. All these bars were lower than the channel depth and typically also lower
than the other bars.

Bars of this type formed in simulations LS1, LS3, LS5, LS6, SS9, SS9, SS13, SS15 and SS17 (Table 1), and the hydraulic conditions of their formation can be characterized on the basis of simulation run LS9 (Figs. 10 and 11). The slope inclination in this run was set to 3°, the inlet/channel cross-section ratio was 1/2, the input flow velocity was 3 m/s (discharge 71,710 m³/hr) and the simulation time required for the formation of distinct bars was 6 minutes. The bars formed in the bend inflection segment between the 2nd and the 3rd bend (Fig. 10A, B), where the superelveled flow-velocity core was hugging the outer-to-inner-bank transition, while leaving a low-velocity zone along the opposite bank (Figs. 10C and 11A). The low-velocity zone involved two to four smaller, transient circulation cells that migrated obliquely against the bank and tended to be perturbed by the low-density spill-out flow that was re-entering the channel at the bend inflection and enhancing turbulence there (Fig. 10C). Unlike the velocity core, the flow density core remained attached to the inner-to-outter-bank transition, causing sediment deposition (Fig. 11B).

All flows depositing sediment at the inner-to-outter-bank transition showed a local inward-directed rotational helicoid (Fig. 10C, F). The turn-over site of the flow helicoid in the bend-inflection zone oscillated, affecting the downstream extent of the bars. Flows that were only slightly out of phase with the channel curvature showed their helicoid reversal shortly
downstream of the bend inflection point, whereas flows with a greater phase offset had the helicoid reversal delayed – occurring directly upstream of the next bend apex, where the flow velocity core was crossing over from the inner to the outer bank (Fig. 10C). The inward-directed flow helicoid at a channel bend was transporting sediment along the channel floor into the low-velocity zone where the sediment was incorporated in the transient circulation cells colliding with the upslope bank of the channel’s bend-inflection segment. The sediment was apparently dumped from the dissipating turbulent eddies, forming the bars (Fig. 11C). The bars showed slight lateral accretion, owing to the re-entering spill-out flow that tended to sweep sediment from the bar towards the channel thalweg (Fig. 11A).

6.3. The formation of outer- to inner-bank transition bars

Sediment deposition at the outer- to inner-bank transition of bend inflection segments – on the upslope sides of channel inflection segments (Fig. 2) – occurred when the turbidity currents were at equilibrium with the channel slope, but the phase of their rotation helicoid considerably exceeded the conduit’s curvature. The flow was poorly confined and travelled down slope across the channel bends, while eroding the upslope bank of the channel bend-inflection segment (Table 1, Fig. 12A, B). Changes in flow thickness played no significant role in the pattern of flow and sediment deposition.

Bars of this type formed in both small-scale (runs SS3A and SS9A) and large-scale simulations (run LS7A). The favourable conditions in small-scale runs were reached with a slope inclination of 11°, the inlet cross-section to channel cross-section ratio between ½ and 2, and the flow input velocity of 1 m/s (discharge 72–785 m³/hr). The simulation time required was less than 2 minutes. In large-scale simulation, similar deposits formed in a run with the slope inclination of 6°, the inlet/channel cross-section ratio of 3.5, the flow input velocity of 3 m/s (discharge 856,800 m³/hr) and a simulation time of 0.33 hour. The pattern of flow and sediment deposition was similar, and thus only one example, run SS3A, is described here.

The turbidity current in this small-scale simulation was an in-size flow, by was poorly confined by the channel due to the relatively high input discharge and steep slope (Fig. 12C–E). When entering the 1st bend, the flow split in two parts due to its spill-out at the outer bank. The channel-confined, higher-density part of the flow decreased its velocity by half, while the velocity of its more dilute spill-out part remained unchanged. A new spill-out of the confined flow at the next bends was instigated by the re-entry of the earlier spill-out flow (Fig. 12E). The flow pattern at channel bends showed a poorly-developed helicoid with the basal flow directed down-channel (Fig. 12D) and the top flow directed orthogonally towards the outer bank. The helicoid was limited to the flow density core, with sediment concentration of 10–15 vol. %, and was discontinued in the bend’s down-apex zone by the channelized-flow collision with the re-entering spill-out flow. The spill-out flow, owing to its higher velocity, travelled down slope across the channel bends and extended laterally over the whole width of the channel belt (Fig. 12E). The flow was subject to a hydraulic jump when crossing the bend inflection zones, which was manifested by its abrupt local deceleration with an increase in flow thickness (Fig. 13).

These bank-attached bars, formed at the outer- to inner-bank transition in channel-bend inflection zones, were thickest at the bends where the channel-confined flow collided with the re-entering spill-out flow travelling down the slope (Fig. 12B, D, E). The amount of sediment accreted to the bank declined gradually downstream of the bend inflection point. The
sediment was delivered chiefly by the channel-confined denser flow, but its deposition was instigated by the flow’s collision with the overbank low-density flow re-entering the channel in its bend inflection zone and experiencing local hydraulic jump. The sediment dropped by flow in the collision zone tended to be swept downstream, resulting in a more pronounced bar growth in that direction.

6.4. The formation of down-apex outer-bank bars

These outer-bank bars, deposited directly downstream of the channel-bend apex (Fig. 2), were formed under a wide range of flow conditions in both small- and large-scale simulations. The main prerequisite for their formation seems to be a high-velocity turbidity current whose intrinsic flow helicoid exceeds the phase of pre-existing channel curvature and cannot cause meandering, but whose volume is insufficient to cause an excessive spill-out and storage of sediment in the bend inflection zones. The flow thickness and slope gradient did not seem to affect the location of the sediment depocentres, but had an effect on the resulting bar thickness and accretion architecture.

The flow in the simulation runs SS7B, SS9B, LS3B and LS9B (Table 1) was in equilibrium with the channel slope and produced such bars by a lateral accretion of sediment at the 1st...
and the 3rd bend. In the small-scale simulations, the favourable conditions for the formation of these bars were reached with a slope inclination of 6°, the inlet/channel cross-section ratio of ½ to 3½, the input flow velocity of 0.5 m/s (discharges of 36–635 m³/hr) and a simulation time of 1 minute. In the large-scale simulations, the appropriate slope inclination was 3°, the flow velocity at the inlet was 3 m/s (discharges of 71,710–382,600 m³/hr) and the simulation time required for the formation of analogous bars was 6 minutes. The flow thickness controlled to some extent the bar thickness, but the latter had never reached the top of the channel. The bars varied in their thicknesses, but all were considerably lower than the channel depth.

The flow pattern in the large-scale run LS9B can serve as an example of the flow conditions needed for the formation of down-apex outer-bank bars (Fig. 14). Prior to the development of these bars, the turbidity current flowed well-confined by the channel with only minor spill-out at the bend outer bank. The outer-bank bars formed at the 1st and the 3rd bend (Fig. 14A, B), where the flow velocity core approached the outer bank at a low angle (Fig. 14C) and split itself into two parts upon meeting the bank (Fig. 15A). The higher-density lower part of the flow core bounced off the outer bank before reaching the bend apex and travelled further by hugging the inner bank (Figs. 14C and 15A). The lower-density upper part of the flow core travelled superelevated against the outer bank, losing momentum due to partial overspill. The lower and the upper part of the flow were rejoining each other at the bend inflection points.

Velocity vectors show that the channel-confined flow at the bends comprised a weak outward-directed rotational cell transporting sediment along the channel floor towards the outer bank (Figs. 14D and 15B). The flow density core entered the channel bend superelevated against the inner bank and crossed over to the outer bank downstream of the bend apex (Figs. 14E and 15C). The outer-bank bars thus formed because the helicoidal cell was delivering sediment to the outer bank, where the sediment was laterally accreted by the decelerating, up-bank directed flow (Fig. 15D). The velocity of the channel-confined flow became subsequently reduced due to an increased spill-out at its entry to the 1st and 2nd bend, accompanied by the outer-bank erosion. The helicoidal flow circulation at the 1st and 3rd bend was consequently weakened and the rate of sediment accretion at the outer bank declined, although the flow pattern remained unchanged. The bars ceased to grow after ~26 minutes, when the flow began to bypass its sediment load.

Similar outer-bank bars formed by the aggradational flows in runs SS13A, LS15A and SS17A (Table 1). The bars first were relatively thin, compared to the channel depth, but had subsequently aggraded to the height of the levee crest. They formed during the first minute at the 1st and 3rd bend in run SS17A, with the slope inclination of 4°, the inlet/channel cross-section ratio of ½ and the input flow velocity of 1 m/s (discharge 72 m³/hr). As in the large-scale simulation LS9B, the flow velocity core approached the 1st bend at a relatively low angle, but the flow had a low velocity and – instead of undergoing a rapid deflection towards the inner bank – passed the entire bend superelevated against the outer bank. As an effect of the superelevation, the flow stretched laterally by increasing its width and decreasing its thickness. The flow velocity core travelled along the toe of the outer bank, showing an outward-directed helicoidal circulation. At the bend apex, the elevated upper part of the flow travelling along the outer bank...
decelerated to a point at which it began to collapse in itself and descend the bank, thus forming a secondary, inward-directed circulation cell. Outer-bank bars began forming where the bank-descending fluid met the flow velocity core. This confluence caused local deceleration of the current and deposition of sediment, which was transported along the channel floor towards the outer bank by the primary, outward-directed flow helicoid.

At a simulation time of 0.5 minute, the bars ceased expanding laterally and began to aggrade together with the channel floor until they reached the height of the levee crest in the next 0.5 minute. Longer simulation times resulted in channel backfilling.

Another variety of outer-bank bars was observed forming in the simulation runs SS13\textsuperscript{A}, SS15\textsuperscript{B}, SS17\textsuperscript{B} and LS17\textsuperscript{A} under aggradational slope conditions (Fig. 16A, B; Table 1). The thicknesses of these bars were comparable to the channel depth and did not vary significantly with the flow thickness. The hydraulic conditions of their formation are illustrated here from the small-scale run SS17\textsuperscript{A}. The slope inclination in this case was 1\textdegree, the inlet/channel cross-section ratio was 1, the input flow velocity was 5 m/s (discharge 1,962 m\textsuperscript{3}/hr) and the simulation time was 1 minute. The rotational helicoid of the fast flow had a phase considerably greater than the channel curvature, and thereby the majority of the flow spilled out when entering the 1\textsuperscript{st} bend (Fig. 16C & D). As a result, the flow remaining in the channel decreased in thickness to 1/4 and decelerated to 1 m/s, while its sediment concentration increased to 15 vol.%. The flow passed the 1\textsuperscript{st} bend with an inward-directed circulation helicoid (Fig. 17A). The more voluminous, low-density spill-out flow also rapidly decelerated, spreading across the point bar in a radial manner while moving towards the inflection zone of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} bend (Fig. 16C). The spill-out flow re-entered the channel in the down-apex zone of the 1\textsuperscript{st} bend, pushing the channel-conveyed flow towards the outer bank and partly out of the channel (Fig. 17A). The collision resulted in a low-velocity flow zone with secondary circulation cells migrating against the outer bank. An outer-bank bar formed in this zone by sediment dumping from the collapsing dissipative cells. The spill-out flow collided again with the channel-conveyed flow at the 2\textsuperscript{nd} bend after being obliquely deflected from the inner towards the outer bank (Fig. 16C). Sediment was thus deposited at the outer bank in the same manner as in the 1\textsuperscript{st} bend.

Simulation times longer than 1 minute in runs SS13\textsuperscript{A}, SS15\textsuperscript{B} and SS17\textsuperscript{B}, and longer than 30 minutes in run LS17\textsuperscript{A}, resulted in a progressive backfilling of the channel and deposition of thick levees next to the outer-bank bars.

6.5. The formation of up-apex outer-bank bars

Deposits that might also qualify as outer-bank bars were formed in the up-apex zone of channel bends in the simulation
The formation of the bars was time needed for the development of bars was 0.5 minute. In the simulation SS13 C (Fig. 18A) and at the 3rd and 4th bends in runs SS13B, SS15B, SS17B and LS17B, Fig. 16 & 17; and runs down-apex zone of the outer bank (as seen in the simulation inflection zone and may even force the channel-confined flow of flow tends to be deflected towards the down-slope bank of the power of the spill-out flow is considerably greater, this part of the outer bank. The sediment deposited there was delivered by the channel-conveyed part of the flow. The sediment, after being incorporated in the colluvial-zone circulation cell, was carried in dense turbulent suspension towards the outer bank and dumped there from the dissipating eddies (Fig. 18C, D). Their confluence resulted in a cross-channel low-velocity flow zone with secondary circulation cells moving and dissipating against the outer bank. The sediment deposited there was delivered by the channel-conveyed part of the flow. The sediment, after being incorporated in the colluvial-zone circulation cell, was carried in dense turbulent suspension towards the outer bank and dumped there from the dissipating eddies (Fig. 18E, F).

A prerequisite for the formation of these bars was apparently a comparable magnitude of the channel-conveyed and the spill-out flow, making the two flows collapse upon their collision. If the power of the spill-out flow is considerably greater, this part of flow tends to be deflected towards the down-slope bank of inflection zone and may even force the channel-confined flow out of the channel, whereby sediment deposition occurs in the down-apex zone of the outer bank (as seen in the simulation runs SS13B, SS15B, SS17B and LS17B, Fig. 16 & 17; and runs SS3B, SS9B and LS7B, Fig. 12). If the spill-out flow instead is too weak, the channel-conveyed flow will not be decelerated enough to deposit its load. In the present simulated cases (SS13C, SS14, SS15C, LS15C and SS17C), the channel-conveyed flow had a low power and hence was easily halted by collision with the spill-out flow. This localized deceleration resulted in vertical accretion of sediment directly downstream of the up-apex outer-bank bars (Fig. 18A, B) and eventually led to a gradual backfilling of the channel.

7. Discussion

7.1. The factors governing sedimentation in submarine sinuous channels

The diversity of sediment depocentres in erodible sinuous channels revealed by the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations supports the notion that the crucial factors controlling the sediment deposition pattern in submarine sinuous channels are (Fig. 1): (1) the relationship between the flow’s desired equilibrium gradient and the pre-existing channel gradient; (2) the relationship between the flow’s intrinsic helicoid curvature and the pre-existing channel curvature; (3) the relationship between the flow size (magnitude) and the channel depth; and (4) the relationship between the flow power and the strength of channel banks, which means bank erodibility (Fig. 19). The study sheds light on the diversity of submarine sinuous channels (e.g., Kneller, 2003; Janocko et al., 2011) and also clarifies the contradictory laboratory reports on the flow structure and sediment depocentres in such channels (e.g., Peakall et al., 2007; Islam et al., 2008; Straub et al., 2008). The hydraulic circumstances leading to the formation of particular depocentres and channel bar types have been recognized from fully three-dimensional simulations, which allow for more reliable inferences than those based on laboratory 2D flow-velocity profiles and overhead camera imagery.

The meandering channels, increasing in sinuosity by outburst lateral migration, form when the turbidity currents are in equilibrium with the slope, in phase with the channel curvature, in size or moderately undersized with respect to the channel depth, and are moderately erosive with respect to the channel banks (Table 1, Fig. 19). The characteristic deposits of meandering channels are point bars, formed at the inner bank of channel bends by lateral sediment accretion. The simulations show that the lateral accretion occurs when the sediment is transported towards the inner bank along the channel base and deposited on the point-bar flank. The deposition of sediment from a gradually decelerating basal flow suggests tractional bedload transport.

This observation is consistent with inferences from ancient meander belts. For example, Dykstra and Kneller (2009) and Janocko and Nemec (2011) have demonstrated that the palaeotransport direction in point bars is obliquely up the bar flank, with the laterally-accreted beds fining up dip and reflecting a lateral decline in flow competence. The outcrop studies also show that the majority of point-bar deposits are stratified, which indicates tractional deposition.

The conditions for channel meandering could only be satisfied in large-scale simulations imitating natural conditions, because it proved to be impossible to produce a small-scale current that would be in equilibrium with the channel slope and simultaneously fast enough to be in phase with the channel.
Fig. 18. Development of up-apex outer-bank bars in the 2nd bend of simulation run SS13C and the 3rd bend of simulation run LS15A. (A and B) Post-experiment topography maps. The experimental surfaces have been rotated to horizontal. (C and D) Channel slices coloured with velocity magnitude and overlain by velocity vectors. (E and F) Channel slices displaying sediment concentration. In (C) and (E) the slice is extracted 7 cm above the channel floor, in (D) and (F) 1.125 m above the channel floor.

The hydraulic conditions favouring formation of translational point bars also seem to allow the development of point bar-attached, inner- to outer-bank transition bars (Table 1, Fig. 19). However, these bars develop also when the phase of the current helicoid is large enough to produce down-apex outer-bank bars. The main prerequisite for the formation of the bank-transition bars thus seems to be an out-of-phase large flow, which leads to a significant detachment of the flow velocity core from channel bank at the inner- to outer-bank transition. The sediment is dragged into the velocity-core separation zone either by convection or by an inward-directed bottom flow, in which case the amount of sediment entrapped in the low-velocity zone is greater. The sediment there is then taken over by the secondary circulation cells that travel towards and dissipate against the upslope bank, where sediment deposition causes formation and vertical accretion of a bar.

The formation of inner- to outer-bank transition bars has been shown in a number of previous studies (Peakall et al., 2007; Straub et al., 2008; Amos et al., 2010) and eloquently described from experiments by Straub et al. (2011). The bars in these experiments formed by sediment fallout from turbulent suspension in the flow separation zones extending from the inner-bank apex to the next bend’s outer-bank apex. Although the experiments did not provide details as to how the sediment was supplied into the separation zone, the formation mode, geometry and location of these depocentres is similar to the bars produced in the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations in the present study.

Another pattern of sedimentation in sinuous channels, shown by the numerical simulations and recognized in several previous studies (Straub et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009; Amos et al., 2010), is the development of outer-bank bars. In the simulation scenarios, these bars formed when the phase of the current rotation exceeded that of the channel curvature (Table 1, Fig. 19), in both slope-equilibrium and aggradational conditions and irrespective of the flow size. Three mechanisms for bar deposition in the down-apex zone of outer banks have been recognized. In the first case, the outer-bank bars formed in slope-equilibrium conditions by a flow whose velocity core travelled along the inner bank. The velocity core showed an
outward-directed helicoidal circulation, which carried sediment along the channel floor towards the outer bank – where the sediment was laterally accreted due to the flow deceleration against the bank. In the second case, the bars formed in aggradational conditions. The flow travelled superelevated against the outer bank along the entire bend, with an outward-directed rotation helicoid. The superelevation spread the flow laterally and reduced its thickness, which led to deceleration at the flow margins. The elevated flow at the outer bank soon collapsed, descending the bank and colliding with the flow velocity core travelling along the bank foot. The collision effectively decelerated the flow and led to sediment deposition at the outer bank, where it was delivered along the channel base by the outward-directed helicoid. In the third case, the outer-bank bars formed in aggradational conditions when the phase of the flow helicoid exceeded considerably the channel curvature and resulted in collision of the channel-conveyed flow with the spill-out flow re-entering the channel at its bends.

The previous studies on outer-bank bars suggested that the key factor for the formation of these bars was the superelevation of turbidity currents, irrespective of the direction of their helicoidal rotation at the channel bends (Straub et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2009; Amos et al., 2010). In aggradational conditions, such as in the experiments of Straub et al. (2008), the localized deposition of sediment at the outer bank was inferred to have occurred simply due to the flow loss of capacity in its bank run-up (Nakajima et al., 2009). However, no deposition due solely to the flow run-up on outer bank has been recognized in the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations in the present study. The origin of outer-bank bars apparently requires more than one factor and seems to require an outward-directed flow helicoid. This notion is supported by the palaeocurrent measurements in an outer-bank stratified sediment mound described by Janocko and Nemec (2011) from a meander belt in the Rosario Formation, Mexico.

The seismic analysis of outer-bank bars in a sinuous palaeochannel of the Amazon fan, by Nakajima et al. (2009), indicates a decrease in the channel sinuosity as a result of outer-bank sediment accretion. This observation implies that the flows depositing sediment at the outer bank were concurrently eroding the inner bank of the channel bends, making the channel thalweg migrate towards the channel-belt axis and effectively straightening the conduit. No such process has been observed in the present numerical simulations. Instead, the flows in slope-equilibrium conditions – after the development of bars – had reached a bypass stage where no sediment was eroded or deposited. In aggradational conditions, the channel – in contrast – was eventually backfilled with sediment. However, the velocity structure of slope-equilibrium flows (simulation runs LS3B, SS7B, SS9B and LS9B) might potentially allow inner-bank erosion, because the flow velocity core travelled attached to the inner bank of channel bend and showed an outward-directed helicoidal transporting sediment along the floor towards the outer bank. Therefore, it remains unclear why the currents reached a bypass stage instead of causing inward lateral migration and straightening of the channel thalweg. More research is needed to clarify the mechanism which would allow a sinuous channel to accrete sediment on its bend outer banks while systematically decreasing its sinuosity.

The formation of outer- to inner-bank transition bars apparently requires quite specific conditions: flows that are in equilibrium with the channel slope and have a rotational helicoidal phase considerably larger than the phase of the channel curvature (Table 1, Fig. 19). Prolonged flows are likely to result in a straight broader channel, as the flow in such conditions is poorly confined and causes significant erosion at the inner- to outer-bank transition in bend inflection zones. The preservation of these inflection-zone bars thus requires short-lived or highly episodic flows. Bars attached to the downslope bank of bend inflection zones as well as features similar to the up-apex outer-bank bars have previously been recognized in natural sinuous
channels (Nakajima et al., 2009), which proves that these bars do occur in nature, despite the lack of their earlier recognition.

A peculiar aspect of many bars in both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations is that their thickness was smaller than the depth of the host channel, including point bars and irrespective of the flow size. The thickness of bars apparently scales with the thickness of the flow density core, which is determined by the channel confinement and thus is comparable in undersized, oversized and in-size flows. It is worth noting that the density core of the in-size and oversized flows in the channel is considerably smaller than at the inlet, owing to the flow spill-out at the outer bank of the first bend. As the thickness of channel-conveyed flow becomes abruptly reduced there, the flow’s vertical density profile is immediately altered and the thickness of its density core is adjusted. The channel-confined flow effectively becomes semi-independent of the dilute spill-out flow, albeit interacting with it at confluences, especially if the spill-out is volumetrically large.

Another possible reason why many bars are thinner than the host channel depth may be the use of monosized sediment in the laboratory and numerical flows. If the flow carried a wider range of grain sizes, it might appear powerful enough to transport finer particles to the height of the channel bank and deposit bars as thick as the channel depth.

7.2. The differences in flow helicoidal circulation

One of the most contentious issues concerning the flow of turbidity currents in sinuous channels has been the direction of rotation of the current’s primary helicoidal circulation cell at the channel bends. As in the case of a meandering fluvial channel, the pattern of flow rotation can be expected to play a crucial role in the spatial partitioning of sediment and the formation of local depocentres in a submarine sinuous channel. Previous laboratory and numerical studies have been inconclusive, reporting both an inward-directed (Kassem and Imran, 2004; Imran et al., 2007; Islam et al., 2008) and an outward-directed flow helicoid (Corney et al., 2006; Keevil et al., 2006; Keevil et al., 2007; Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 2010; Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011). The 3D numerical simulations conducted in the present study show that the direction of the flow rotation at channel bends can be either way, depending on the circumstances.

Corney et al. (2008) and Giorgio Serchi et al. (2011) have suggested that the direction of the flow rotation depends on the elevation of the flow velocity core entering the channel bend. If the velocity core is perched sufficiently high above the channel floor, it will sink upon meeting the outer bank and give rise to an inward-directed rotation cell. If the flow velocity core is close to the floor, it will rise against the outer bank and generate an outward-directed helicoid at the bend. These authors have also indicated that the elevation of the flow core of maximum velocity may play an important role, as this zone will be closer to the floor in the conditions of a steeper channel gradient, higher density and stronger density-layering of the flow, as well as a higher flow Froude number.

Following the observations by Gorycki (1973) and suggestions of Dykstra and Kneller (2009), an inward-directed rotation at channel bends is considered here to reflect the inherent helicoidal circulation of turbidity current. Flows that show such a sense of rotation are thought to be in phase with the hydraulic geometry of the host channel, which means that the channel profile and curvature do not affect the flow intrinsic helicoid in any significant way.

The phase (or length scale) of the current helicoid is controlled by the flow velocity magnitude, and hence depends indirectly on the slope inclination, flow density and thickness, which jointly determine the velocity. As pointed out by Gorycki (1973) and shown in the present study, if the length scale of the flow helicoid does not match the hydraulic geometry of the channel — its intrinsic structure will be perturbed. In flows that are out of phase with the channel and are little affected by the re-entry of spill-out flow, the direction of the helicoidal rotation will depend on the velocity magnitude and the bend-attack angle of the flow. These two variables also determine the path of the flow velocity core around the channel bend, which seems to be directly related to the direction of the helicoidal rotation. The elevation of the velocity core above the floor is a secondary factor, as it affects the formation of secondary circulation cells upon the flow collision with the outer bank, but does not determine the path of the flow velocity core, which may lead to a reversal of the secondary circulation in the downstream part of the bend.

Flows that are significantly out-of-phase with respect to the channel typically show an outward-directed helicoidal rotation at the bends. However, if the flow’s phase is excessively large or the flow is excessively thick and poorly confined, the pattern of flow rotation tends to be more complicated or virtually chaotic.

8. Conclusions

The laboratory experiments and numerical CFD simulations conducted in the present study suggest that the pattern of sediment deposition in submarine sinuous channels and their meandering depend on the following critical relationships (Fig. 19):

- The relationship between the flow’s desired substrate equilibrium gradient and the host channel’s actual slope gradient.
- The relationship between the length scale of the flow’s rotational helicoid and the channel’s pre-existing curvature.
- The relationship between the flow thickness and the channel depth.
- The relationship between the flow power and the channel bank strength (i.e., erodibility).

The study explored a whole spectrum of possible combinations of the circumstances, revealing the formative conditions for a range of sediment depocentres that can be regarded as channel bars. The following bar types have been distinguished:

- Point bars — deposits accreted laterally on the inner bank of channel bend, of sediment brought in along the channel floor by an inward-directed flow helicoid and lain down due to the flow deceleration on the bar flank. These bars typify meandering channels and are formed by flows that are in hydraulic equilibrium with the channel slope, but in phase with the channel curvature and are in size or undersized relative to the channel depth.
- Inner- to outer-bank transition bars — deposits attached to the upslope bank of channel-bend inflection zone and formed by the vertical accretion of sediment in a low-velocity zone of flow detachment from the bank, with sediment delivery from the flow velocity core along the channel floor by an inward-directed flow helicoid. These bars are formed by the out-of-phase flows with a helicoid length scale exceeding the channel curvature. They thus occur in non-meandering channels, but may also be formed in a meandering channel by excessively fast episodic flows.
- Outer- to inner-bank transition bars — deposits attached to the downslope bank of channel-bend inflection zone and formed by a rapid deceleration of the channel-conveyed flow, when colliding with the spill-out flow re-entering the channel and subject to a hydraulic jump. These bars form
formed by slope-equilibrium flows with a helicoid phase considerably exceeds the channel curvature. Such flows, if prolonged or repetitive, can widen and straighten the channel.  

- Down-apex outer-bank bars – deposits attached to the channel bend’s outer bank in its down-apex zone due to: (1) detachment of the flow velocity core from the outer bank; (2) deceleration of the velocity core perched on the outer bank; or (3) collision of the channel-conveyed flow and the spill-out flow re-entering the channel. The formation of these bars requires outward-directed flow helicoid transporting sediment along the channel floor towards the outer bank. These bars form in non-meandering channels in slope-equilibrium or aggradational conditions and require relatively fast, out-of-phase currents.  

- Up-apex outer-bank bars – deposits attached to the channel bend’s outer bank in its up-apex zone, resulting from the sediment entrainment in a low-velocity zone formed by collision of the channel-conveyed flow with the spill-out flow re-entering the channel. These bars form in strongly aggradational conditions and require a velocity of channel-conducted flow that are low enough to be locally halted by a re-entry of the low-density spill-out flow. 

Many of the bars formed in the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, including point bars, were significantly thinner than the host channel depth, which suggests that the bar thickness either scales with the thickness of the channel-confined flow density core or is an artefact of the use of monosized sediment. If the sediment included a range of finer grain fractions, these might have been spread to the bank top and form bars as thick as the channel depth. 

The simulations indicated that the flow rotation helicoid can be either inward- or outward-directed at channel bends, or may virtually lose its structure in the case of a grossly oversized flow. If the length scale of the flow helicoid matches the channel curvature, the flow rotation at a channel bend is directed inwards irrespective of the other conditions. If the flow is out of phase with the channel, the direction of the helicoid rotation depends on the flow velocity and the angle at which the flow velocity core approaches the bend’s outer bank. A transient, local impact on the direction of flow rotation is exerted by the elevation of the flow velocity core above the channel floor. 

The study confirms and expounds on many previous laboratory inferences about the flow of turbidity currents in sinuous non-meandering channels, while showing also that most aspects of such flows can be numerically simulated without the necessity to upscale the system and increase greatly the computer calculation time. However, the study indicates that the process of channel meandering may not be scale-independent and that the formation of subaqueous meandering channels in small-scale laboratory or numerical experiments may be an impossible task. Therefore, inferences about the channel meandering conditions based on small-scale experiments should be considered with much caution. 
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ABSTRACT
The study analyses outcrop examples of a wide range of deep-water point bars and reviews earlier-published cases with the aim to give insights in the meandering process of turbiditic channels. Six point-bar types are distinguished on descriptive basis. The main differences are in the facies of laterally accreted beds, which may be sand-mud couplets, sand beds, couplets of mudclasts rudite and sand, gravel-sand couplets, beds with updip-segregated gravel and sand or gravel beds. Beds vary in thickness, but represent a different persistent variety of the depositing currents. Point bars also vary in size (thickness, width), reflecting the channel depth and bend radius, and in the stacking pattern of beds – reflecting planform evolution of meander bend. Meander belts differ further in the infilling mode of their last-stage channel.

Despite these major differences, the deep-water point bars have several features in common. Their horizontal or gently inclined erosional bases indicate meander-belt formation in quasi-equilibrium slope conditions, with erosion and deposition in lateral domain. Sparse levees indicate bypassing spill-out flows. The encasing cohesive deposits point to the importance of bank strength, as in meandering fluvial channels. The laterally accreted beds show updip fining and tractional oblique updip transport, which indicate a rotating flow helicoid rising against the inner bank, spreading its bedload over the point-bar flank and segregating laterally grain sizes. The downdip parts of beds indicate a higher sediment concentration in the flow.

The differences among meander belts bear importantly on their heterogeneity, but are unrecognizable from seismic images. However, the six point-bar types are readily identifiable from a well-core sample, and their detailed characteristics provided by the study can serve as a useful guide for the recognition and characterization of ancient meander belts and for the development of their models as hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Keywords Point bar, meandering, channel bend, lateral accretion, deep water, turbidites

INTRODUCTION
Point bars are the single most important element of meander belts, testifying to channel meandering – a process still poorly understood in relation to deep-water realm. Inferences about deep-water meandering channels based on rivers and laboratory flows are unreliable. The usefulness of meandering river channels as analogues is questionable, not least because the deep-water sediment gravity flows are rheologically and hydraulically different from an open-channel water flow. Laboratory experiments with turbidity currents have thus far failed to produce meandering channels and shed light on their formation, and also insights from numerical simulations are yet to be seen.

The deposits of deep-water point bars in outcrop sections remain the only reliable source of information on the behaviour of meandering turbidity currents and the conditions in which sinuous channels migrate by lateral accretion. Unlike other palaeochannel types, the meandering channel belts in outcrops are readily recognizable due to the characteristic lateral-accretion bedding of point bars and an associated last-stage channel-fill. Outcrops of point-bar deposits allow their facies architecture to be studied in detail and the bedding attitude and local palaeocurrent direction to be measured, which gives insights in the formative deep-water flows. The number of documented point-bar outcrops in deep-water successions is now considerable, allowing comparisons to be made and case-unbiased inferences to be drawn about the development of turbiditic meandering channels.

The general scope of the present study was to analyse in detail a wide range of deep-water point bars in outcrop sections and to review, on a comparative basis, the earlier-published outcrop examples. The study had four specific aims: (1) to describe the component facies of deep-water point bars and draw inferences about the depositing flows; (2) to determine the vectorial direction of bedload transport on point-bar surface and recognize the gross pattern of flow helicoid at channel bends; (3) to analyse the cross-sectional geometry and spatial
attitude of laterally-accreted beds in order to recognize point-bar planform evolution; and (4) to distinguish main common varieties of deep-water point bars in attempt to provide their tentative classification. On the basis of the extensive evidence from outcrops, inferences are also drawn as to the physical conditions for channel meandering in deep-water realm.

TERMINOLOGY

A submarine channel is defined as a long-term conduit for down-slope transport of sediment, formed by turbidity currents (Mutti, 1977). A meandering channel is a laterally-active sinuous channel that systematically migrates by bend growth. Its deepest, axial hydraulic zone is referred to as the channel thalweg (Bridge, 2003). The migrating conduit in its final, abandonment-phase position is called the ‘last-stage’ channel (Fig. 1A).

Deposits that filled the last-stage channel are referred to as the channel-fill (Fig. 1A). The broader term ‘channel belt’ refers jointly to the channel-fill and deposits intimately associated with the channel (Fig. 1A; Bridge, 2003), such as point bars and levées, as well as possible outer-bank bars, nested mounds and mass-transport (slide, slump or debris-flow) deposits buried by the growing point bars. A meandering channel belt is also called shortly ‘meander belt’. In an aggrading system, successive channel belts may be stacked upon one another to form channel-belt complexes.

Lateral accretion packages (LAPs) (Abreu et al., 2003) consist of inclined beds deposited by the lateral accretion of sediment at channel banks. Lateral accretion as such may occur at various locations relative to a channel bend (Nakajima et al., 2009; Fernandes et al., 2011), but the term LAP in the present paper is limited to deposits accreted at the inner bank and potentially representing a point bar (Fig. 1A). The LAPs in the present study are classified descriptively into six types on the basis of the volumetric content and spatial partitioning of gravel, sand and mud (Fig. 1B), but with no claim that this classification must necessarily be exhaustive on a global scale. The LAP beds in dip section have a sigmoidal or nearly tabular geometry, forming broad lenses that are thinning updip or downdip or in both directions (Fig. 1B). A set of relatively conformable LAP beds is referred to as ‘bedset’ (Fig. 1B).

The geomorphological terminology for channel-bend planform transformation (i.e., expansion, translation and...
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Fig. 3. Terminology for meander-bend planform transformation. The planform development of point bars in the present study is reconstructed mainly on the basis of the true (measured) and apparent (seen in outcrop wall) bedding attitude. However, this approach has considerable limitations, because different styles of planform development may result in similar strike or dip patterns in an arbitrary 2D outcrop section. The diagrams show how the bedding strike and apparent dip may vary in random 2D sections for the most common planform transformation styles; the true dip of LAP beds is assumed to be constant.

Methods

The point-bar LAPs in outcrop sections were studied by using the outcrop photomosaic, with an overlay drawing of LAP geometry and bedding architecture, and by direct observations in the outcrop – with the measurement of bedding attitude, transport direction and representative facies logs. Palaeocurrent directions were measured on the basis of imbricate gravel fabric, bed solemarks (flute casts) and ripples or dunes exposed on bedding surfaces. The dispersion of local clast-fabric data was treated numerically by the eigenvector method (Mark, 1973), with the eigenvector of dataset defining the direction of the maximum concentration of data vectors and with the primary eigenvalue ($S_1$) defining the fabric strength, or the degree of data-vector concentration around the eigenvector. The $S_1$-value can range from 0 to 1, with $S_1 = 0$ indicating a disorderly dataset and $S_1 = 1$ denoting a set of perfectly parallel data vectors.

The measurements of palaeocurrent direction and bedding attitude (strike and dip) were collected systematically across the LAP in a large number of selected ‘stations’. The raw data were subsequently rotated to correct for the tectonic tilt of sedimentary succession, using the mean attitude of adjacent sheet-like overbank turbidites as an approximation of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The rotated datasets are displayed in an equal-angle stereographic projection on upper hemisphere (for detailed explanation, see Fig. 2).

The measurements of LAP bedding attitude derived from same palaeo-horizontal level across the outcrop section were additionally plotted in map view to recognize possible changes in the strike of point-bar bedding. These plan-view plots, together with the inclination and relative thicknesses of beds seen in the outcrop section, were used to infer the probable planform development of the channel meander (i.e., the channel-bend growth by expansion, translation, rotation or a combination of these modes; Fig. 3). However, these inferences are hypothetical and should be considered with caution, because – in terms of a single outcrop section – different modes of meander planform evolution may result in similar bedding patterns (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the data allow discerning changes in meander growth, even if the actual mode of growth is uncertain.

The fractional divisions of ‘classical’ turbidites are labelled with the Bouma (1962) letter code, whereas the additional divisions formed by high-density turbidity currents are denoted with the code of Lowe (1982). Following Blikra & Nemec (1998, 2000) and Lønne & Nemec (2004), the one-word label ‘debrisflow’ is used to denote sediment gravity flows with plastic rheology.
Table 1. The geological settings of deep-marine sedimentary successions from which the LAP examples 1–9 are described in the present study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAP example</th>
<th>Formation and age</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Basin type</th>
<th>Feeder system</th>
<th>Depositional system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 7 &amp; 9</td>
<td>Kırkgecit Fm., Eocene</td>
<td>Elazıg Basin, Turkey</td>
<td>Back-arc basin with topography affected by basement block-faulting</td>
<td>River delta</td>
<td>Channelized slope fairway encountering a submarine high, including channels, levées, crevasse splays and extensive packages of turbidite sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rocchetta Fm., Oligocene</td>
<td>Piedmont Basin, Italy</td>
<td>Fore-arc basin with topography affected by basement block-faulting</td>
<td>Shelf-edge collapses</td>
<td>Base-of-slope system in a narrow, elongate sub-basin, including channels and ponded depositional lobes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mount Messenger Fm., Miocene</td>
<td>Taranaki Basin, New Zealand</td>
<td>Foredeep trough between a fold-and-thrust belt and volcanic arc</td>
<td>Shelf-edge collapses, possibly delta</td>
<td>Base-of-slope channel-belt complex incised in an older basin-floor complex of channel belts and depositional lobes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6 &amp; 8</td>
<td>Rosario Fm., Late Cretaceous</td>
<td>Peninsular Ranges Basin, Mexico</td>
<td>Fore-arc basin with strike-slip margin</td>
<td>River delta</td>
<td>Channelized fairway in the lower part of an upper-slope submarine valley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE POINT-BAR LAP CATEGORIES

The six categories of point-bar LAPs distinguished in the present study (Fig. 1B) and documented with outcrop examples (Table 1) are described in detail and interpreted in the ensuing section. The description of each outcrop case is given in three portions (bedding architecture, sedimentary facies and palaeocurrent pattern), with the evidence clearly separated from its interpretation. The field examples are supplemented with earlier-published cases and/or outcrop cases which the authors visited without making detailed documentation. The review of the LAP categories is followed by a brief description of less common cases, which differ from the majority and invite possible distinction of additional categories.

Point-bar LAPs composed of sand-mud couplets

This point-bar category is illustrated by the LAP example 1 (Table 1), one of several point bars exposed at the Hasret Mountain in the north-eastern part of the Elazıg Basin, eastern Turkey. The meandering channel belts there form a relatively short, delta-fed submarine slope system that was redirected almost orthogonally by underwater structural high ~3 km away from the Late Miocene shelf edge (Cronin et al., 2007b). The deepwater system, comprising several channel-belt complexes confined by incision and/or topography, evolved through three main depositional phases (Cronin et al., 2000, 2007a, b). The deposits of phase 1 are amalgamated lenses of clast-supported cobble gravel originally attributed to submarine braided channels, but possibly representing the bedload lags of sediment-bypassing low-sinuosity conduits. The deposits of phase 2 consist mainly of sand-supported pebble gravel and pebbly sand, representing channels filled by aggradational lateral accretion. The deposits of phase 3, represented by the LAP example 1 (Fig. 4), consist of isolated meandering channel belts with laterally accreted sand-mud couplets.

LAP example 1

Bedding geometry – The point-bar LAP and associated last-stage channel-fill are exposed in an outcrop section trending NE–SW (052-232°). The meander belt is 1.5 m thick and ~35 m wide, it has a flat top and a paleo-horizontal erosional base. The LAP formed in the basal part of a valley-fill incised in similar underlying deposits and covered with sheet-like, mud-capped turbidites (Fig. 4A, B). The channel belt occupies more than a third of the paleovalley width. The valley-fill ‘background' deposits are sheet-like sand beds (8–50 cm thick) capped with thin (< 15 cm) mud layers (Fig. 4A, B). Their mean attitude (220/12°NW) served as an estimate of paleo-horizontal reference level for the rotation of local directional data.

The meander belt in cross-section consists of three prominent, laterally-accreted lenticular sand beds, of which the last one represents the last-stage channel-fill (Fig. 4A, B). The first two beds, in the NE part of the LAP, have a maximum thickness of 1 m and a shape of sigmoidal symmetrical lenses thinning both updip and downdip. The third bed is up to 2.1 m thick and sigmoidal in shape, but thinning mainly in updip direction. The lenticular beds are separated by uniform packages, ~50 cm thick, of thin (<15 cm) sand-mud couplets. The LAP is underlain by heterolithic deposits composed of thin (<10 cm), cross-laminated sand sheets alternating with mud.
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Fig. 4. Example of a point-bar composed of sand-mud couplets (LAP example 1 in Table 1), Elaziğ Basin, Turkey. (A) Outcrop photograph and (B) overlay drawing of the LAP. Note the three thick beds, of which the latest initiated the aggradational infilling of last-stage channel. Beds 1 and 2 have the shape of symmetrical sigmoidal lenses and are separated by a tabular unit of thin heterolithic turbidites. The log is shown in Fig. 5A. (C) The attitude of LAP bedding and the corresponding palaeocurrent direction from stations 1–6, plotted in upper-hemisphere stereographic projection. The local directions of bedload transport range from strike-parallel to updip-deviated. (D) Interpretive horizontal slice through the LAP, showing the measured bedding attitude and palaeocurrent directions. The convergence of bedding strikes towards the west (into the outcrop), suggests point-bar transverse expansion. (E) Schematic 3D planform reconstruction of the point-bar LAP, showing the bedding attitude and palaeocurrent directions in the outcrop section.

The LAP bedding surfaces have a maximum dip angle of 6° towards 180–220°. The measured attitude of the base and top surfaces of the two symmetrical sand lenses converge towards WNW, indicating these beds pinch out into the outcrop. Similar convergence is shown by the rotated measurements from all three beds collected at one height above the LAP base and plotted in map view (Fig. 4C, D). The channel belt trends towards SW and the mean palaeocurrent direction is towards NW (Fig. 4C), which suggests that the planform geometry of the LAP bedding in the outcrop section may represent the downstream end of an expansional point bar (Fig. 4D, E).

Sedimentary facies – The three lenticular sand beds have conformable bases and show grain-size fining both normal to base and in updip direction. The coarsest part of the first and the third lens consists of planar parallel-stratified, normally-graded very coarse to medium sand with scattered granules and pebbles at the base and a ripple cross-laminated top part. The middle lens consists of normally-graded fine to very fine sand (Fig. 5A), with the lower two-third of the bed thickness showing plane-parallel stratification and the upper part being ripple cross-laminated. The thin sand-mud couplets in the intervening heterolithic packages consist of very fine-grained, ripple cross-laminated sand grading into laminated mud.

The lenticular sand beds are considered to be tractional turbidites Tbc(d) plastered to the point-bar surface by relatively large, low-density currents. The
Fig. 5. Interpreted facies logs from the point-bar LAP example 1 (Fig. 4) and example 2 (Fig. 6); for comments, see text.

 updip fining of beds suggests a lateral reduction of flow competence on the point-bar flank. The thin sand-mud couplets are turbidites Tc(d)e draped uniformly across the channel by much smaller and more dilute currents, each followed by fallout of mud suspension. Notably, the lateral plastering of sand was chiefly due to the sporadic large flows, which indicates that the point-bar growth was highly episodic.

Palaeocurrent pattern – Palaeocurrent directional indices in the LAP example 1 are limited to flute casts and ripple crests, which are only rarely exposed. The palaeocurrent data here are such much sparser than in the remaining LAP cases. The mean palaeocurrent direction for the channel belt is towards the SW (Cronin et al., 2000), whereas the direction in the LAP-covering heterolithic deposits is towards 312°. Measurements from the three sand lenses in the NE part of the LAP (points 1, 2 and 4 in Fig. 4B) indicate a mean flow azimuth of 305° and show an updip deviation of 2° to 28° from the corresponding LAP bedding strike (Fig. 4C). Flute casts in the thalweg zone in SW part of the outcrop show a mean palaeocurrent azimuth of 303° and up-bar deviation of 0°–20°. The tractional sediment transport was thus directed obliquely up the point-bar flank (Fig. 4E), which suggests a secondary flow helicoid rising along the channel base against the inner bank.

Other examples

A similar spatial partitioning of sediment grain size was described from a LAP of the Solitary Channel in the Miocene Tabernas Basin, SE Spain (channel-complex set 4 of Abreu et al., 2003; also see Wynn et al., 2007). The LAP there is only partly preserved, ~10 m thick and > 50 m wide. It has an originally horizontal erosional base and consists of medium to coarse, massive sand beds (10–90 cm thick) with scattered pebbles in the lower part, and of fine to very fine, massive to stratified sand beds (5–30 cm thick) in the upper part. The sand beds are capped with mud layers 10–25 cm thick and have an updip- and downdip-thinning shape of sigmoidal lenses or are nearly tabular in shape. The beds have conformable bases, and the bed maximum inclination in its thickest part reaches 15°. The last-stage channel-fill is muddy. The LAP was interpreted by Abreu et al. (2003) as a ‘suspension-dominated’ deep-water point bar; the label is potentially misleading, but was presumably meant to denote that the largely massive sand beds indicate deposition by rapid dumping directly from turbulent suspension (Lowe, 1988; Vrolijk & Southard, 1997), as is typical of high-density turbidity currents (Lowe, 1982).

Another example of a deep-water LAP composed of sand-mud couplets is afforded by the Rehy Cliffs outcrop of the Late Carboniferous Ross Fm. in the Clare Basin of western Ireland. The LAP has been described by several authors, albeit inconsistently, probably due to the poor accessibility of the coastal cliff. Elliott (2000) and Wynn et al. (2007) described the LAP as being composed of medium to thick sand beds, commonly amalgamated, but generally interlayered with heterolithic units comprising thin, silt- or mud-capped sand layers. Lien et al. (2003) and Abreu et al. (2003), in contrast, described these heterolithic units as mudclast gravels. Abreu et al. (2003) described also the thicker sand beds as massive, whereas Wynn et al. (2007) described them as comprising a lower massive division, often non-graded, and a planar parallel-stratified upper division (turbidites T_w).

The Rehy meander belt is ~7.5 m thick and ~380 m wide, with the late-stage channel width of ~130 m (Elliott, 2000). The sand beds in outcrop section are sigmoidal lenses thinning both updip and downdip and downlapping the LAP’s basal palaeo-horizontal erosional surface. The beds are dipping at 8–12° towards the last-stage channel and extend laterally for ~85 m. The bedding architecture involves thinning-upwards sets to inclined parallel beds separated by truncation surfaces, occasionally onlapped by a relic set of subhorizontal beds. One of the LAP bedsets is reported by Elliott (2000) to show slump folding. The massive or massive-to-stratified sand beds imply episodic deposition from high-density turbidity currents. The relatively thick intervening units of heterolithic deposits indicate a predominance of relative small, discrete low-density flows (Elliott, 2000). However, if
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Fig. 6. Example of a point-bar composed of sand beds (LAP example 2 in Table 1), Piedmont Basin, Italy. (A) The channel belt 2 is part of a meander-belt complex exposed in several adjacent hills and comprising point bars, last-stage channel-fills and inter-channel overbank deposits. Note the internal truncation in LAP 2 and the gradual flatting of beds in the last-stage channel-fill. (B) The SW–NE outcrop section of LAP 2 with indicated measurement stations of the bedding attitude and palaeocurrent direction. The log is shown in Fig. 5B). Note the undulating horizontal base of the LAP, reflecting incremental lateral migration of the channel thalweg. (C) The N–S outcrop section of LAP 2, showing additional measurement stations and a lateral increase in bedding inclination towards the south; the bedding strike is nearly parallel to the outcrop strike in the northern part of the section. (D) Measurements of the LAP bedding attitude and the corresponding palaeocurrent directions from stations 1–12, plotted in upper-hemisphere stereographic projection ($n =$ number of data in their local sets). The local transport directions vary from nearly strike-parallel to deviated updip.

the intervening units are indeed composed of mudclast gravel, the point bar would appear to have been formed by a more consistent series of higher-energy and high-density flows, some of them charged with locally-derived mudclasts.

Point-bar LAPs composed of sand beds

This point-bar category is illustrated by the LAP example 2 (Table 1) from one of the many deep-water meander belts cropping out in the hills between the villages of Mioglia and Miogiola in NW Italy.
Fig. 7. (A) Interpretive horizontal slice through the upper part of LAP 2 (Fig. 6B, C), showing the measured local bedding attitude and mean palaeocurrent direction (Fig. 6D). The convergence of bedding strikes towards the upstream end of point bar (and perhaps similarly towards the downstream end) results in erosional truncation and a systematic bedding-dip shift towards the last-stage channel (see Fig. 6A, B). (B) Schematic 3D planform reconstruction of the LAP, showing the local bedding attitude and mean palaeocurrent directions in the outcrop section. The changes in bedding attitude suggest that the point bar evolved by transverse to longitudinal expansion.

LAP example 2

Bedding geometry – The point-bar LAP crops out on both sides of a narrow spur with walls trending NE–SW (70–250°) and N–S (350–170°) (Figs 6A–C & 7A). The meander-belt thickness is ~2.6 m and its apparent width is 35 m in the NE–SW outcrop wall and 45 m in the N–S wall. The LAP has a horizontal original top and also a broadly horizontal, slightly uneven erosional base. The LAP beds have thicknesses of up to 70 cm and dip angle of up to 16°, with dip direction in the range of 195–250°. The underlying, thinly-bedded heterolithic turbidites have an attitude of 200/5°NW, which served as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level for measurement rotation.

The NE–SW outcrop section shows distinct lateral changes in the LAP bedding architecture. In the NE part of the outcrop, the LAP consists of sigmoidal beds that are thinning in the downdip or both downdip and updip direction and show an apparent decrease in dip angle towards the last-stage channel (Fig. 6A). This package of beds is truncated in the central part of the outcrop and followed by a package of updip-thinning sigmoidal beds whose apparent dip angle similarly decreases towards the last-stage channel. The last few beds in the SW part of the outcrop are very gently inclined and seem to be the initial, laterally-accreted part of the aggradational last-stage channel-fill. The same LAP exposed in the N–S outcrop section shows a progressive increase of the bedding dip angle towards the south (Fig. 6C). At the northern end of the section, the bedding strike is nearly parallel to the strike of the outcrop (Fig. 7A).

The measurements of bedding attitude, when corrected for tectonic tilt and plotted in plan view, reveal the following picture of the LAP architecture: The bed strikes in the NE part of the outcrop section converge towards the SE, whereas the strikes in the SW part tend to converge towards NW (Figs 6D & 7A, B). The change occurs at the apparent truncation unconformity in the mid-part of the NE–SW outcrop section (Fig. 6A). On the account of the northward flow direction (Fig. 6D), the planform evolution of the LAP can be attributed to a transition from transverse to longitudinal expansion of the channel bend (see Janocko et al., 2011b), with the internal unconformity marking the limit of transverse expansion and recording truncation of inner point-bar deposits (Fig. 7B).

Sedimentary facies – The LAP sand beds have erosional undulating bases and are normally graded and planar parallel-stratified (Fig. 5). Bed grain size ranges from very coarse to very fine sand, but shows little lateral change in the updip direction. However, the downdip parts of beds bear scattered small pebbles (size ≤ 2 cm) and/or shell fragments at the base, whereas their updip basal parts contain only scattered granules. The LAP is underlain by a composite, undulating subhorizontal sand layer ~10 cm thick, which is mainly parallel stratified, but locally massive and inversely graded, coarsening upwards from medium to very coarse sand with scattered small pebbles. The layer apparently represents an amalgamation of the downdip portions of LAP beds. The meander belt is encased in a flat-bedded heterolithic succession composed of normally-graded and stratified, fine- to very fine-grained sand sheets, 15–50 cm thick, alternating with massive or laminated mud layers 20–40 cm thick.

The LAP sand beds are considered to be tractional turbidites T6. The undulating basal layer is thought to be an amalgam of tractional deposits and inversely-
graded traction carpets (\textit{sense} Lowe, 1982) formed at the downdip termini of LAP beds. The top-missing turbidites $T_b$ and the occurrence of traction-carpet deposits at the LAP toe indicate that the laterally-migrating channel was conveying large and powerful turbidity currents, bypassing most of their sediment load and occasionally becoming overcharged with sediment in the thalweg zone. The coarse-tail updip fining of beds reflects lateral reduction of flow competence on point-bar flank. The lack of mud cappings indicates that the bypassing flows followed closely one another or were erosive, removing mud. The surrounding heterolithic deposits are thought to be an overbank facies comprising hemipelagic mud interspersed with turbidites $T_b$ and $T_c$ formed by waning low-density currents.

\textbf{Palaeocurrent pattern} – Palaeocurrent directions were measured on the basis of flute casts and imbricate gravel clasts at the bases of sand beds. The mean palaeoflow direction for the channel belt is towards the NNE (Smith, 1995). Directions measured in the LAP are in the range of 313–360° (Figs 6D & 7A, B) and those in the underlying overbank deposits have a mean of 320°. The $S_2$ eigenvalues for clast orientation datasets are in the range of 0.69 to 0.82, indicating high fabric strength. Palaeocurrent directions are obliquely up the LAP bedding surfaces (Figs 6D & 7A), deviating from bed strike by 5–33°. The deviation is up to 5° greater in the updip parts of LAP beds. The data indicate that the bedload transport at the channel bend was directed obliquely up the point-bar surface (Fig. 7B), with the particle paths increasingly steeper towards the bar top.

\textbf{Other examples} An example of sandy LAP was described by Beaubouef \textit{et al.} (2007) and Pyles \textit{et al.} (2010) from the Beacon Channel in the Permian Brushy Canyon Fm., Texas. The LAP is only partly preserved, but has a subhorizontal erosional base and shows sigmoidal sand beds that thin in both updip and downdip direction, but are thickest in their lower parts. The beds show also internal updip differences. The lower parts of beds consist of planar parallel-stratified, medium to fine sand which becomes also cross-stratified in updip direction before passing into a massive fusilinid rudite with fine-sand matrix. The thin uppermost parts of beds consist of fine sand and silt with plane-parallel stratification and ripple cross-lamination. The LAP beds are onlapped by a package of thin subhorizontal beds of very fine-grained, ripple cross-laminated sand and silt, probably representing the last-stage channel-fill. The LAP top and most of the channel-fill are truncated by an overlying channel belt.

The outcrop of Beacon Channel allowed Pyles \textit{et al.} (2010) to reconstruct the channel-belt planform. The channel associated with the LAP was 103 m wide and at least 5 m deep, and had a sinuosity of 1.26 and bend amplitude of 149 m. Bedding-attitude measurements and outcrop correlations indicated that the channel underwent bend expansion combined with downstream translation. Palaeocurrent on the point-bar flank was directed obliquely downwards, which suggests a reverse flow helicoid rising against the outer bank.

Other documented examples of sandy point bars include: the Baumgardner quarry LAP in the Jackfork Group, Arkansas (Abreu \textit{et al.}, 2003); LAPs in the Sobrarbe and Morillo formations of the Hecho Group, Spain (Crumeyrolle \textit{et al.}, 2007); LAPs in the Gull Island Fm. exposed in the Ballybunion section and Moher Cliffs, Ireland (Martinsen \textit{et al.}, 2000); LAPs in the Rinevella Point outcrop of the Ross Fm., Ireland (Sullivan \textit{et al.}, 2000; Abreu \textit{et al.}, 2003); and LAP in the Dad Sandstone Member of the Lewis Shale Fm., Wyoming (Slatt \textit{et al.}, 2007). Sandy LAP-like features interpreted as possible deep-water point bars were also reported from the Ainsa-1 Channel quarry in the Pyrenean Foreland (Clark & Pickering, 1996; Wynn \textit{et al.}, 2007) and the Solitary Channel in the Tabernas Basin, Spain (Wynn \textit{et al.}, 2007). These packages in cross-section have palaeo-horizontal erosional bases and consist of sigmoidal, updip-finining stratified beds with varied geometry. The lowest parts of beds in some cases are massive and amalgamated, forming a uniformly massive basal part of the LAP (Abreu \textit{et al.}, 2003). The height of these LAPs ranges from 0.5 to 10 m and their width from a couple of metres to tens of metres. Their facies architecture suggests lateral accretion by low-density turbidity currents, possibly much denser in the thalweg zone, and their planform development varies.

\textbf{Point-bar LAPs composed of mudclast gravel-sand couplets} This LAP variety is illustrated by the point-bar example 3 (Table 1) exposed in a beach cliff by the mouth of the Waikiekie stream in North Taranaki, New Zealand. The channel belt belongs to a base-of-slope turbiditic succession of the Late Miocene Mount Messenger Fm., Taranaki Basin (Arnott \textit{et al.}, 2007), and occurs at the base of an erosionally confined, sandy channel-belt complex. This erosional palaeo-fairway is the upper part of a moderately wide (~1.7 km width) channel-belt complex set ~60 m thick. The channel belt cut across a slope-derived muddy slump unit and incised into the underlying channel-belt complex with similar sandy deposits (Fig. 8). It is overlain by sheet-like sandy turbidites and a complex of simple erosional (cut-and-fill) palaeochannels.

\textbf{LAP example 3} Bedding geometry – The LAP is 6 m thick and its incomplete width exposed in the N-trending outcrop is 62 m (Fig. 8). The LAP has a horizontal original top and also its erosional base is horizontal in the northern half of the outcrop. In the southern half, the basal surface is uneven, showing undulations and first rising slightly and then falling towards the last-stage channel. The undulations are basal indentions reflecting incremental migration of channel thalweg by cut-bank erosion, with slight variation in scour depth.
Fig. 8. Example of a point-bar composed of mudclast gravel-sand couplets (LAP example 3 in Table 1), Taranaki Basin, New Zealand. In the outcrop photomosaic (top) and the corresponding overlay drawing, note the tabular geometry and downdip thickening of mudclasts gravel divisions and thinning of sand divisions of the beds. The LAP’s undulating base, originally subhorizontal, indicates incremental lateral migration of the channel thalweg. The log shows interpreted facies details and the blockdiagram shows the inferred origin of mudclasts gravel, derived from a mud-slump deposit cross-cut by the meandering channel.

The LAP consists of thick bipartite beds with erosional, undulating and locally loaded bases, each comprising a mudclast gravel division overlain by sand division (Fig. 8). The downdip parts of gravel divisions tend to be thicker, up to 1.5 m, and amalgamated. The sand divisions are up to 2.8 m thick and thinning downdip, truncated by the overlying bed and commonly also deformed by it in the pinchout part. The apparent dip of beds in the outcrop is 8°, decreasing slightly towards the last-stage channel. The bedding architecture of last-stage channel-fill (Fig. 8) shows aggradational lateral accretion of sand beds, which means a combination of lateral accretion and pronounced vertical aggradation leading to the channel abandonment.

Sedimentary facies – The gravel divisions of bipartite beds (see log in Fig. 8) consist of intraformational mudclasts and sandy matrix. They are massive, clast- to matrix-supported. Clasts are angular to subrounded, ranging in size from small pebbles to rip-up slabs up to 30 cm long. Matrix is fine to very fine sand, often visibly rich in disseminated mud. These divisions show normal grading in their updip parts, but are non-graded in the middle and downdip parts or locally showing crude coarse-tail inverse grading. Clast imbrication indicates an $a(p)a(i)$ fabric. The sand divisions are normally-graded and planar-parallel-stratified, showing a sharp contact to the underlying gravel, but a textural transition to its matrix. Both divisions show slight updip fining. The sand beds in last-stage channel-fill are similarly graded and stratified, but only the lowest beds include a subordinate, lenticular basal division of mudclast gravel. All beds lack mud caps.

The mudclasts are thought to have been derived from erosion of the underlying mud-slump unit, by channel incision and lateral migration. The mud debris would conceivably be derived and incorporated by flow in its thalweg zone. The debris was thus carried in the densest lower part of sand-laden turbidity current, raising its concentration and viscosity, suppressing turbulence and causing rheological flow bipartition. Upon the current deceleration at channel bends, its high-concentration load was then either dumped directly from turbulent suspension or deposited as a current-spawned, transient co-genetic debrisflow. The abundance of angular and subangular clasts indicates short transport, perhaps just over a couple of channel bends (see blockdiagram in...
Fig. 8). The updip thinning of the gravelly divisions indicates that the rotating current at channel bend lacked sufficient competence to spread its heavy basal load evenly over the point bar flank.

The downdip pinchout of the upper sandy divisions is at least partly due to their differential erosion by subsequent flow, but may also indicate a more limited accretion of sand in the lower part of point-bar flank, since the thalweg zone would generally favour erosion and sediment bypass in the case of low-density current. This is evidenced by the LAP base formed as a roughly horizontal surface. The bipartite beds lack mud caps or relics of such, which suggests closely consecutive flows with little or no intervening deposition of mud.

The aggradational lateral-accretion filling of the last-stage channel indicates a decrease in flow discharges, although the lack of bed mud caps suggests that the flows followed closely one another. The last-stage flows were highly depositional and still plastering sediment on the inner bank, but were unable to erode the outer bank to maintain channel migration, thereby causing aggradation.

**Palaeocurrent direction** – The outcrop surface is too flat to allow measurements of exact bedding attitude and detailed palaeocurrent directions. The palaeo-fairway general trend is estimated at ~320° (Arnot et al., 2007), but the bedding architecture, channel geometry and clast imbrication in the studied outcrop indicate local channel-belt trend towards the SW.

**Other examples**

One of the best-exposed LAPs made of mudclast-rich sand-coupllets is in the outcrop of the Carboniferous Jackfork Fm. in the Big Rock quarry, Arkansas. A description of the LAP was given by Abreu et al. (2003). The meander belt is ~5 m thick and ~200 m wide, forming the upper part of an equally narrow (200–300 m width) channel-belt complex ~10 m thick. A third of channel-belt width is occupied by last-stage channel-fill. The LAP has an undulating base and flat top, originally horizontal. It consists of unconformably stacked sets of irregularly-shaped sigmoidal beds which are similarly bipartite, but whose mudclast gravel divisions are thickening and the upper sand divisions thinning in the updip direction. Bed inclination increases towards the last-stage channel, reaching 16°, and the channel-fill consists of sub-horizontal sand beds. Similar LAP deposits form the underlying meander belt. The high cliff outcrop is inaccessible on foot and facies details are unavailable, but the sand divisions are reportedly massive, attributed to high-density currents. The structure of mudclast gravel divisions is unspecified, but Abreu et al. (2003) interpreted them to be tractional deposits. Irrespective of the actual mode of sediment deposition, the flow-transverse partitioning of gravel and sand in this case is clearly different than in the LAP example 3, implying different flow conditions. The flows in the Big Rock case were apparently large and powerful enough to spread their mudclasts-laden basal load to the top of point-bar flank, while simultaneously eroding and bypassing sediment along the channel thalweg and also depositing relatively little in the adjoining lower part of bar flank. The mud debris was probably derived and carried by the turbidity current’s head and deposited directly behind it. Sand would then be dumped rapidly from the current’s decelerated body, with highest sediment concentration in the flow axial zone, whereas the low-concentration upper part and tail of the flow would virtually bypass the channel bend.

An example of LAP composed of mudclast-rich sand beds was reported by O’Byrne et al. (2007) from the Proterozoic Isaac Fm. The lower- to middle-slope channel belt, ~20 m thick and ~250 m wide, is exposed in the Castle Creek area of the Cariboo Mountains in British Columbia, Canada. The channel belt is incised in a succession of alternating thick packages of sand sheets and mud-rich, thin-bedded heterolithic deposits. The LAP consists of updip- and downdip-thinning sigmoidal beds downlapping its flat, originally horizontal erosional surface. Bed inclination increases towards the last-stage channel and reaches 12°. Beds near the last-stage channel show an aggradational lateral accretion, with ‘gull-wing’ shape at the channel margin, and the upper two-third of the channel is plugged with mud. The downdip parts of the LAP beds are normally-graded from granules to fine sand, massive to cross-stratified. The mean grain size decreases updip, where the graded beds are massive to planar parallel-stratified. Their thin upper tips are parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated. The sand beds have a laterally discontinuous basal division of clast-supported mudclast gravel, up to 1 m thick, and are capped with thin silt/mud layers or erosional relics of such. The beds have erosional bases and the LAP abounds in internal truncations, with angular bedding unconformities and common amalgamation of beds. Hydroplastic deformation is also common, including sand injections and slump folds.

O’Byrne et al. (2007) attributed the LAP to a repetitive cut-and-fill process with a systematic lateral offset of successive sinuous channels, mimicking one another. The LAP in this interpretation would then not be a point bar of laterally migrating channel, but rather a package of the laterally-stacked erosional relics of consecutive channel-fills (i.e., a multi-lateral channel-belt complex). However, the LAP has a flat common base and resembles deep-water point bars described here (LAP example 3) and by other authors (e.g., Abreu et al., 2003; Eschard et al. 2003; Euzen et al., 2007). Internal truncations and angular unconformities can be expected in point-bar LAPs, particularly when formed by flows with highly varied discharges, and are common in both fluviial (Willis, 1993; Bridge, 2003) and many deep-water meander belts (e.g., see the LAP examples 2 & 9; Elliott, 2000; Abreu et al., 2003; Dykstra & Kneller, 2009). Deep-water meander belts generally lack levées and the levéed last-stage channel in the Castle Creek case might seem unusual. However, the development of last-stage channel commonly differs from the meander belt’s previous evolution, and the
formation of levées may indicate little more than an increased aggradation. In short, there is no compelling evidence in the O’Byrne et al. (2007) description that would prevent the Castle Creek LAP from being interpreted as a point bar.

Another example of LAP belonging to the present category was described by Eschard et al. (2003) and Euzen et al. (2007) from the Late Cretaceous Pab Fm. of Pakistan. The meander belt is ~45 m thick and more than 200 m wide, forming the basal part of a thicker channel-belt complex. The LAP consists of mudclast gravel-sand couplets that vary from tabular to lenticular, thinning both updip and downdip. The beds are inclined at 10–15° towards the last-stage channel, and their mudclast gravel divisions are generally pinching out in updip direction. The LAP has aggradational lateral-accretion architecture and its erosional base rises towards the last-stage channel. The mudclast gravel divisions consist of angular mud debris and a sandy matrix, showing a clast-supported texture and normal
grading. Sand divisions are reportedly massive and non-graded, with local dewatering features and basal traction-carpet layers. The sand beds lack mud caps and are amalgamated in the absence of gravel division. The facies suggest deposition by high-density, closely successive turbidity currents or flows with multiple surges. The last-stage channel is poorly preserved, incised by an aggradational succession of levéed, cut-and-fill channels offset laterally relative to one another.

The earlier-mentioned LAP example from the Ross Fm. in the Rehy Cliffs of Ireland would also fall in the present category if the sand layers there are indeed coupled with mudclast gravel layers, as reported by Abreu et al. (2003) and Lien et al. (2003).

Point-bar LAPs composed of gravel-sand couplets

Some of the best outcrops of LAPs composed of gravel-sand couplets are afforded by the Late Cretaceous Rosario Fm. in the San Fernando Canyon on the Pacific margin of Baja California, Mexico. The meander belts occur in the lower part of a large, mid-slope valley-fill trending N–S, confined by incision and external levées. The individual meander belts are encased in a succession comprising thick units of mud and silt, heterolithic packages of mud intercalated with thin sand sheets and gravel-sand beds, as well as heterolithic mass-transport deposits. Three selected cases (LAP examples 4–6 in Table 1) are presented here to illustrate this LAP category and show its variation. The first example, along with some adjacent other LAPs, was described by Dykstra & Kneller (2009), but the present study adds crucial details, particularly a more thorough analysis of palaeocurrent directions and their implications for flow pattern.

LAP example 4

**Bedding geometry** – This meander belt is ~2.6 m thick and ~35 m wide, exposed in a beach cliff trending NW–SE (130°–310°) (Fig. 9A, B & D). It is cut in a heterolithic succession of thin (1–10 cm) mud, silt and sand sheets, whose mean bedding attitude (0°/6°E) has been used as a reference palaeo-horizontal level. In the NW part of the outcrop, the meander belt also overlies erosionally a mass-transport unit of deformed thin sand-mud layers. The meander belt is over lain by another, comparable channel belt.

The LAP has a flat top and a flat erosional base roughly parallel to substrate bedding. It consists of tabular gravel-sand couplets 10–80 cm thick (Figs 9A, B & 10). Both the sand and particularly the gravel division in some beds are discontinuous, with the gravel forming lenses or loaded pockets. In the SE half of the LAP, the beds are inclined at up to 13° with dip direction in the range of 340°–028°. Bed inclination decreases towards the last-stage channel, as the bed gravel divisions also become increasingly thicker in downdip direction. In the downdip part of one of the beds, its gravel division passes into a gravel mound that extends and thickening towards the stepped outer bank (Fig. 9A, B). The gravel planar stratification changes laterally from paralleling the LAP beds to dipping away from the outer bank. The overlying sand division has a sub-horizontal top and its thickness compensates for the irregular morphology of the gravel mound. The last-stage channel-fill shows aggradational lateral accretion of updip-thinning beds with decreasing inclination.

When plotted in a map view, the corrected strike directions of the LAP bedding converge increasingly towards the west, suggesting point-bar expansion (Fig. 9D). On the account of south-westerly flow direction (Fig. 9C), the LAP outcrop may thus be interpreted as a longitudinal section through the downstream part of an expansional point bar (Fig. 9E). Alternatively, it may be an oblique section through the downstream part of an expansional-translational or rotational point bar or possibly a point bar combining all three modes of planform transformation (Fig. 3).

**Sedimentary facies** – The LAP beds are bipartite, comprising extraformational polymict gravel and sand (Fig. 10A). Mud caps are lacking. The gravel divisions are normally-graded and planar parallel-stratified, with a clast-supported texture. Clasts are subrounded, of pebble to cobble size, and the matrix is sandy. Clast imbrication indicates a ‘rolling’ at(t)6(i) fabric. The sand divisions have a gradational contact with the underlying gravel and commonly contain scattered mudclasts in the lower part. The sand is normally-graded and shows plane-parallel stratification, often hydroplastically deformed and/or showing dewatering features. The gravel divisions are locally amalgamated at the LAP toe, forming a composite, coarsening-upwards basal layer ~20 cm thick. The individual beds show only slight updip fining, marked by a decrease in gravel mean size and the disappearance of mudclasts in sand division.

The stratified gravel-sand couplets are tractional deposits of low-density turbidity currents. Dykstra & Kneller (2009) estimated that the flows could be anywhere from 3 to 27 times thicker that the channel relief of ~2.6 m. Gravel was likely carried in the flow head and deposited when lagging behind it, whereas sand would be deposited from the flow body. The majority of transported gravel probably bypassed the channel bend, being only locally entrapped by loading in soft sandy substrate (see Nemec et al., 1999, fig. 7). The lack of mud caps may be due to the bypass of flow tail or to subsequent erosion, but may as well indicate flows that followed closely one another. Both gravel and sand were spread sideways to the top of point-bar flank, and only the updip fining of gravel reflects a lateral reduction of flow competence on the bar-flank slope.

The gravel mound at the base of last-stage channel (Fig. 9B) is attributed to the deposition of coarse bedload against the outer bank – a process postulated for the formation of outer-bank bars (Nakajima et al., 2009).
Fig. 10. Interpreted facies logs from the point-bar LAP example 4 (Fig. 9), example 5 (Fig. 11) and example 6 (Fig. 12); for comments, see text.

**Palaeocurrent pattern** – Local palaeocurrent directions were determined from imbricate clast fabric. The channel-belt axis was likely more-or-less parallel to the hosting valley (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009), which would mean a southerly trend. The underlying heterolithic deposits show indeed a mean palaeocurrent direction towards 155° (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009). The mean local palaeocurrent direction in the LAP outcrop, based on 112 measurements, is towards 240° (Fig. 9C), which can be attributed to the channel curvature (Fig. 9D). The strength of clast-fabric datasets is high, with the $S_1$ eigenvalues in the range of 0.74 to 0.81. The local palaeocurrent vectors in the LAP beds diverge from the corresponding bed strike by 20–48° towards the south, more strongly in the NW part of the outcrop section (Fig. 9C). The divergence in the downdip and updip parts of beds differs by 20–28°, with more southward skewness in the updip parts. Taken together, the data indicate that the bedload transport direction at the channel bend was obliquely up the point-bar flank (Fig. 9E) and increasingly deviated from the channel axis towards the bar top (Fig. 9D). This evidence implies a flow helicoid rising against the inner bank at the meander bend.

However, the clast fabric of the outer-bank gravel mound in last-stage channel indicates local palaeocurrent direction towards 242° (Fig. 9C, E), which means that the depositing flow in this instance was rising against the outer bank.

**LAP example 5**

**Bedding geometry** – This meander belt is exposed in two adjoining outcrop walls trending NE–SW (50–230°) and NNW–SSE (160–340°) (Fig. 11A, B & D). The channel belt is incompletely preserved, as its top and margins were eroded by the overlying channel-belt complex. The belt’s maximum preserved thickness is 4.3 m, and its apparent widths exposed in the two outcrop walls are 15 m and 10 m, respectively. The LAP has an erosional base roughly parallel to the bedding attitude (350/4°E) of the underlying heterolithic succession of sand-mud sheets 5–20 cm thick, used as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The corrected measurements of bedding strike in plan view suggest that the development of the point-bar LAP involved several episodes of meander-bend expansion and translation (Fig. 11D), which is consistent with the cross-sectional geometry of the LAP beds. On the account of the SSE trend of channel belt (Fig. 11C), the
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Fig. 11. Example of a point bar composed of gravel-sand couplets (LAP example 5 in Table 1), Rosario Fm., Mexico. (A) Outcrop photographs and (B) overlay drawings of the LAP. Note that the sand beds in cross-section are updip-thickening or symmetrical lenses and that the LAP lower part consists mainly by gravel beds. Local measurement stations are numbered 1–5. (C) Measurements of the LAP bedding attitude and the corresponding palaeocurrent directions from stations 1–5, plotted in upper-hemisphere stereographic projection (n = number of data in their local sets). Note that the prevalent direction of bedload transport is obliquely updip for the LAP beds. (D) Interpretive horizontal slice through the LAP. The bedding strikes vary, but diverge to the south (out of the outcrop) and suggest point-bar expansion combined with episodic translation. (E) Schematic 3D planform reconstruction of the LAP, showing the local bedding attitude and mean palaeocurrent directions measured in the outcrop section. The geometry of bed sets is a result of the meander-bend expansion or translation regulated by erosion.

Sedimentary facies – The LAP beds are gravel-sand couplets lacking mud caps (Fig. 10B). Their lower division consists of pebble-grade polymict extraformational gravel, subrounded to rounded, with a medium-sand matrix. The gravel commonly shows normal grading, plane-parallel stratification and a tractional a(t)b(i) fabric. The sand division is generally thinner and laterally less continuous (Fig. 11A,B) or is virtually missing in some beds. The sand is normally-graded and planar parallel-stratified. The gravel/sand contact is rather sharp, although the sand divisions locally bear scattered small pebbles and intraformational mudclasts in the lower part. The updip fining of beds is weak, recognizable only by a lateral decrease of maximum clast size in the gravelly divisions and the disappearance of gravel clasts in the sand divisions. The flat-bedded heterolithic deposits below the meander belt are sheets of planar parallel-stratified to ripple cross-laminated, fine to very fine sand capped with massive or sporadically laminated silt and mud.
The LAP beds are tractional deposits of low-density turbidity currents, which were large and powerful enough to spread both sand and pebble gravel to the top of the point-bar flank, despite some lateral reduction of the flow competence. The sharp bipartition of beds suggests that gravel was likely deposited directly behind the flow head and sand was subsequently emplaced from the overpassing flow body, which was entraining small pebbles and carrying locally-driven mudclasts. The lack of mud caps suggests closely successive or multi-surge flows, although the erosional bases of amalgamated LAP beds indicate that mud caps and cross-laminated bed tops, if originally present, might possibly be removed by erosion.

Palaeocurrent pattern – Local palaeocurrent directions were measured from gravel clast fabric. Based on 135 measurements, the mean palaeocurrent direction for the point-bar LAP is towards 155° (Fig. 11C, D). The 

Palaeocurent pattern – Palaeocurrent measurements (126 data) indicate channel-belt trend towards 180° (Fig. 12C, D), parallel to the host valley (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009). Flutes casts in the underlying heterolithic turbidites show transport direction to the SE (150°). The strength of gravel fabric in the LAP beds is relatively low, with the 

Sedimentary facies – The majority of LAP beds are bipartite, comprising a gravel division overlain by sand division (Fig. 10C). Bed bases are erosional and locally deformed by loading. The gravel divisions are laterally less extensive, lenticular or virtually lacking in the last-deposited few beds. Gravel clasts are rounded to well-rounded, with a mean size of 3 to 12 cm. Matrix is coarse/medium sand. The gravel is mainly normally-graded, weakly parallel-stratified and showing tractional fabric, but in some beds is massive, graded or non-graded, and appears to be inversely graded in the thin downlap parts of many beds. The sand divisions are normally-graded, massive and/or planar parallel-stratified, occasionally bearing scattered small pebbles and mudclasts. Updip fining is shown mainly by the gravel divisions. The surrounding deposits are massive mud interspersed with thin sheets of ripple cross-laminated sand and silt, commonly deformed by loading.

Palaeocurrent pattern – Palaeocurrent directions were obliquely updip with respect to the bedding plane (Fig. 11C, D & E), deviating from bed strike by 12–30°, which indicates a rotating flow helicoid rising against the inner bank. The overall variation of palaeocurrent directions in the LAP is 60°. Measurements based on ripples and flutes in the underlying sheet-like turbidites indicate mean transport direction towards the SW (245°).

LAP example 6

Bedding geometry – This meander belt (Fig. 12) crops out in a mountain side trending NNE–SSW (030–210°) and is ~12 m thick and >200 m wide, but only its 80-m section – including the last-stage channel-fill – is well-exposed and described here. The channel belt is underlain by slope mud interspersed with thin sheets of silt and sand turbidites, whose structural attitude (355°E) has been used as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The LAP base is erosional and slightly aggradational, showing several rising steps (Fig. 12A, B) formed by an incremental thalweg migration. The LAP top is the erosional base of an overlying channel belt, deepening slightly towards the NE.

The LAP in cross-section consists of updip- and downlap-thinning sigmoidal beds, up to 1.5 m thick, comprising gravel and sand divisions. In the early (SSW) part of the LAP, the gravel divisions tend to be amalgamated in the basal part and are thinning in the updip direction, where they are overlain by sand divisions that are thinning and pinching-out downlap (Fig. 12A, B). The sand divisions are often deformed and laterally discontinuous. In the later part of the LAP, the gravel divisions are thinner and virtually lacking in the uppermost part. The beds here are capped with silt and mud, and pinching out towards the last-stage channel. The channel-fill consists of mud intercalated with the pinch-out toes of LAP sand beds.

The outcrop is a steep cliff and the bedding attitude was possible to measure only from the lower part of the LAP. The beds here are dipping at 5–16° towards the ENE (52–80°). It is also apparent from the outcrop that the LAP beds are steepening towards the last-stage channel (Fig. 12A, B). The bedding strike measurements, corrected and plotted in map view, appear to converge towards the NW (Fig. 12D). On the account of the southward flow direction (Fig. 12C, D), the steepening of LAP beds towards the last-stage channel and their changing strike, the outcrop may be interpreted to be a longitudinal section through the upstream end of an expansion point bar (Fig. 12E).

Sedimentary facies – The majority of LAP beds are bipartite, comprising a gravel division overlain by sand division (Fig. 10C). Bed bases are erosional and locally deformed by loading. The gravel divisions are laterally less extensive, lenticular or virtually lacking in the last-deposited few beds. Gravel clasts are rounded to well-rounded, with a mean size of 3 to 12 cm. Matrix is coarse/medium sand. The gravel is mainly normally-graded, weakly parallel-stratified and showing tractional fabric, but in some beds is massive, graded or non-graded, and appears to be inversely graded in the thin downlap parts of many beds. The sand divisions are normally-graded, massive and/or planar parallel-stratified, occasionally bearing scattered small pebbles and mudclasts. Updip fining is shown mainly by the gravel divisions. The surrounding deposits are massive mud interspersed with thin sheets of ripple cross-laminated sand and silt, commonly deformed by loading.

Most of the LAP gravel-sand couplets are tractional deposits of low-density turbidity currents, spread across the height of point-bar flank. However, some flows were decelerated abruptly enough at the channel bend to dump gravel directly from turbulent suspension, or to generate a traction carpet or a transient debrisflow overriding the point-bar toe. The updip fining of gravel reflects a lateral decline of flow competence on the bar flank. The lack of mud caps may be due to closely-successive flows or erosion, as the last few beds are capped and indicate discrete, isolated flows.

LAP example 6

Bedding geometry – This meander belt (Fig. 12) crops out in a mountain side trending NNE–SSW (030–210°) and is ~12 m thick and >200 m wide, but only its 80-m section – including the last-stage channel-fill – is well-exposed and described here. The channel belt is underlain by slope mud interspersed with thin sheets of silt and sand turbidites, whose structural attitude (355°E) has been used as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The LAP base is erosional and slightly aggradational, showing several rising steps (Fig. 12A, B) formed by an incremental thalweg migration. The LAP top is the erosional base of an overlying channel belt, deepening slightly towards the NE.

The LAP in cross-section consists of updip- and downlap-thinning sigmoidal beds, up to 1.5 m thick, comprising gravel and sand divisions. In the early (SSW) part of the LAP, the gravel divisions tend to be amalgamated in the basal part and are thinning in the updip direction, where they are overlain by sand divisions that are thinning and pinching-out downlap (Fig. 12A, B). The sand divisions are often deformed and laterally discontinuous. In the later part of the LAP, the gravel divisions are thinner and virtually lacking in the uppermost part. The beds here are capped with silt and mud, and pinching out towards the last-stage channel. The channel-fill consists of mud intercalated with the pinch-out toes of LAP sand beds.

The outcrop is a steep cliff and the bedding attitude was possible to measure only from the lower part of the LAP. The beds here are dipping at 5–16° towards the ENE (52–80°). It is also apparent from the outcrop that the LAP beds are steepening towards the last-stage channel (Fig. 12A, B). The bedding strike measurements, corrected and plotted in map view, appear to converge towards the NW (Fig. 12D). On the account of the southward flow direction (Fig. 12C, D), the steepening of LAP beds towards the last-stage channel and their changing strike, the outcrop may be interpreted to be a longitudinal section through the upstream end of an expansion point bar (Fig. 12E).

Sedimentary facies – The majority of LAP beds are bipartite, comprising a gravel division overlain by sand division (Fig. 10C). Bed bases are erosional and locally deformed by loading. The gravel divisions are laterally less extensive, lenticular or virtually lacking in the last-deposited few beds. Gravel clasts are rounded to well-rounded, with a mean size of 3 to 12 cm. Matrix is coarse/medium sand. The gravel is mainly normally-graded, weakly parallel-stratified and showing tractional fabric, but in some beds is massive, graded or non-graded, and appears to be inversely graded in the thin downlap parts of many beds. The sand divisions are normally-graded, massive and/or planar parallel-stratified, occasionally bearing scattered small pebbles and mudclasts. Updip fining is shown mainly by the gravel divisions. The surrounding deposits are massive mud interspersed with thin sheets of ripple cross-laminated sand and silt, commonly deformed by loading.

Most of the LAP gravel-sand couplets are tractional deposits of low-density turbidity currents, spread across the height of point-bar flank. However, some flows were decelerated abruptly enough at the channel bend to dump gravel directly from turbulent suspension, or to generate a traction carpet or a transient debrisflow overriding the point-bar toe. The updip fining of gravel reflects a lateral decline of flow competence on the bar flank. The lack of mud caps may be due to closely-successive flows or erosion, as the last few beds are capped and indicate discrete, isolated flows.

Palaeocurrent pattern – Palaeocurrent measurements (126 data) indicate channel-belt trend towards 180° (Fig. 12C, D), parallel to the host valley (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009). Flutes casts in the underlying heterolithic turbidites show transport direction to the SE (150°). The strength of gravel fabric in the LAP beds is relatively low, with the 1 eigenvalues of individual datasets are in the range of 0.71–0.90, indicating high fabric strength.

Another example

A detailed description of another LAP with gravel-sand couplets in the Rosario Fm. was given by Dykstra & Kneller (2009). The meander belt is ~5 m thick and
Fig. 12. Example of a point bar composed of gravel-sand couplets (LAP example 6 in Table 1), Rosario Fm., Mexico. (A) Outcrop photograph and (B) overlay drawing of the LAP. Note that the gravel divisions of beds predominate in the LAP lower part and many thicken downdip before abruptly pinching out, whereas sand divisions predominate in the last-stage channel-fill. The log is shown in Fig. 10C. Local measurement stations are numbered 1–4. (C) Measurements of the LAP bedding attitude and the corresponding palaeocurrent directions from stations 1–4, plotted in upper-hemisphere stereographic projection (n = number of data in their local sets). Note that the prevalent direction of bedload transport is obliquely updip for the LAP beds. (D) Interpretive horizontal slice through the LAP lower part. The northward convergence of bed strikes (out of the outcrop) suggests transverse expansion of meander bend. (E) Schematic 3D planform reconstruction of the LAP, showing the local bedding attitude and mean palaeocurrent directions measured in the outcrop section.

~60 m wide, exposed in an outcrop trending NW–SE stratigraphically below our LAP example 4. It is cut in sheet-like deposits comprising gravel and gravel-sand beds, interpreted to be the aggradational fill and levée of an older channel belt. The LAP top is originally horizontal, whereas its erosional base is rising gently towards the last-stage channel on the NW side of the outcrop. The LAP consists of two successive bedsets separated by an erosional angular unconformity. The first set comprises south-striking beds inclined at 6–8° to the west, whereas the second set consists of west-striking beds inclined to the north and significantly
Fig. 13. Example of a point bar composed of beds with dip-segregated gravel and sand (LAP example 7 in Table 1), Elazig Basin, Turkey. (A) Outcrop photograph with an overlay line-drawing showing the successive accretion units of the LAP (labelled u1-u9). The lateral accretion is more apparent towards the NE, where the LAP erosional base is also stepping up due to the incremental lateral migration and decreasing scour depth of the channel thalweg. Note the location of local measurement stations 1–13. (B) Measurements of the LAP bedding attitude and the corresponding palaeocurrent directions from stations 1–13, plotted in upper-hemisphere stereographic projection ($n$ = number of data in their local sets). Note that the prevalent direction of bedload transport is strike-parallel or obliquely up dip in the LAP beds, but obliquely down dip in the thalweg deposits.

steeper (~12°). Beds in the first set are up dip- and down dip-thinning sigmoidal lenses followed towards the NW by mainly up dip-thinning ones, whose extended subhorizontal toes are stacked aggradationally upon one another instead of downlapping the LAP basal surface. The up dip tips of gravel divisions are horizontal, interfinger ing with flat-bedded sand. The bedset is gently truncated towards the north and followed by the second set, whose beds are thinning up dip and down dip-steepening, downlapping the LAP’s gently rising basal surface. As a result, the beds are stacked in an aggradational manner, filling the channel to its top.

The channel-belt local trend is towards the SW (222°) and the palaeocurrent direction of the majority of beds, particularly in their second set, is obliquely up dip. The LAP gravel beds and gravel-sand couplets show normal grading and plane-parallel stratification, and the sand divisions are often deformed by loading. Although Dykstra & Kneller (2009) describe the inclined beds as being coarsest in their middle section and fining both up dip and down dip, our own observation from the outcrop is that the mean grain size of the majority of beds decreases consistently in the up dip direction. The LAP as a whole is also fining laterally towards the last-stage channel.

The LAP is considered to be a point bar formed by the lateral migration of a single sinuous channel. Dykstra & Kneller (2009) interpreted the lateral change in bedding attitude across the LAP as an indication of the channel-bend downstream translation combined with expansion. Alternatively, the erosional truncation of the first bedset with an abrupt change in the bedding strike and higher inclination may be attributed to changes from point-bar expansion (lateral accretion of sediment) to translation (bar upstream erosion) and back to expansion. The gently rising base of the LAP and its lateral fining indicate that the flows were becoming less competent, gradually filling the channel, as in many other LAP cases (e.g., Figs 6, 8 & 9). The LAP sedimentary facies indicate tractional deposition by low-density currents. Palaeocurrent data indicate bedload transport obliquely up the point-bar surface, suggesting a flow helicoid rising against the inner bank.
Point-bar LAPs composed of dip-segregated gravel and sand

The point-bar LAPs of this category consist of beds that show striking downdip segregation of gravel and sand, often at a similar height. A detailed description is given for the LAP example 7 (Table 1), and another illustrative example is only briefly described.

LAP example 7

This channel belt occurs in the Eocene Kırkçeit Fm. of the Elaziğ Basin, eastern Turkey (Table 1), and belongs to a topographically confined channel-belt complex formed on a deep-water slope terminated by submarine high – a setting characterized by slope flattening, increased channel sinuosity, flow overspill and possibly confluences or bifurcation of channels (see Mayall & Stewart, 2000). The sedimentary body was originally interpreted as two vertically-stacked cut-and-fill levéed channel belts, the lower gravelly with flat-bedded aggradational architecture and the upper sandy with evidence of lateral accretion (Cronin et al., 2000, 2007b). Our field study has led us to reinterpret the bipartite sedimentary body as the meander belt of a single, erosionally-confined aggradational channel, whose LAP shows pronounced downdip segregation of gravel from sand. The channel belt is underlain by thin-bedded heterolithic turbidites and locally also cut in the older cobble gravel (phase-1 deposits of Cronin et al., 2007b) interpreted by the latter authors as a deep-water complex of braided channel-belts. The LAP is overlain by a fining-upward succession of sand sheets capped with mud.

Bedding geometry – The channel belt is ~60 m thick and ~1200 m wide, exposed in an outcrop section trending NNE-SSW (026°–206°). Buried low-amplitude normal and reverse faults indicate a declining syndepositional tectonic deformation (Fig. 13A). The belt is trending to the SE and the measured dip of its LAP bedding is 3°–10° towards the NW (40°–58°) (Fig. 13B). The structural attitude of the covering turbidite sheets is 230°/20°NW, taken as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The erosional base of the wide channel belt is stepped at both margins, but rising much steeper at the southern margin, where also the LAP bedding appears to be subhorizontal and highly aggradational (Fig. 14A). The LAP’s northward accretion becomes apparent ~300 m away from the southern margin, where the sigmoidal bedding visibly increases its inclination before flattening again in downdip direction and onlapping the northern margin (Figs 13A & 15A, B). The LAP thus consists of broadly sigmoidal, updip- and downdip-thinning beds showing accretion lateral accretion. Notably, the bed bases fit neatly into the rising steps of the basal surface at the northern margin, whereas the analogous steps at the southern margin seem to be unrelated to the onlapping beds, suggesting burial of a pre-existing erosional topography (Fig. 14B).

The stepped southern margin is thus interpreted to have recorded the initial stepwise down-cutting of channel (Fig. 14B). Channel meandering commenced at the subsequent stage of aggradation, when the flows in the down-cut channel started to erode the outer (N) bank while depositing sediment at inner (S) bank and burying it. The meandering channel was probably much smaller in relief than the primary down-cut conduit (~60 m deep), since the height span of the LAP’s individual sigmoidal beds does not exceed 15 m. The secondary meandering conduit was probably migrating by bend expansion. The basin was tectonically active and the change from channel-belt degradation to aggradation might have been caused by uplift of the adjoining structural high, which would raise the slope base and trigger channel back-filling.

The base of the channel belt in the southern part of the outcrop is covered by a flat-lying mound of gravelly unit, ~100 m wide and ~5 m thick (Fig. 13A), considerably coarser than the overlying LAP deposits. This basal unit is thought to comprise the lag deposits of bypassing flows in the down-cut channel, accumulated prior to the LAP development. The channel-belt base at the southern margin is also overlain by bank-derived slump deposits, apparently emplaced at the stage of channel down-cutting and bank steepening.

The corrected strike measurements of the LAP bedding in map view are alternating in their downstream convergence and divergence (Fig. 15C). The dispersion of bed strikes is low, and the outcrop is thought to be an oblique section through the point bar’s central part (Fig. 15C, D). The planform development of the point bar is attributed to the channel-bend transverse expansion combined with episodic upstream rotation (Fig. 15D).

Sedimentary facies – The basal mound unit (Fig. 13A), interpreted as amalgamated lag deposits of the primary down-cut channel, consists of the erosional uneven layers of crudely stratified, sandy cobble to pebble gravel and pebbly very coarse sand with scattered cobbles and boulders. The beds in the overlying LAP units u1 and u2 (Fig. 13A) are normally-graded and planar parallel-stratified, composed of sandy pebble gravel in their downdip parts and pebbly sand in the updip parts. The gravel is extraformational and polymict, subangular to subrounded, with a mean clast size of ~3 cm and maximum size of ~40 cm and with a matrix dominated by very coarse sand and granules. Clast fabric is tractional, of α(β)h(i) type. The gravel pinches out updip, giving way to sand that is also very coarse-grained, bearing granules and small pebbles.

In the subsequent units u3–u8 (Figs 13A & 15A, B), the LAP beds similarly consist of dip-segregated gravel and sand, but the textural separation occurs at a variable height and also the gravel size varies (Fig. 16). The downdip parts of beds are similarly composed of normally-graded, parallel-stratified sandy pebble gravel, which grades updip into pebbly very coarse sand before passing abruptly into trough cross-stratified very coarse sand with scattered pebbles and sporadic small cobbles. The sand becomes finer-grained farther updip, pinching
Fig. 14. (A) An oblique close-up view of the SW inner margin of LAP 7 (Fig. 13). Note that the LAP beds are aggradational, onlapping the stepped erosional margin, but show lateral accretion towards the NE. (B) Schematic interpretation of the LAP development: stage 1 – an erosional growth of channel by incremental down-cutting, forming a stepped erosional base (two alternative possibilities); and stage 2 – the infilling of the channel by lateral accretion with the thalweg zone migrating incrementally while reducing its scour depth. The channel effectively becomes shallower and narrower and is eventually filled and abandoned.

out in the thin-bedded subhorizontal heterolithic deposits of the aggrading point-bar top (Fig. 15A). The LAP unit u9 is only locally exposed, but its beds seem to resemble the underlying ones. The stratified LAP beds indicate deposition from low-density turbidity currents, fully turbulent and powerful enough to carry cobble gravel in traction.

The aggradational character of the LAP suggests that the channel-conveyed flows were depositional and resulting in net aggradation, yet capable of eroding the outer bank and causing lateral migration of the sinuous channel. This apparent paradox is explained by the LAP beds, showing concurrent lateral deposition of gravel and sand. It was probably the flow head that was doing the erosional work, whereas the flow body was depositing sediment – with the lateral segregation of gravel and sand reflecting the lateral decrease in flow competence on the point-bar flank. The updip termini of LAP beds are capped with mud, which indicates discrete erosive flows.

Palaeocurrent pattern – The measurements of palaeocurrent direction were based on the imbricate gravel fabric, flute casts and the bedding-plane exposure of trough cross-strata sets or dune forms. Based on 56 measurements (Fig. 13B), the mean palaeoflow direction in the outcrop is towards 146° (Fig. 15C), with a bulk dispersion of 56°. The underlying heterolithic turbidites and remnant older channel belt similarly indicate a mean palaeocurrent direction towards the SE (152°). However, the LAP local directions of bedload transport are highly varied (Fig. 13B). In most beds, the gravel fabric, flutes and sand dunes indicate a consistent oblique updip transport, deviating by 2–30° from the bed strike and suggesting a rotating flow rising against the inner bank. The clast fabric in thalweg gravel deviates locally by 10–26° towards the outer bank, indicating an oblique reverse flow in the outer thalweg zone.

Another example
A similar point-bar LAP, composed of beds showing downdip segregation of sand and gravel, is exposed in the Eocene Makarska Flysch of southern Croatia (Fig. 17). The outcrop has a E–W orientation and the meander belt is trending towards southwards. The meander belt is ~6 m thick and ~40 m wide, with a nearly flat top and a gently concave-upwards base rising towards the last-stage channel. The meander belt is
The facies architecture and formation of deep-water point bars

Fig. 15. (A) An oblique close-up view of the NW outer margin of LAP 7 (Fig. 13). Note that the LAP beds show aggradation, onlapping the rising erosional base of the meander belt. (B) The corresponding overlay line-drawing of the LAP bedding architecture. Note that the gravel-sand lithofacies boundary is diachronous, crossing the LAP bedding. (C) Interpretive horizontal slice through the LAP upper part. The divergence of bed strikes towards the SE (out of the outcrop) suggests channel-bend transverse expansion combined with upstream rotation. (D) Schematic 3D planform reconstruction of the LAP, showing some of the local measurements of the beding attitude and mean palaeocurrent directions from the outcrop section.

encased in a muddy slope succession interspersed with thin sandy turbidites, locally deformed by slumping. In the vertical section, the sigmoidal LAP beds are normally-graded and thinning updp, composed of crudely stratified pebble gravel passing abruptly updp into planar parallel-stratified, medium to fine sand. The laterally-accreted beds are generally conformable, only locally separated by gentle erosional unconformities. The consistent lateral segregation of sand and gravel renders the downdp and updp parts of beds amalgamated, making the LAP seemingly bipartite – gravelly in the lower part and sandy in the upper part. The last-stage channel is filled with laterally-accreted aggradational sand beds.

The LAP is considered to represent a deep-water point bar. The LAP beds were deposited from traction by low-density turbidity currents that resembled closely one another. The lack of mud caps suggests closely successive flows with bypassing tails. As in the case of LAP example 7, the lateral grain-size segregation suggests concurrent deposition of gravel and sand, with the former spread only to a certain height on the bar flank.

Point-bar LAPs composed of gravel beds

The point-bar LAPs of this category consist of gravel beds, usually with a distinct downdp segregation of
clast sizes. Two such outcrop cases (LAP examples 8 and 9 in Table 1) are described here for illustration and to show variation in their development.

**LAP example 8**

This LAP example is from the Canyon San Fernando valley-fill in the Late Cretaceous Rosario Fm., Mexico. The meander belt occurs stratigraphically above the earlier-described LAP examples 4–6, in the middle part of the submarine valley-fill, confined by the valley’s external levee on one side and slope topography on the other (Morris & Busby-Spera, 1990; Dykstra & Kneller, 2007). The succession comprises isolated and multi-storey channel-belts encased in muddy heterolithic deposits and composed of gravel or gravel-sand beds with common evidence of lateral accretion.

**Bedding geometry** – The studied outcrop (Fig. 18A) is trending NW–SE (70–250°) and shows three vertically-stacked channel belts, the lower two with point bars (LAPs I & II in Fig. 18B). These meander belts are ~50 m wide and have erosional tops, with preserved thicknesses of 1–3 m. Their bases are stepping gently towards the last-stage channel and are uneven, showing erosional indentions by discrete shifts of channel thalweg. The channel-belt complex is underlain and surrounded by heterolithic deposits comprising of sand sheets, 5–25 cm thick, separated by mud layers 10–50 cm thick. Their mean structural attitude (320/8°NE) served as an estimate of palaeo-horizontal reference level. The third, uppermost storey is an asymmetrical cut-and-fill channel with flat and inclined gravel beds, gravel-sand couplets and muddy slump deposits.

LAPs I and II (Fig. 18A, B) consist of weakly sigmoidal to tabular gravel beds, 20–50 cm thick, inclined at 8–12° towards the ENE (azimuth 34–86°). The inclination of LAP beds in each case increases slightly towards the last-stage channel. The fill of last-stage channel consists of laterally-accreted aggradational gravel beds in case I, but is a massive sandy plug in case II. The bed strikes of LAP I converge towards the south in map view, whereas those of LAP II converge towards the southeast (Fig. 18C, D). The pattern suggests meander-bend expansion towards the NW and N, with a slight directional offset of meander II relative to meander I. Palaeocurrent data indicate channel-belt trend towards the south (Fig. 18C), which suggests that the outcrop section shows downstream ends of expansional point bars (Fig. 18D). Alternatively, the LAP bedding pattern might represent meander-bend rotation or combined expansion and translation, or perhaps a combination of all three modes of planform change (see Fig. 3).

**Sedimentary facies** – The LAP beds consist of well-rounded, polymict extraformational gravel with a mean clast size of ~6 cm and maximum size of 14 cm (Fig. 19A). Its clast-supported framework is filled with a fine- to medium-sand matrix. The gravel beds in LAP II are also locally separated by thin sand lenses. Beds are generally planar parallel-stratified, with little or no normal grading, but the downdip parts of beds in LAP I are mainly massive and occasionally show inverse grading. Imbricate clast fabric (t) is recognizable in stratified gravel, whereas massive gravel shows a disorderly or non-imbricate (p) fabric. The beds are fining updip, which gives the LAP an overall fining-upwards trend. The last-stage channel-fill associated with LAP I has a stepped base profile, consists of gravel beds and shows horizontal injections of gravel into the heterolithic muddy deposits of the outer bank. The last-stage channel-fill associated with LAP II consists of a medium-grained massive sand with floating large (20–70 cm), subrounded mudclasts. The underlying and laterally adjacent heterolithic deposits consist of a massive or laminated mud interbedded with thin, normally-graded sheets of fine to very fine, stratified sand.

The stratified gravel beds are tractional deposits of low-density turbidity currents, which were sufficiently powerful to spread their coarsest bedload laterally across the point-bar flank. In the case of LAP I, the near-bed concentration of sediment load in the flow axial zone was commonly high enough to cause a non-tractional dumping of gravel (Lowe, 1988; Vrolijk & Southard, 1997) or formation of a gravelly traction carpet (sensu Lowe, 1982). The high competence of flows is also evidenced by the general lack of gravel-capping sand divisions, apart from the sparse relics of such in LAP II. The bulk of sand and mud load was
LAP example 9

This meander belt is exposed on the SW side of the Hasret Mountain in the Elaziğ Basin of eastern Turkey. The belt occurs in the middle stratigraphic part (deposition phase 2 of Cronin et al., 2000, 2007a) of a delta-fed, upper-slope channelized turbiditic system of the Eocene Kirkgecit Fm. This point-bar LAP example corresponds stratigraphically to the earlier-described LAP example 7 (Table 1), which most likely represents a tributary channel belt. According to the basin reconstruction by Cronin et al. (2000), the meander bend represented by LAP example 9 is located directly downstream of channel confluence, where the main channel was deflected obliquely to the slope by a submarine fault-block high. It is likely, therefore, that the channel bend was at least partly formed by the basin-floor topography, rather than formed spontaneously by meandering currents. Nevertheless, this outcrop example shows a gravelly point bar formed by spectacularly powerful flows. The channel here had cut down deeper, overlying erodingly the older succession of clast-supported cobble gravel (see the preceding description of LAP example 7). The meander belt is overlain by a succession of channel belts with LAPs composed of sand-mud couplets (see the LAP example 1 described earlier in the text).

Bedding geometry – Large parts of the LAP are exposed in a spur with a 20-m wide wall facing the NE (125–305° trend) and a 50-m wide wall facing the SE (55–235° trend) (Fig. 20B, C). The LAP consists of three bedsets bounded by erosional angular unconformities and having a mean bedding attitude of 230/20°NW. The meander belt has an uneven, stepped erosional base, attributed to discrete shifts of the channel thalweg. The surrounding heterolithic sheet-like turbidites have a structural attitude of 204/14°NW, taken to approximate palaeo-horizontal reference level.

The three successive bedsets of the LAP (Fig. 20A) consist of tabular beds 0.4–5 m thick, which have erosional bases and are paralleling one another. The earliest set includes at least six beds that pinch out against the outer bank over some bank-attached, wedge-shaped mounds of considerably coarser gravel (Fig. 20A). The two sets of NW-dipping and steeper-inclined (≤14°) beds downlapping the channel belt’s erosional base are attributed to the meander-bend expansion, whereas the intervening set of W-dipping and less-inclined beds is attributed to the bend’s downstream translation. The LAP would then represent the consecutive episodes of the meander-bend expansion, translation and resumed expansion (Fig. 20A).

Sedimentary facies – The LAP beds generally show normal grading and consist of planar parallel-stratified, sand-supported cobble to pebble gravel (Fig. 19B), although some of the stratified beds are inversely graded and yet others are clast-supported and show little or no grading. The polymict extraformational gravel is subrounded to well-rounded, and matrix is fine to medium/coarse sand. The LAP dip-section is relatively narrow and poorly accessible, and it is unclear as to whether all the individual beds are fining updip. However, the LAP as a whole shows an upward fining, with the mean clast size decreasing from ~15 to ~5 cm and the maximum size from 52 to 30 cm. The mounded wedges of coarse gravel attached to the outer bank (Fig. 20A) consist of massive, normally-graded and clast-supported cobble gravel filled with coarse-sand matrix. Some of them are underlain by wedge-shaped erosional relics of deformed fine-grained sand with sporadic mudclasts. The surrounding heterolithic deposits comprise thin sheets (<10 cm) of cross-laminated fine sand alternating with mud layers 15–50 cm thick.
The LAP beds are tractional gravelly deposits of low-density turbidity currents (amalgamated turbidite divisions $R_1$ of Lowe, 1982). Their updip fining indicates a lateral decrease of flow competence on the point-bar flank. The lack of sandy divisions suggests that the bulk of sand load was carried in turbulent suspension and bypassing the meander bend. Bank-attached wedges of deformed sand are thought to be relics of slump deposits derived from the channel cut-bank. The lack of mud caps may indicate closely successive flows or be due to erosion. The bank-attached mounded wedges of coarse gravel are...
Fig. 19. Interpreted facies logs from the point-bar LAP example 8 (Fig. 18A) and example 9 (Fig. 20A); for comments, see text.

considered to be outer-bank mounds analogous to the so-called nested mounds (Phillips, 1987; Timbrell, 1993) or outer-bank bars (Nakajima et al., 2009), comprising sediment dumped from an abruptly-decelerated basal part of the flow. Their location, shape and facies render the wedges similar to the thalweg mound in the LAP example 4 (Fig. 9B). Like the non-tractional downdip tips of beds in the LAP example 8 (see earlier description and Fig. 18B), these deposits indicate an excessive near-bed sediment concentration of flow in the thalweg zone (i.e., an axial development of transient high-density stream within an otherwise fully turbulent, low-density current).

Palaeocurrent direction – The outcrop surface is fairly flat, making it difficult to measure the attitude of individual beds and the corresponding gravel fabric. Therefore, no detailed palaeocurrent data have been derived from the LAP. The channel-belt is estimated to be trending NE–SW and the net local palaeoflow direction of the meander bend is towards the west.

Other point-bar LAP varieties

The six descriptive categories of deep-water LAPs (Fig. 1B) reviewed and documented in the preceding sections include all common examples of such deposits found in outcrops, but may probably fall short of exhausting the natural spectrum of submarine point-bar varieties. There is a notable variation within some of the tentative categories, and the flow conditions may vary greatly from channel to channel and from one bend to another, which means that an even wider range of possible point-bar hybrids can be expected. One such example is described briefly below.

An uncommon LAP variety attributed to deep-water point bar was documented by Arnott (2007) from the Neoproterozoic Isaac Fm. of British Columbia, Canada. The meander belt is ~400 m wide and 12.5 m thick, has an originally horizontal erosional base and is encased in a muddy succession of sheet-like heterolithic deposits. The LAP consists of sand, but its coarser- and finer-grained beds form distinct bundles – referred to, respectively, as the coarse- and fine-grained units (Fig. 21A). The beds are inclined at 7–12° towards the last-stage channel (unexposed). The coarse-grained units are amalgamated in the lower half of the LAP and pinch updip in its upper half, interfingering with the fine-grained units which in turn are amalgamated near the LAP top. The coarse-grained units have erosional bases, in some cases covered with a lens of mudclast gravel or polymict pebble gravel (Fig. 21A). The erosional relief decreases updip and is onlapped by the bundle’s component beds (Fig. 21B). The downdip parts of the component beds are >1 m thick, massive and composed of very coarse- to medium-grained sand, whereas their updip parts are thinner, finer-grained and planar parallel-stratified. The fine-grained units, in contrast, are considerably thinner (<15 cm), comprising turbidites Tbcd and Tcd made of medium-grained sand and silt. These units drape conformably the uneven tops of the coarse-grained units in the upper part of the LAP (Fig. 21B).

The peculiar grain-size segregation in the LAP was attributed by Arnott (2007) to a density-layering of the meandering currents. The coarse-grained units would be deposited by flows that were in hydraulic disequilibrium with the channel, becoming highly concentrated in lower part and dumping sediment at the bend, while the less-concentrated part of the flow was bypassing the channel bend. The fine-grained units would be deposited from the low-density tails of flows that were in equilibrium with the channel and bypassing its bend. The LAP in this interpretation would thus be formed by the alternating series of flows that were consistently either in equilibrium or in disequilibrium with the channel. The flows could be similar and the change in their behaviour was attributed to episodic changes in the channel perimeter due to cut-bank failures.

As an alternative scenario, we suggest that the alternating coarse- and fine-grained turbidite bundles may possibly represent primary differences in the successive flows. The system is thought to have been supplied with sediment from a collapsing shelf edge (R.W.C. Arnott, pers. comm. 2011), and the sediment yield in such a setting may be highly variable. For example, an episode of semi-continuous retrogressive slumping on upper slope may undercut the shelf-edge.
Fig. 20. Example of a point bar composed of gravel beds (LAP example 9 in Table 1), Elazığ Basin, Turkey. (A) An overlay drawing of outcrop dip-section, showing three unconformable bedsets attributed to the point-bar transverse expansion, translational and resumed expansion. The lower unit includes wedge-shaped mounds of cobble gravel attached to the outer bank and overlying sandy slump deposits (see the inset detailed sketch) attributed to the outer-bank collapses. In the inset sketch, note that the LAP’s erosional base steps up due an incremental lateral shifting of the channel thalweg and its decreasing scour depth; symbols T1–7 denote time surfaces. (B) Photograph of the outcrop dip-section shown in A. (C) Outcrop strike-section of the LAP, showing its three unconformable component bedsets.

deposits, trigger major failures and cause delivery of coarser sediment. The shelf would probably be narrow, on account of the sand grain size and occasional gravel admixture. The fine-grained turbidite bundles in the LAP may thus be deposits of less competent, low-density meandering flows, perhaps sustained and involving multiple surges, which were plastering sediment over the point-bar flank while gradually eroding the outer bank. Their action would be interrupted by an erosive outsized flow, which enlarged the conduit by scouring the previous deposits and eroding the outer bank, while possibly leaving a lag of bank-derived mudclasts or shelf-derived gravel at the point-bar toe. A short series of comparably large flows might follow and the modified conduit would then invite deposition, giving rise to an accretionary bundle of coarse-grained turbidites onlapping the scour surface. This notion is consistent with the amalgamation and gentler inclination of the coarse turbidites, implying large bypassing flows. The flows would unlikely be identical and their locus of maximum deposition would shift relative to the bend apex, resulting in variable scour and bed thicknesses. With the shelf edge temporarily stabilized by large collapses, the retrogressive sloughing of upper slope would resume – resulting in another bundle of fine-grained turbidites, draping the pre-existing morphology of the point-bar flank.

Other plausible scenarios might possibly be suggested, but would merely emphasize the fact that
the pattern of flows that formed the Isaac Fm. hybrid LAP remains unclear from the available evidence. Nevertheless, this point-bar LAP clearly differs from the other reviewed examples.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANNEL MEANDERING

The preceding review of outcrop cases is concluded with a summary of features that seem to typify deep-water point bars as well as the principal features that determine their variability (Fig. 22). The characteristics of point-bar LAPs bear significant implications for the meandering process of deep-water channels, discussed in the ensuing section. The discussion focuses on the physical factors whose combination apparently promotes the meandering phenomenon in a deep-sea environment.

Equilibrium slope conditions

Channels on submarine slope tend to reach a ‘graded’ equilibrium profile, along which turbidity currents can be conveyed down the system with minimum aggradation or degradation of the channel’s longitudinal profile (Mayall & Stewart, 2000; Pirmez et al., 2000; Kneller, 2003). When the channel is at grade, the amount of sediment deposited by flows is balanced by the amount removed by them, without significant change in the channel profile. The erosion and deposition of sediment then occur in the lateral domain, causing channel meandering and formation of point bars (Kneller, 2003, Ferry et al., 2005).

The majority of point bars seen in outcrop show evidence of such equilibrium conditions. The lack of significant aggradation and degradation in the laterally migrating channel is indicated by the subhorizontal, flat erosional base of the resulting point-bar LAP. The point bar’s flat top and the lack of prominent ‘gull-wing’ levées indicate that the voluminous spill-out flow of the dominating superelated currents (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009) is largely bypassing the meander belt. Only limited overbank deposition occurs, but is a prerequisite for the formation of multi-storey meander belts (see cases in Figs 6A, 9A & 18A).

It is worth noting that channel meandering may occur also in the conditions of weak aggradation or degradation, as shown by the LAP examples 6–8 (Figs. 12A, 13A & 18A; see also Posamentier, 2003; Posamentier & Kolla, 2003; Cross et al., 2009; Pyles et al., 2010; Fernandes et al., 2011; Janocko et al., 2011b). However, such channel belts generally evolve from a ‘graded’ meandering channel, and their continued lateral accretion of sediment and migration are arguably an inherited property, imposed on the flows by the pre-existing sinuous channel, rather than their intrinsic hydraulic property. Turbidity currents do not seem to form point bars spontaneously in either aggradational or degradational conditions (Janocko et al., 2011a).

Strength of channel banks

The ratio of flow power to bank strength is now widely recognized as an important factor controlling the planform of fluvial channels (Kleinhans, 2010; and references therein). For a river to meander, the ratio must be sufficiently low to prevent the flow from breaching the banks, but high enough to allow outer-bank erosion and lateral migration of the channel. The documented deep-water meander belts are invariably encased in cohesive mud or muddy heterolithic deposits, or a well-compacted older channel belt in some cases, which suggests a similar requirement for the meandering of submarine channels.

For a meandering channel belt to aggrade, not only must the accretion of its levées keep pace with the vertical accretion of sediment in the channel thalweg, but also the levée deposits must be sufficiently cohesive to prevent flow avulsion. Such conditions can seldom be reached in submarine settings. The extreme spill-out of superelated turbidity currents in an aggrading channel forms levées made of coarse non-cohesive sediment (Straub et al., 2008; 2011), as is shown also by the seismic facies of levées in aggradational non-meandering channels (Mayall & Stewart, 2000; Fonnesu, 2003; Clark & Cartwright, 2009; Janocko et
One of the most contentious issues regarding deep-water channels was the hydraulic pattern of turbidity-current rotation at meander bends: Is the flow helicoid of superelvated current rising against the inner bank, as does the flow in meandering rivers, or is it governed by the large spill-out and rising against the outer bank? Laboratory experiments have been inconclusive, failing to produce meandering channels. Dilute turbidity currents were run through non-erodible conduits with a predefined moderate or high sinuosity, in some cases showing sediment deposition at the inner bank (Peakall et al., 2007; Kane et al., 2008; Amos et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2011). In the few cases with reported flow-velocity pattern, the flow helicoid in bend apex zone was rising against the outer bank, but the inner-bank deposition occurred only in a flow separation zone at the downstream end of the bend (Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 2010; Straub et al., 2011). Contradictory evidence came from the two previous outcrop studies with sufficiently detailed palaeocurrent data, one case indicating a flow ascending obliquely on the point-bar flank (Dykstra & Kneller, 2009) and the other indicating an obliquely descending flow (Pyles et al. (2010).

The detailed palaeocurrent data from the wide range of point-bar LAPs described in the present study indicate consistently a rotating-flow helicoid rising
against the inner bank. The bedload transport directions deviate obliquely updip by 2°–48° from the LAP local strike, with the deviation commonly increasing in updip direction. Data from thalweg deposits generally indicate transport parallel to the channel local axis. In at least one instance (LAP example 7) there is also evidence of a transient secondary flow-cell driving bedload obliquely towards the outer bank, probably owing to a relatively wide thalweg with the main flow helicoid perching episodically on the bar flank (see Janocko et al., 2011a). The outer-bank mounds made of graded massive gravel (LAP example 9) indicate episodic dumping of coarsest load at the foot of outer bank, whereas the isolated case of a stratified gravel mound (see LAP example 4) indicates tractional deposition by flow with a reverse helicoid, attributed to an excessively powerful turbidity current.

The evidence and inferences from outcrops are supported by the results of numerical CFD simulations (Janocko et al., 2011a), which indicate that the flow helicoid in meander bend rises against the inner bank, transporting bedload obliquely up the point-bar flank. Flows that are too powerful and out of phase (i.e., flows whose intrinsic helicoid does not match the hydraulic curvature of pre-existing channel) tend to rise against the outer bank, which may explain the laboratory observations on flows in prefabricated sinuous channels and the sporadic outcrop evidence of flows with reverse helicoid (our LAP example 4; Pyles et al., 2010). The flows with a reverse helicoid tend to be non-depositional in their descend on the point-bar flank, stripping or reworking its sediment, while forming deposits attached to the outer bank (Nakajima et al., 2009). The Beacon LAP example of Pyles et al. (2010) thus likely represents tractional reworking of a pre-existing bar flank, rather than simple accretion of sediment brought in by the flow.

The transport and partitioning of sediment

The outcrop evidence from point-bar LAPs indicates sediment accretion by tractional transport directed obliquely upslope on the point-bar flank. In addition to their upward fining due to the waning of flow, the LAP beds also show an updip lateral fining which indicates a sideways partitioning of sediment grain sizes by the flow on the point-bar flank. As explained in detail in the Appendix, a particle arriving in a meander bend is subject to radial centripetal force, which is proportional to the particle mass and square of its velocity and inversely proportional to the radius of the particle path. The bedload particles arriving on the point-bar flank will be distributed laterally according to their arrival velocity, path radius and the inclination and roughness of the bar surface. For the particle to be drifted upslope, its velocity \( v \) must fulfil the following condition:

\[
v > \sqrt{\frac{g \cdot R \sin \theta + f \cdot \cos \theta}{\cos \theta - f \cdot \sin \theta}}
\]

where \( R \) is the bend radius of particle path; \( \theta \) is the inclination angle of point-bar flank; \( f \) is the coefficient of dynamic friction; and \( g \) is the constant of gravitational acceleration. As the particle is drifted up-flank, the radius of its path effectively decreases and the particle may encounter a less-rough surface (i.e., suffer lesser frictional retardation), which enhances the up-drift and renders the particle path increasingly steeper. The up-drift will be enhanced also by a smaller, sharper bend and/or less inclined point-bar slope. Sand particles have small mass and are drifted easier against their gravity, but also gravel can be drifted high on the point-bar flank and even reach its top (see our LAP examples 4–6, 8 & 9). Gravel clasts have a greater mass, but when arriving at sufficiently high velocity, they are pulled stronger by centripetal force, while the frictional effect of finer-grained substrate is lower for the rolling, sliding and bouncing (sub-)rounded clasts.

Four varieties of the up-flank segregation of sediment characterize the point-bar LAP types (Fig. 1B) documented in the present study:

- Gradual updip fining of sand beds by a decrease of mean and/or maximum grain size, as is characteristic of the LAP types 1 and 2 (see examples 1 & 2, Fig. 5).
- Pronounced updip fining of gravel-sand couplets manifested by a compensational lateral offset of the bed’s gravel and sand divisions, each showing also some internal updip fining, as is characteristic of the LAP types 3 and 4 (see example 3 in Fig. 8 and examples 4–6 in Fig. 10).
- Strong updip fining of gravel-sand beds manifested by a virtual updip separation of sand from gravel, each with internal updip fining, as is characteristic of the LAP type 5 (see example 7, Fig. 16).
- Gradual updip fining of gravel beds by a decrease of mean and/or maximum grain size, as is characteristic of the LAP type 6 (see examples 8 & 9, Figs 18–20).

The updip fining of beds indicates a lateral decline of flow competence on the point-bar flank, and there is also common evidence of a greater sediment concentration in the downdip part of the depositing flow (see descriptions of the LAP examples 2–6 & 8).

The point bars were formed by the same process – the action of meandering turbidity currents – and the observed variation in LAP development thus reflects differences in the character of the depositing flows. The LAPs composed of sand-mud couplets or sand beds (types 1 & 2, Fig. 1B) indicate gravel-free flows capable of spreading their sandy bedload laterally to the height of the developing point bar. The LAPs composed of gravel-sand beds (types 3–5, Fig. 1B) show marked lateral segregation of the two components, indicating flows capable of spreading gravel to a certain height on the point-bar flank, while spreading their sand load to the bar top. The transition from gravel to sand suggests that the deposition of sand followed the deposition of gravel and might initially be coeval, but the
Table 2. Meander-bend radii calculated for the point-bar LAP examples on the basis of Rozovskii’s (1961) formula. For explanation, see text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAP example</th>
<th>LAP thickness (D)</th>
<th>Mean angular deviation (β)</th>
<th>Calculated bend radius (R)</th>
<th>D/R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>16°</td>
<td>58 m</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6 m</td>
<td>19°</td>
<td>83 m</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.6 m</td>
<td>34°</td>
<td>42 m</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3 m</td>
<td>21°</td>
<td>123 m</td>
<td>0.0349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.0 m</td>
<td>18°</td>
<td>406 m</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15.0 m*</td>
<td>16°</td>
<td>576 m</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 LAP I</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>27°</td>
<td>33 m</td>
<td>0.0455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 LAP II</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>35 m</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For comparison: D/R ratios derived from the 3D seismic dataset studied by Janocko et al. (2011b) are in the range of 0.0235–0.0854 (based on measurements of D and R from 65 meander bends).

*Measured as the maximum high-span of the LAP sigmoidal beds.

Implications for petroleum-reservoir models

The deep-water point bars of the six types (Fig. 1B) differ greatly in their heterogeneity, which includes both the range and spatial distribution of the main sediment fractions and the variety and architecture of the depositional sedimentary facies. These differences bear important implications for a reservoir model of submarine meander belt, where the primary heterogeneity plays crucial role and thus needs to be recognized and taken into account. The present study has provided detailed characteristics of the individual LAP varieties, which all differ sufficiently from one another to be identifiable from a well-core sample. The study can thus serve as a useful guide for the recognition and characterization of diverse meander belts and for the development of their models as hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Other useful inferences can also be made. The measured angular deviation of bedload transport direction from the corresponding strike of LAP beds may allow estimation of the channel-bend radius. The following relationship has been established for fluvial meanders (Rozovskii, 1961):

\[ \tan \beta = \frac{11D}{R} \quad \text{or} \quad \frac{D}{R} = \frac{11D}{\tan \beta} \]

where \( \beta \) is the angular deviation, \( D \) is the flow (channel) depth and \( R \) is the channel-bend radius. Numerical CFD simulations (Janocko et al., 2011a) indicate that the development of point bars in deep-water channel is controlled chiefly by the channel-confined main part of flow, which allows the \( D \) value to be approximated from the LAP thickness. The estimates of channel-belt radius calculated for the described LAP examples are given in Table 2. The outcrops do not allow for direct verification of the values, but the estimates seem to be realistic, because the corresponding D/R ratios are fully comparable to those derived independently for a range of meander belts from 3D seismic images (see Table 2).

The estimation of channel-bend radius allows further the meander-belt width, wavelength and point-bar volume to be estimated, which are some of the crucial features for a reconstruction of the submarine meander belt and for the development of its model as a reservoir.

CONCLUSIONS

Outcrop studies have shown that the deep-water point bars, despite their formation by ‘simple’ lateral accretion, are not only varying in size (thicknesses and width), but differing greatly in the character of their bedding. The point-bar LAPs differ in the geometry and sedimentary facies of their component beds, as well as in the bedding inclination, the degree of erosion at bed bases and the occurrence of erosional truncations marking point-bar planform transformation (e.g., translation or rotation). As a tentative descriptive classification of outcrop cases, six main types of point-bar LAPs have been distinguished (Fig. 1B), although other hybrids are not precluded.

Apart from their major differences, the deep-water point bars have a number of key features in common (Fig. 22) – from which inferences have also been drawn about the meandering process:

- A horizontal top and an erosional, horizontal or gently inclined base, indicating quasi-equilibrium slope conditions of channel-belt development.
• Modest or absent levées, indicating a bypass of spill-out flows and supporting the notion of channel-belt equilibrium profile.
• LAP bedding inclined towards the last-stage channel and downlapping the erosional base, indicating persistent lateral accretion by channelized flows.
• An updip fining of LAP beds, indicating lateral segregation of bedload grain sizes by flow on the point-bar flank.
• LAP bed facies indicating tractional deposition by low-density turbidity currents, with a variable degree of substrate erosion and a higher flow density on the point-bar lower flank.

Other common features include:
• A stepped basal profile, reflecting an incremental lateral migration of the meandering channel thalweg and its decreasing scour depth.
• Sigmoidal cross-sectional shape of LAP beds, reflecting a gradual decline in sediment deposition towards both the channel thalweg and the point-bar top.
• Cohesive encasing deposits, supporting the notion that bank strength is a prerequisite for channel meandering.
• The lack of mud caps in the majority of LAP turbidites, indicating bypass of flow tails or removal of mud by subsequent flows.
• Bedload transport directed obliquely up the point-bar flank and increasingly deviated towards the bar top, indicating differential up-drift of sediment particles.
• Aggradational lateral-accretion architecture of the last-stage channel-fill, indicating increasingly depositional flows.

Features that render meander belts differing from one another include:
• The thickness and width of point-bar LAP, reflecting the depth and bend radius of the meandering channel.
• The prevalent cross-sectional geometry of LAP beds and the style of their erosional stacking (conformable or unconformable), reflecting the response of successive flows to the pre-existing morphology of point-bar flank.
• The depositional sedimentary facies of LAP beds and their updip changes, which reflect the character of flows and are quite consistent in a particular point bar, but differ greatly from one meander belt to another.
• The variable local strike and dip angle of LAP beds, reflecting changes in the point-bar planform and its flank morphology.
• The dispersion of local palaeocurrent directions, reflecting further the above-mentioned changes.
• The infilling mode and sedimentary facies of the last-stage channel-fill.

The observed differences among meander belts have an important bearing on their heterogeneity, but are beyond the seismic resolution and indiscernible from seismic images. However, the six main categories of point-bar LAPs are readily identifiable from a well-core sample, and their detailed characteristics provided by the present study can thus serve as a useful guide for the recognition and characterization of ancient meander belts and for the development of their models as hydrocarbon reservoirs.
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**APPENDIX**

**The transport of sediment particles on point-bar flank**

The transport of sediment at a meander bend is considered here, on the basis of Lerner (1997) and Beiser (2004), in terms of the mechanical issue of a body moving in curved line along a counter-banked turn. The body is considered to be a sediment particle, such as a gravel clast, and the counter-banked turn to be meander bend with a curvature approximated by an osculating circle (Fig. A-1A). According to the Newton second law, a body moving in a curved path is subject to a force causing the centripetal acceleration required for circular motion; \( \omega \) is the angular velocity.

\[
F_D = c_D (\rho \cdot v^2 / 2) A \tag{1}
\]

where \( c_D \) is the drag coefficient, \( \rho \) and \( v \) are the flow density and velocity; and \( A \) is the particle cross-sectional area, scaling with the square of the particle diameter \( D^2 \). The \( c_D \) value for a given particle is roughly constant for a wide range of flow conditions and depends mainly on the particle shape; the value varies from ~0.1 for streamlined elongate particles to ~1.0 for platy particles normal to the flow, with an average ~0.5 for subspherical particles.
Apart from any acceleration or deceleration that may occur in the direction of the particle path, the particle stress field (Fig. A-2B) involves only two other forces:

- The force of gravity acting vertically downwards through the centre of mass of the particle, \( F_G = m \cdot g \), where \( m \) is the particle mass and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration.
- The normal force acting perpendicularly to the substrate surface, \( F_N = m \cdot a_N \), where \( a_N \) is the corresponding acceleration.

The resultant centripetal force \( F_c = m \cdot a_c \) (Fig. A-2B) is not a third force applied to the particle, but the horizontal net force on the particle resulting from the tensor addition of the normal force and gravity force. This net force can be regarded simply as the horizontal component of the normal force:

\[
F_h = m \cdot a_N \cdot \sin \theta \tag{2}
\]

whereas the vertical component of the normal force for a horizontal particle path will equal the gravity force:

\[
F_v = m \cdot a_N \cdot \cos \theta = m \cdot g \tag{3}
\]

which implies \( a_N = g / \cos \theta \). Substituting into the above formula for \( F_N \) gives the horizontal force to be:

\[
F_h = m \cdot g \frac{\sin \theta}{\cos \theta} = m \cdot g \cdot \tan \theta \tag{4}
\]

For the particle to travel at velocity \( v \) on a curved horizontal path of radius \( R \), the required radial centripetal (inward) force is:

\[
F_c = m \cdot a_c = \frac{m \cdot v^2}{R} \tag{5}
\]

Consequently, the particle will be in a stable horizontal path if the particle velocity satisfies the following condition:

\[
\frac{m \cdot v^2}{R} = m \cdot g \cdot \tan \theta \tag{6}
\]

or

\[
v^2 = g \cdot R \cdot \tan \theta \tag{7}
\]

Since \( g \) is a constant, the latter formula can be simplified further as:

\[
v^2 = R \cdot \tan \theta \quad \text{or} \quad v = \sqrt{R \cdot \tan \theta} \tag{8}
\]

This means that, for a particle with a given velocity, a lower turning angle and/or lower counter-bank inclination will favour an upward drift of the particle (Fig. A-3). A sharper meander bend and/or a less inclined point-bar flank will thus enhance the updip drift of sediment particles on the bar surface (Fig. A-4). The smaller sediment particles, by entering the point bar at higher level, will have a smaller turn angle and hence a greater potential to be drifted updip, while the up-drift will reduce further the particle’s turn angle.

We have thus far assumed for simplicity that the particle will travel along the channel bend at a constant linear velocity. However, the turning flow with its particles will be subject to an angular acceleration (Fig. A-5A) proportional to the channel-bend radius:

\[
a = R \left( \omega^2 + \frac{d\omega}{dt} \right) \tag{9}
\]

For a uniform motion (\( v = \text{const.} \)), the total acceleration of the particle in a semicircular path is equal to the particle’s radial acceleration, \( a = a_{\text{rad}} \). For a non-uniform motion, this relationship will no longer hold, because of the presence of a tangential acceleration.
Fig. A-4. The transport trajectory of a sediment particle arriving on a point bar depends upon the particle velocity, the point-bar surface inclination and the radius of the particle rotation (corresponding to the meander-bend curvature and the particle’s relative height of arrival). In this limiting frictionless case, the particle is assumed to be carried by flow in suspension.

The tangential component of the angular acceleration is:

\[ a_{\text{tan}} = R \cdot \omega^2 = \frac{v^2}{R} \quad [10] \]

and it changes the velocity of the particle movement, whereas the radial component is:

\[ a_{\text{rad}} = R \frac{d\omega}{dt} = \frac{dv}{dt} \quad [11] \]

and it changes the direction of the particle movement. The equilibrium radius of turn at which \( a_{\text{tan}} = a_{\text{rad}} \) is:

\[ R_e = v^2 \frac{dt}{dv} \quad [12] \]

which can be regarded as defining the semicircular boundary between the thalweg proper and the point-bar proper of the meander bend (Fig. A-5B). Particles arriving at a velocity greater than required by the latter equation will be swept up over the point-bar surface, whereas those arriving at a smaller velocity will travel along the channel thalweg.

In our reasoning, we have so far assumed that the particle will move with a velocity imposed by the flow and exceeding the particle’s settling velocity. This limiting frictionless case may hold for particles carried by the flow in suspension, but not for those transported in bedload traction, where bottom friction plays its role. If the coefficient of dynamic friction \( f \) is taken into account, a generalized equation for the velocity allowing the particle to move along a stable horizontal path of radius \( R \) is:

\[ v^2 = \frac{g \cdot R (\sin \theta + f \cdot \cos \theta)}{\cos \theta - f \cdot \sin \theta} \quad , \text{or} \quad v = \sqrt{\frac{g \cdot R (\sin \theta + f \cdot \cos \theta)}{\cos \theta - f \cdot \sin \theta}} \quad [13] \]

Fig. A-5. (A) A particle with velocity \( v \) subject to an angular acceleration at the channel bend will have two acceleration components: a radial acceleration \( a_{\text{rad}} \) and a tangential acceleration \( a_{\text{tan}} \). (B) For a given particle accelerating at the channel bend, the equilibrium line \( a_{\text{rad}} = a_{\text{tan}} \) can be regarded as the boundary between the channel’s thalweg proper (where \( a_{\text{rad}} > a_{\text{tan}} \)) and the point-bar proper (where \( a_{\text{rad}} < a_{\text{tan}} \)).

The corresponding boundary between the thalweg proper and the accretional point-bar proper of the channel bend will then be at the equilibrium radius:

\[ R_e = v^2 (\cos \theta - f \cdot \sin \theta) \quad \frac{g (\sin \theta + f \cdot \cos \theta)}{\sqrt{g (\sin \theta + f \cdot \cos \theta)} \quad [14] \]
For a given $R_e$, all the bedload particles arriving at the channel bend with a velocity greater than specified by Equation 13 will be drifted up dip on the point-bar flank, although the required critical velocity will also depend on the inclination and roughness of the point-bar surface and the meander-bend radius (Fig. A-6). As the particle drifts upslope, its turn radius decreases and it arrives on a less rough substrate, which enhances the upward drift.